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Preface

Working in Waitakere
When it comes to partnership and joint interagency working, Waitakere
is a great place to study. Not only is there a rich history of collaboration
that spans over 20 years, but there’s also an ongoing city culture of being
innovative, proactive and persistent. Better ways of working and
meeting local wellbeing needs are being developed and refined, even if,
as we’ll argue later, the current context for partnerships can frustrate
these efforts.

While there’s clearly much work still to be done in Waitakere, significant
effort has gone into developing local collaboration frameworks that join
up organisations, sectors, problems, projects and people. What this report
wants to do is point to ways forward, how things might move up to the
next level, while making it clear that some bigger picture policy areas
have got to change if partnerships are going to realise their potential.

As seen elsewhere in Aotearoa New Zealand, there is much passion in
West Auckland for working in sustainable partnering ways. Thanks to
the Foundation for Research in Science and Technology (FORST)
funding, we’ve been privileged to observe, participate in and write about
the Waitakere experience of collaboration. It’s been challenging, fun and,
we hope, timely.

The partnerships research and this report
When we started this project, joining up community agencies with local
and central government to achieve better outcomes for people and
communities was somewhat new. Now it’s almost commonplace, not just
at local but at regional, national and international levels too. As a result,
what started out as a summary of social sector partnering issues in
Waitakere quickly turned into a much bigger task. While we initially
aimed at producing a 40-page report, we’ve ended up with a document
four times that length.

As researchers, we’ve come to this analysis of local partnerships from
two very different ends – one based on years of trying and doing
(Megan), and the other from the viewpoint of a more critical academic
analysis (David). In hindsight, it’s been a very productive mix. The
Waitakere partnerships research has involved both University of
Auckland and Waitakere City Council staff and, since mid 2002, we’ve



worked with a range of community and government organisations to
review and reflect on the Waitakere partnerships scene.

The report has two key purposes:
� to present our observations of partnership working in Waitakere City
� to help broaden discussions of partnerships and collaboration at a

number of levels.
We have tried to tell some of the story about how the ‘Waitakere Way’ of
working in a partnering way has emerged, and to present some of the
current opportunities and constraints that local partnerships face.
Because so much in this area is still new, we have also discussed some of
the language, terminology and ways of talking about partnership and
collaboration, hence the attention to ‘definitions’ throughout, and the
glossary at the end.

We have included some commentary on the slightly wider context of
reforms to governance, including decentralisation and other joined up
ways of working. Therefore, we have highlighted both ‘big picture
issues’ and ‘practical issues’ throughout the text. However, we stay
mostly close to practice, and readers looking for consideration of bigger
political, economic and policy theory issues around partnerships can find
papers and references to project related texts addressing them on the
project’s website, http://www.lpg.org.nz.

In writing the report, we have tried to keep to plain English. Partner-
ships and collaboration, however, are very complex and messy, and
certainly have a very technical side. What follows isn’t a ‘step by step,
how-to’ ‘guide’ to partnerships, although there is clearly much local
expertise on how things should best be done. We saw more value in
taking a hard look at both issues and solutions in a wider sense, and
giving voice to some of the many people who have over the past years
contributed to local discussions and debates around partnerships. We
present their insights into the likely ways of moving ahead.

This report, then, has been written primarily as a guide with partnership
practitioners in mind – those people who are living, breathing and
thinking collaboration. They include:
� people actually doing partnerships, working in partnering ways, or
� managing agencies, contracts, projects and relationships that have a

partnering dimension
� those who are part of a local strategic planning or interagency

collaboration effort
� people working on policy and service innovations and frameworks

involving partnerships.
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Where to next?
Although completing this report is a milestone for us, in many ways it
should be seen as a start-point rather than an end-point. A lot of the
issues we raise will not be new to many of you, but we hope that by
presenting them and posing some ideas for solutions things will
continue to move forward, both in Waitakere and nationally.

There is still much to be done. We look forward to participating in
ongoing dialogue and debate on where partnerships and collaboration
are headed, both in Waitakere and nationally. We are the first to admit
that intersectoral and interagency collaboration isn’t easy. With this in
mind, it’s likely that Waitakere’s ‘learning by doing’ experience will
continue to be the way in which collaboration grows and develops in
many localities and sectors around the country.

We hope you will find our work useful. We welcome feedback and
dialogue on the key issues and ideas for action included in this report.
We would also encourage you to reflect on other research project
findings, including case studies, workshop results and academic papers
that consider the bigger political and economic theory around
partnerships. These are posted on the project website:
http://www.lpg.org.nz.

Megan Courtney and David Craig

Waitakere Partnerships Research Team
October 2004
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Executive summary

Chapter 1: Introduction: seeing the potential and
constraints of partnerships in current context
� Partnerships are currently everywhere: there are lots of expectations,

lots of experimentation, local strategies and collaborations. Potential
gains from partnerships include:
� Multi-sector or agency approaches to complex, interlinked social

problems now facing many individuals, families and
communities

� More locally responsive services
� More long term community buy in and involvement in local

social development projects, services and outcomes
� Greater sharing of resources, both monetary and non-monetary.

� Partnerships pick up on growing capacity, enthusiasm and desire for
collaboration at the local level. There’s excitement from the long
awaited opportunity to join up after years of competition and
fragmentation. But amid this enthusiasm a number of issues are
becoming clearer.

� Issues and constraints also come from this background: profound
fragmentation of service delivery and accountability means there’s a
real need to find ways to put the Humpty-Dumpty of accountable,
coordinated local action together again.

� Partnerships need to be seen in the bigger context of:
� Treaty partnerships
� Joining up government at regional and local levels
� Joining up service delivery
� Joining up accountability, especially shared accountability across

government at the local level
� Local government’s mandate for promoting wellbeing and

community outcomes through their long term planning processes
� Government’s relationship with the community and voluntary

sector
� Government’s (stalled?) Review of the Centre process
� Decentralisation and devolution.

� Right now, everyone is dealing with the difficult legacy of what’s
gone before:
� High costs of coordination (meetings, meetings, meetings)
� Vague responsibilities and uncertainty about what participation in

local interagency strategies and collaboration forums entails



� No shared geographic boundaries, e.g. across District Health
Boards, Councils and Ministry of Social Development

� No existing shared planning and budgetary frameworks
� Insufficient budgets for collaboration in government offices at city

and regional levels
� No clear definition of who is responsible for wider wellbeing

outcomes; which level of government
� No major incentive funding, e.g. devolved funds to enable

significant joined up action or projects
� Insufficient baseline funding for many core social services and

community agencies.
� It’s also crucial that partnerships are a part of a wider debate about

what should be done at what level: a debate about decentralisation
and accountability and who should be responsible for what, e.g.
should responsibility for education, health and the like be at national,
regional or local level?

� With all this complexity, there are dangers of wearing people out,
especially at community level, especially in Mäori community
contexts, where time is scarce and leadership increasingly stretched.

� Another, maybe bigger, danger is that in this context it’s all too easy
for heavy expectations (and unreasonable responsibilities) to be
heaped (or dumped) into partnerships. And heaping big problems
into local partnerships usually means making local people respon-
sible for things that really need addressing at central government
level in Wellington. Government needs to create better contexts for
partnerships, through progressing its modernising governance and
Review of the Centre agendas.

� Meantime, people want to get on with partnerships. With this in
mind, this report considers a number of practical definitions and
actions, as well as some of the harder big picture issues.

Chapter 2: Defining partnership
‘Partnership’ in reality is still pretty much a catch-all phrase that
encompasses a wide range of situations, practices and arrangements.
� Currently they include interagency projects and planning, service

delivery joint ventures, strategic alliances, community forums and
even contracts.

� On a simple relationship level, we think it’s helpful to see
partnerships as just one point along a continuum, from just
coexisting, to a comprehensive formal partnership.
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� Seen this way, partnerships are only one kind of a wider set of
possible (and desirable) relationships.

� It’s important to be frank and conscious about where on the
continuum you are and want to be. Realise that you simply cannot be
partners with everyone, and that where you want to be may change
over time as relationships grow and develop.

Māori perspectives
� Mäori understandings of partnership differ to that of non-Mäori. For

many Mäori, partnership is akin to the ‘Big P’ partnership, i.e. the
Treaty of Waitangi. Many Mäori prefer to talk about relationships
rather than partnerships.

� However, in Waitakere opinion varied as to whether the Treaty of
Waitangi was part and parcel of any partnership in a New Zealand
context:
� some felt that the Treaty didn’t need to be the basis for

partnership
� some felt it was only applicable in specific circumstances, e.g. in

the area of Crown contracts
� others felt the Treaty should be valued and recognised in all

partnership contexts, especially those between Mäori
organisations and central or local government.

� In practice, local partnerships can be seen as either Treaty based (a
comprehensive sharing of resources and responsibilities), Treaty
influenced, or Treaty referenced (just mentioning the Treaty in
documents).

� A bicultural model for partnering is presented and this can be
usefully applied to the formation of relationships between Mäori and
non-Mäori organisations at the local level.

Chapter 3: Collaboration the Waitakere Way
� Current approaches to partnership in Waitakere have been strongly

influenced by history, socio-demographics, ‘Westie’ identity,
leadership, scarcity and necessity.

� Waitakere has a long history of community activism and community
forums that have proactively tackled a range of local social issues and
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solutions, e.g. family violence, mental health, community safety, lack
of local health services or a hospital and the like.

� From the late 1980s, local government has played an important role
in both progressing city wellbeing issues and promoting collaborative
and sustainable approaches to local problems. Since the mid-1990s, a
number of city wellbeing reports, summits and forums have ensured
local social development goals were promoted both locally and
nationally.

� Over the last 15 years, Waitakere has been a key site for pilot
interagency initiatives and demonstration projects. These local
innovations have helped grow local capacity and confidence that
local action can make a difference.

� In 2002, the Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration project was formed.
This brought together central government, local government and the
community sector under a joint ‘social wellbeing’ umbrella. A colla-
boration project manager (funded by central government agencies)
was employed and based at the City Council. A number of ‘Calls 
to Action’ were then developed by a joint strategy group and
mandated by the wider Waitakere social service community. As a
result, a number of new local partnership projects have been
successfully established.

Chapter 4: Practical nuts and bolts
The report focuses on four important practical issues facing those
working in a partnering way:
� mandates and representation
� strategic brokers
� relationship agreements
� partnership strategy and tactics.

Mandates and representation
� Strategic partnerships, and even many joint ventures, need people

and organisations to commit to ongoing shared decision making and,
potentially, growing shared accountabilities.

� Key issues here involve getting (and keeping) the right people round
the table, and knowing where you stand in relation to having a voice,
and accessing and sharing resources from government and other
partners.

� Mandates have a number of dimensions. A simple definition of a
mandate is having the authority (or delegating it to an appropriate
body) to:
� make decisions
� allocate and manage resources
� take certain courses of action
� do things in a certain way
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� be responsible or accountable for certain things.
� There are two parts to mandates that are most important for local

partnerships and governance:
� The mandate that comes from government, which recognises a

specific structure or strategic forum, and allocates resources,
funding and function (doing role) to it. (For more discussion on
the importance of aligning mandates, resources and functions see
Chapter 5.)

� The mandate that comes from the people, whakapapa, mana
whenua, and community/iwi organisations. In Mäori governance,
mandate comes from whakapapa, mana whenua and ongoing
community process and involvement. But knowing the basis and
extent of your mandate matters just as much in mainstream
community.

� Practical issue: getting the right people to the table, meeting after
meeting
The report identifies a number of key issues here:
� representation of key stakeholders
� qualities of representatives
� their ability to speak on behalf of their organisations
� their ability to commit to goals and funding
� their ability to take information back and forward
� their ability to deal with multiple cultural and community

contexts
� supporting and valuing community representation
� making collaboration fun!

� Bigger picture issue: funded and unfunded mandates
� Once a mandate is defined, and supported by good

representation and accountability, it is vital that resources are also
allocated.

� At present, lots of mandates that are vital for partnerships are not
funded. Partnership policy and rhetoric is not being backed up
with either new or reallocated resources, e.g. the Council has a
statutory ‘wellbeing mandate’ from central government in the
Local Government Act, but there’s no central or departmental
budget allocated against it (unfunded mandate).

� Nor is there significant new funding for the ‘community
outcomes process’ now a mandatory part of long term council
community planning at the local level.

Strategic brokers: the people that glue
� Bringing people, organisations, sectors and levels of government

together to work in a partnering way happens because someone
helps makes it happen. It’s a complex task, one that involves creative
people management and the juggling of multiple agendas,
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accountabilities and tasks. It’s a role that often is not recognised, nor
appropriately resourced. We have coined a term for these special
people – ‘strategic brokers’.

� These brokers are special people, with enormous responsibilities in a
partnerships context. They are nearly always overburdened and need
to be better recognised.

� They are born as well as made: the report shows how to identify
them, their needed qualities, skill sets, and what their job
descriptions should entail.

� They need support and resourcing: organisations to be aware of
what’s required.

Getting from contracts to ‘relationship agreements’
� With the rise of partnership working, there’s been an

acknowledgement that new forms of ‘relationship contracting’ are
needed. Some sort of documentation about how things will work will
likely be necessary. It may be as simple as a one page statement of
what people are trying to do together, or it may be a longer Terms of
Reference, Memorandum of Understanding or a Partnership/Part-
nering Agreement.

� Relational agreements should be developed collectively by the
partners and include aspects such as history, visions, values, how
governance and decision making will be shared, resourcing, roles and
responsibilities of the partners both individually and collectively.

� One partner acting as a ‘fundholder’ on behalf of other participating
agencies in the partnership is becoming increasingly common. This
role entails considerable yet necessary risks, and needs to be better
understood.

Understanding the dynamics and tactics of joining up
and partnership
� Doing everything with everyone is neither practical nor sensible; it’s

time to pick winners!
� Collaboration between local government, central government and the

community or community sector to achieve locally defined outcomes
is now legislatively required under the Local Government Act (2002).
What difference this will practically make locally, given current
resourcing, policy and operational frameworks, remains somewhat
unclear.

� There’s an inherent tension between interagency collaboration and
advocacy that needs to be more consciously recognised and
addressed. Ways to reduce the potential for conflict include:
� separation of collaboration and advocacy processes
� respect and understanding of each other’s roles and their limits,

e.g. government agencies can’t advocate
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� knowing how to advocate in this new environment, e.g. new
tactics and alliances are required

� maintaining a ‘no surprises’ policy in terms of key stakeholder or
partner relationships.

Chapter 5: Decentralisation, and joining up
government locally: an important context for
partnerships
� The bigger picture of decentralisation, devolution, regionalisation

and government joining up with itself and community will have
huge impacts for partnerships in Waitakere. There is a lot happening
here: it’s a rapidly moving target.

� Decentralisation is a blanket term (like partnerships and consultation)
which covers many situations: deconcentration (moving central staff
to regions or communities), devolution (devolving funding, functions
and mandated responsibilities), and the incremental, bottom up
growth of local capacity and networks. All of these are currently
happening in Waitakere, though without much overall coordination.

� The core ideas in decentralisation are pretty simple: rather than central
government planning for and providing social services on its own,
there’s a belief that there are gains from local cities, communities and
agencies being more involved in both service planning and delivery.

Bigger picture issue: potential gains from
decentralisation
Decentralisation promises much, and often it promises much more than
it practically achieves:
� Improved local service delivery: services designed and delivered by

locals for locals, overlaps and duplications avoided, possible cost
efficiencies, better information, wider accountabilities.

� More responsiveness to local needs: flexibility to implement broad
national policies in the context of local priorities, more tailored local
service outcomes.

� More community engagement in decision making: ease of stake-
holder involvement in both services planning and delivery from the
local level, again, wider accountabilities.

� Improved integration of systems and processes: across sectors and
in terms of information, monitoring, consultation, research, services
planning and delivery which are needed to address complex social
problems affecting many people, families and communities.

� Strengthened relationships and accountability: between a range of
stakeholders covering a range of sectors and interests (service
providers, clients, politicians), which helps to increase trust, shared
understanding of issues and solutions and to build local ‘social
capital’.
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Bigger picture issue: risks from decentralisation
There are also substantial risks, however, many of which Waitakere
currently faces:
� No real money to really do anything/unfunded mandates: the

amounts of money that actually arrive in localised settings are so
small that they are insignificant against the nature of the problem.
Presently, there’s a lack of relative re-allocation of resources to
address socioeconomic inequalities at the local level, including unsus-
tainable baseline funding for many community based social services.
Statutory mandates in wellbeing and community outcomes are
largely unfunded, i.e. not effectively linked to budgets.

� Shifting costs to localities: inadequately resourced devolved respon-
sibilities and functions (unfunded mandates) mean resourcing
shortfalls have to be met locally.

� Shifting accountability and responsibility downwards: current
arrangements don’t enable shared, interagency accountability for
outcomes at regional or city level; instead, local people do the coor-
dinating, and shoulder responsibility for joining up.

� Collaboration fatigue: the costs of putting all the fragmentation of
multiple service deliverers and stakeholders back together are already
high: lots of meetings, lots of need for key people’s strategic time.

� Diseconomies of scale: it doesn’t stack up financially to do some
things at smaller area (city or district) level, i.e. increased adminis-
tration costs, duplication of information systems.

� Local capture: minority voices or vocal interest groups push their
own banner without regard to ‘bigger local picture’ (e.g. social
justice) issues and need; and, despite what they tell you, local know-
ledge is not always the full story.

� Complexity or mess means that keeping wider social justice perspec-
tives and accountabilities on the agenda requires considerable efforts.
You can have everyone just sticking to their own local knitting and
accountabilities: cross boundary issues (regional) are more able to be
ignored, or generate fractious rivalry between all the part players,
which makes joined up regional planning harder. Transport in
Auckland is a commonly cited example.

� Uneven and low capacity at the local level currently: devolution
means higher levels of skill sets, leadership and experience are
required at central government, local government and community
sector levels within each locality.

� Iwi, the community and the community sector are left out of local
decision making processes because mandating and representation
issues are just ‘too hard’.

� Increase in inequality: the rich and skilled are more politically active
and use the local systems for their own end first. Decentralisation
accentuates local resource and social differences. For local political
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reasons, some places won’t address poverty. Because of the long term
nature of the problem, redistribution mechanisms require long term
(and bipartisan) political commitments.

All these issues matter for Waitakere in the future. The report and its
recommendations explore these implications in more detail.

Decentralisation and devolution – a Māori perspective
� Decentralisation and devolution are big issues for Mäori. On one

hand, the recent trends of enabling more to be done at the local level
and increased recognition of the benefits of supporting Mäori (and,
indeed, non-Mäori) service providers to develop and deliver services
in a culturally appropriate way have combined to strengthen
movement towards tino rangatiratanga (self-direction, autonomy).

� However, a lot of Mäori do not want things decentralised. The Treaty
relationship is between Mäori and the Crown; that is, central
government. There are examples where Mäori did not benefit from
decentralised bodies. There are various understandings of the Treaty
and this creates a problem with how to measure the effects of
decentralisation. Decentralisation could be a threat for Mäori and
therefore many Mäori would like to maintain the status quo with the
government having responsibility.

Several barriers to successful partnering between Mäori and both local
and central government agencies have been highlighted and are
discussed in the report.

Making decentralisation and local partnerships work:
what needs to be lined up
Making decentralisation and partnerships work was never going to be
easy, neither was it going to be a short term process. To be successful,
there are a number of different levels or layers of activity that need to be
happening all at once. The report identifies and discusses a number of
these:
� Aligning resources, mandates and functions locally or regionally: to

ensure that collaborative effort at the local level is effective resources,
mandates and functions all need to be in place and linked up, locally.
If one of these areas is missing, or not properly organised, then the
ability to deliver will be compromised to some degree. (Note,
however, that a ‘perfect’ alignment is unlikely. What matters then is
the size or relative impact of the ‘missing bit’.)

� Aligning the political, strategic and operational/technical: imple-
menting successful local partnerships requires a number of different
structures, processes and skill sets working alongside each other, and
generating trust and accountability between each other:
� Political processes with elected representatives (and/or senior

officials) who make overarching high level decisions on strategy,
resources and processes.
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� At the strategic level the ‘what to, how to, when to’ questions are
discussed, debated and, more often than not, negotiated.

� At the operational level, implementation of strategies, plans,
projects and services is carried out.

� Aligning central government, local government and community
effort: The Waitakere Way of working frequently sees central
government, local government and the community sector working
together. Sometimes, it’s about two of three in partnership, and in the
Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration process, it’s all three sectors. The
three sectors have different roles to play, bring different resources and
experiences to the table and all have different ways of working. These
differences must all be understood and accommodated to some
degree. Ensuring that all partners have the capacity to participate and
work together is currently a major local challenge.

Overall, in decentralisation and governance terms, what is needed to
enable partnerships are clearer alignments and accountabilities:
� The adequate definition and resourcing of devolved and decentra-

lised mandates in wellbeing, social development and poverty.
� The establishment of much clearer local and regional accountability

frameworks (common accountability platforms) within a much
clearer delineation of mandates at different levels of government;
stronger incentives and requirements to link strategic planning
between agencies (see below).

� Stronger linking of territorial monitoring and data to these
accountability frames, and, accordingly

� Reform of the Public Finance Act to facilitate greater cross-agency
and government-community action in crucial areas.

Chapter 6: Moving forward: what might make
a difference?
The report suggests a number of practical ways forward: a range of
initiatives, projects and strategies that might make a difference, both in
Waitakere and nationally. Some suggested actions include:
� Incentives for partnerships – devolved funds: helping partnerships

get traction means creating collaboration honeypots or incentives
funding. International experience is that there needs to be incentives
to encourage local organisations to collaborate and explore new ways
of working. Often, this is done by having locally devolved funds,
around which local groups can join together and develop collabora-
tive funding proposals. This is a key way of generating innovation,
which is somewhat under-utilised in New Zealand contexts.

� Catalysing outcomes – via a locality project: changing wellbeing
outcomes and long term socioeconomic equalities at the local level is
no easy feat. We’re now dealing with families or whänau with inter-
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generational issues and many complex, interconnected problems.
Trend analysis shows growing aggregation of lower socioeconomic
groups in Waitakere City; however, addressing these changes on a
citywide basis is likely too big a job. An alternative approach is to
work with a selected community(ies) to try new joined up ways of
working at the neighbourhood level. As discussed in Chapter 5,
wellbeing outcomes need to be considered in a three pronged way:
� improving the type, availability and coordination of social

services
� involving and building local communities – developing local

visions for the future, growing networks, events and support
structures, involving people in local services and planning

� influencing the basic determinants of wellbeing, including income
– piloting new benefit regimes, looking at alternative supports
and incentives to increase family/whänau income levels.

� Catalysing outcomes – via a sectorally aligned partnership: rather
than focus on aligning plans across sectors and agencies to enhance
overall city wellbeing (i.e. a kind of horizontal alignment), this pilot
would concentrate on alignment within just one sector, which we
suggest should probably be housing. The report develops an initial
outline of who this would involve, with levels of government and
community, and assigned functions and accountabilities. Focusing in
one strategic area like this could catalyse a lot of coordinated activity
across multiple levels of government and community groups.
Lessons could be learnt and help inform alignment and outcomes in
other sectors.

� Don’t collaborate, advocate (with strategic partners): being smart
about partnerships means recognising that there are some things that
don’t work in a collaborative framework. Advocacy is one of those
areas! There are many big local issues where localities need to have
their own voice, and be able to advocate strongly for change, e.g. to
policy, services, resource levels etc. In Waitakere, a new council/
community sector advocacy forum should be created to strategically
develop key advocacy messages and processes. This forum should
have links to, but not be part of, the Wellbeing Collaboration Process
as government departments cannot publicly advocate.

� Picking your partnerships – strategic alliances and plan/budget
alignment: given that all major agencies such as the Council,
Waitemata DHB, the Police and  Ministry of Social Development
have to prepare strategic and annual plans for and involve key
stakeholders in their locality in the process, it makes sense to
approach this task in a proactive and coordinated way. As a practical
step forward, and a way of learning about opportunities and
constraints, a few key agencies working in Waitakere could agree to
try to align planning and budget processes on a trial basis.
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� Exploration of a Waitakere Treaty partnership model: this proposal
contains practical suggestions for how both Mäori and non-Mäori
organisations could continue to work towards more Treaty based
relationships, including the development of a Waitakere Treaty
partnership model and mutual capacity building between Mäori and
non-Mäori organisations.

� Getting Education to the table: greater resourcing needs to be
provided to the education sector (Ministry of Education and schools)
to enable them to participate in more social and community
development initiatives at both city and regional levels.

� Workforce development: a range of ways is proposed to enhance the
roles and functions of local strategic brokers. To maximise
opportunities from the current collaborative environment, more
brokers are needed at local government, central government and
community sector levels. Local broker training courses and on the job
mentoring would have a positive impact in this regard.
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1
The current and future

context for collaboration
and partnership

This chapter looks at:
� A changing national environment: the

move towards partnerships, which can
be seen as part of a wider reform
process

� reforming social sector
governance

� decentralisation and devolution:
local partnerships

� Some potential expected gains from
partnership and collaboration



A changing national environment

The partnership approach that government has taken means
open relationships based on trust and understanding … This
commitment to partnership also means that government
agencies will need to be better coordinated in their dealings
with others. … Action is required to give practical effect to
this commitment to partnership. As well as undertaking joint
work on the projects outlined below, the government expects
that others will recognise the partnership approach as our
normal way of doing business.
— Sustainable Development for New Zealand: Programme of Action,

January 2003

Talk about partnerships seems to be everywhere, prominent among a
whole emerging raft of approaches to joining up government, commun-
ity and voluntary agencies, local authorities, iwi, and others. Moreover,
this is definitely not just a New Zealand experience. Many countries are
moving in the partnerships direction. New Zealand thus sits alongside
the UK, Canada and Australia in moving to realign how people work
both within and across a range of sectors.

Partnerships figured, for example, in the current New Zealand govern-
ment’s headline policy document, the Key Government Goals to Guide
Public Sector Policy and Performance, a set of statements that provide the
basic framework for all departmental policy. At the time of the fifth
Labour Government’s election in 1999, two of the six goals included:

� Restore trust in government and provide strong social services
Restore trust in government by working in partnerships
with communities, providing strong social services for all,
building safe communities and promoting community
development, keeping faith with the electorate, working
constructively in Parliament and promoting a strong and
effective public service.

� Close the gaps for Mäori and Pacific people in health,
education, employment and housing
Support and strengthen the capacity of Mäori and Pacific
Island communities, particularly through education,
better health, housing and employment, and better
coordination of strategies across sectors, so that we may
reduce the gaps that currently divide our society and
offer a good future for all.

(NZ Treasury (2001). Departmental Forecast Report for the year ending
30 June 2001. Wellington, Treasury,

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/dfr/2001/tsydfr01.pdf (p. 20).
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‘Closing the gaps’ had a notoriously short policy life, partly because
government realised that partnerships alone wouldn’t achieve the gap
closing outcomes hoped for. Nevertheless, the basic aspirations and
understandings remain in current policy: partnerships and other joining
up of governance can and should contribute to wider social, economic
and environmental goals. As readers will see, this linking of partnerships
to outcome goals is not as easy as it sounds. But these kinds of hopes are,
nonetheless, internationally expressed.

We think it’s important that the partnerships phenomenon is seen as a
part of a wider reform process and movement. In fact, while the bottom
up dimensions of partnerships – people wanting to work together on
shared projects – are important, we would argue that the new emphasis
on partnerships should be seen primarily as a new approach to the
wider business of governance and strategic alignment in government
and social service delivery. This wider governance frame ties together
government agencies and community and voluntary sector and iwi
organisations in increasingly important ways. It’s crucial, then, that
everyone involved, community, local and central government, grasps the
wider moves that are shaping partnerships and collaboration in the
social sector.

In this wider sphere, lots of overlapping agendas are involved. In the box
below, we list a few agendas with direct partnerships aspects. Here, we
suggest, lies an important danger: partnerships seem to be proposed as
the answer to a lot of problems, such as fragmentation, exclusion, join-
ing up governance, addressing the social determinants of health. It will
likely become more important that many of these crosscutting issues will
be collaborated on at the local level (see below). Locally, community and
voluntary sector organisations are being increasingly invited to partici-
pate as ‘co-producers’ of services. This occurs with both the wider
wellbeing/safety/social investment agendas, and in the accountability
and governance structures of service delivery that will accompany them.

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

National and policy contexts for partnerships

Treaty of Waitangi
A number of what might be called ‘Big P’ partnership issues emerge from

the implications of the Treaty of Waitangi for programmes affecting both

Mäori wellbeing and their self-determination.

Getting past fragmentation
Previous reforms have caused much fragmentation in service delivery and

social welfare in New Zealand. Partnerships are seen as a way back. But
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questions arise as to whether they an adequate way back, and what other

policy changes might help them work better.

A ‘whole of government approach’
In social services and other sectors, a range of crosscutting issues are

emerging that many people think are best approached not by a single agen-

cy but by a number of agencies. The areas in general relate to ‘wellbeing’,

‘health inequalities’, and to ‘social investment’ in the development from

childhood to old age of educated, highly skilled, self-responsible and work-

force active citizens. Increasingly, support for families, and young or

working mothers, is being talked about in these terms. Many of these will

be approached locally as well as regionally and nationally. Sometimes, this

is referred to as a ‘whole of government’ approach, or even, a ‘whole of

government responds to whole of community’ approach. (A big picture

parallel here is also sustainable development which seeks to bring together

the social, environmental, economic and cultural dimensions to wellbeing.

Note: On New Zealand’s health inequalities, see Tobias M. and P. Howden

Chapman (eds) 1999 (see Further Reading). For what might be done about

them, see: Marmot, M. and R. Wilkinson (eds) (1999) and the UK govern-

ment’s Programme for Action on Health Inequalities (2003)

http://www.dh.gov.uk/assetRoot/04/01/93/62/04019362.pdf)

Outcomes focus
The government has shifted from output to outcome based funding, Ideally,

the outcomes focus should give people more reasons to join up, and shift

funding into partnerships and development of local strategies. But, as we

will see, this hasn’t happened yet. Part of this shift is due to a desire to

increase the efficiency and responsiveness of government, and enhance

the accountability of the public service.

Local government reform
There are new requirements and opportunities for local government to get

involved in a whole range of wellbeing and community outputs, especially

through the Long Term Council Community Planning Process. Effectively,

this gives councils a mandate (though crucially not many resources) to

address and call for wider partnerships and accountability around a large

number of wellbeing related issues at the local level. New community

outcomes processes under the Local Government Act (2002) should also

provide a mechanism whereby many of these crosscutting wellbeing issues

can potentially have a more important role in the day to day activities of

more traditional local authorities, who have tended to take a narrower view

of their wellbeing role.

Community and voluntary sector in social service delivery
The resurgence of the community and voluntary sector as vital ‘partners’ or

‘co-producers’ in social service delivery and wider governance. Along with



this is the current desire to draw them into closer, more strategic relation-

ships at both policy development and service delivery levels.

Decentralisation and devolution
Decentralisation and devolution of services from central government or

Wellington to local, regional and iwi/urban Mäori levels, and the emergence

of a wider range of activities.

All of these crosscutting issues are a part of what is emerging as a wider
programme for social democratic or Third Way governments, one
version of which is called the ‘Progressive Agenda’ (see, e.g. Giddens, A.,
2003). Other versions of this include the OECD’s New Social Policy
Agenda (see OECD, 1999) and New Zealand’s own Social Development
and Sustainable Development agendas (see MOSD, 2001 and
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2003).

In this national and policy context, however, it’s all too easy for heavy
expectations (and unreasonable responsibilities) to be heaped (or
dumped) into partnerships. Heaping big problems into local partner-
ships usually means making local people responsible for things that
really need addressing from Wellington. There are areas, for example,
where what’s arguably needed is more income support for poor families.
Better joined up services and local participation certainly won’t do it
alone. Expecting local partners to take on such issues isn’t just unfair
(given how stretched they are already), it’s also dangerous for the poor,
and for poor parts of the country. In this case, local partners’ response
must be to reassign the responsibility to Wellington, which means
lobbying and advocacy. But, as we’ll see, lobbying and advocacy can be
exactly what a too-local focus on partnerships and collaboration makes
difficult. It’s crucial, therefore, that partnerships are a part of a wider
debate about which levels of government can and should be
responsible for which problems: a debate about decentralisation and
accountability. That’s why this report devotes so much space to these
issues.

Reforming social sector governance
The broader reform of social sector governance towards crosscutting
issues and joined up approaches will potentially affect the ways wider
government operates. It will potentially realign government departments
away from traditional silos of sector service delivery (keeping their
resources and capabilities within their own systems), and into new
alignments and strategic ways of working together, focusing on
crosscutting issues.

We will continue to see more arrangements set in place for local strategic
coordination, and for locally integrated service delivery. In New Zealand,
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some of this high-level reform process is already underway, with the
government’s Review of the Centre programme that has sought to
enhance the way the public sector functions. Initial results and
aspirations from this process can be seen in the Ministry of Social
Development publication Mosaics. (MOSD, 2003).

One unknown in all of this is the role of the Treaty of Waitangi in
promoting real, day-to-day collaboration in services and strategy
between local government, community agencies, government agencies,
and iwi/Mäori groups. The implications of the Treaty are wide ranging:
including how crosscutting wellbeing issues are addressed and also for
governance issues around sovereignty, accountability and mandating.

Decentralisation and devolution: local partnerships
The move to partnerships, then, must be seen as part of wider moves
towards decentralisation and devolution of some aspects of service
delivery and the governance of service delivery agencies. While we
devote a lot of attention to these issues in Chapter 5, an overview is
presented here.

D E F I N I T I O N S

Decentralisation, devolution, deconcentration
Decentralisation is a blanket term (like partnerships and consultation) that

covers many situations related to taking power, decision making, and acting

outside of central government’s (or Wellington’s) control.

There are basically two specific ‘deliberate’ approaches to making

decentralisation happen (deconcentration and devolution) and at least one

incremental and more ad hoc one (local capacity building).

(The technical specifics of decentralisation are discussed further in

Chapter 5.)

New Zealand has already experienced many different kinds of
decentralisation, from moves in the 1980s to give schools more control
over their own governance and budgets, to more recent devolution of
health services planning and delivery to District Health Boards, and to
the new Primary Health Organisations. It is these decentralised and local
agencies (District Health Boards and community organisations, local
councils and others) that are often at the forefront of local partnership
initiatives. They are commonly aligning themselves with local and
regional branches of government agencies, in a number of initiatives
from small projects to wide ranging strategies.

Decentralisation and devolution currently have a broad political support
base (with both the left and right), with different emphases on higher
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accountabilities, on how much and what kinds of collaboration, the role
of community organisations, and the role of the market. It is likely that
partnerships will remain in some kind of decentralisation environment
for the foreseeable future. However, despite all the general interest, the
national policy context still seems confused, with no apparent overall
framework for collaboration and decentralisation. The Ministry of Social
Development, the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet,
Department of Internal Affairs, the State Services Commission and
Treasury are all interested in decentralisation and coordinating services
and strategy locally. The Review of the Centre process initiated some
whole of government debate, but from the outside it looks like no one in
Wellington is providing strong core policy leadership or implementation.
Different agencies have different understandings and agendas, and are
sending different signals down the line to Waitakere; for example about
working locally versus working regionally.

This situation is not unprecedented. Here, New Zealand has something
to learn from overseas experience, and we have tried in the course of this
research project to raise common international issues in a Waitakere and
New Zealand context. At present, however, major decentralisations (e.g.
health) seem to have been organised as if the process has never been
done before, with people falling into traps familiar to those experiencing
decentralisations overseas.

In summary it appears likely there will be more attempts to do strategic
planning together across agencies and communities, to innovate
collaboratively, and to join up and integrate local services at the local
level. Perhaps in the future we will see more services (maybe policing or
education) and their governance devolved to local or regional control
(health has had it happen already). If devolved, these services will be
required to plan collaboratively, and to engage local government and
community. Expect more collaborative meetings and obligatory consul-
tation, because things are only going to get more complex locally.

Some expected gains from partnership and
collaboration
Although much of this document discusses current problems and issues,
it’s important to remember where the advantages of working in a
collaborative way actually lie.

Some of the negative consequences of previous social and economic
restructuring in New Zealand have included growing inequality
(between rich and poor) and very complex,  interlinked and often
intergenerational social problems. (Health problems, for example, are
often about financial stresses or poverty, poor housing conditions, poor
education about nutrition and lifestyle choices – thus must be addressed
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in a multi-sector way.) These are issues that cannot be solved by any one
agency or sector alone. Therefore collaboration between a range of
sectors and agencies (in planning, funding, service delivery and so on) is
essential if positive headway is to be made, in terms of community,
family/whänau and individual wellbeing. A partnership approach also
allows for more locally responsive and tailored services to meet the needs
of local communities. It often results in greater recognition and involve-
ment of communities in local processes and services that affect them.
Ultimately, a lot is at stake: sustainability, social equality, and whether
local groups and places have an effective input into policy issues.

Collaboration promises important gains. Working in a collaborative way
allows you or your organisation to tap into the resources, energies,
experiences, networks, ideas, skill sets, mana and information held by
other agencies and sectors. This is often referred to as leveraging and is
often one of the most practical and visible gains from collaboration. It is
echoed in the Mäori proverb:

‘Ma to rou ‘With your basket
Ma töku rou rou And my basket
Ka ora ai te iwi’ The people shall prosper’

Another gain from working in a partnering way is wider acceptance and
ownership of the issues, the solutions and the doing. A collaborative and
inclusive framework means a wider number of stakeholders are
involved, with trust and relationships strengthened and developed over
time. This kind of trust is also key for growing community and social
capital or the bonds, values and norms by which people work together.
A collaborative framework also means that processes and projects are not
so reliant on individuals and won’t always fall over when one person
leaves.

However, whether in the current environment partnering can make a big
picture difference is not something that can be assumed. Hence the need
to keep an eye on the bigger picture, on where politicking will achieve
more than partnering, and where partnering is being used as a dumping
ground for problems politicians are not willing to address directly them-
selves. Internationally there is evidence that collaboration and
partnership can make positive changes, but there is a dearth of long
term, well funded evaluation, especially in terms of outcome evidence.
We must also remember that partnering and collaboration is still relative-
ly new in New Zealand and internationally. In Waitakere City the official
collaboration era has been just four years, although it was preceded by
some 20 years of collaborative activities. Elsewhere in the country, many
communities are starting nearly from scratch.
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It must be remembered too that the country is emerging from 20 years of
competition and contractualism within the social sector. As will be
discussed elsewhere in this report, creating a collaborative culture (at
either organisational or community level) that is about a collective way
of working, supported structurally, financially and practically, doesn’t
just happen overnight. Time and communication (lots of meetings)
remain two crucial, yet expensive, ingredients.

Where there have been recognised big gains from collaboration, it has
been in the ‘process area’. People know who each other is, what they are
doing, who to get help or funding from, and processes are set up to deal
with things before or as they happen rather than after. These gains are
borne out in the initial evaluation of the Waitakere Wellbeing
Collaboration Project, where many participants talked positively about
feeling more included, empowered, and knowledgeable about what was
happening locally than ever before.

There’s been a big investment of everyone’s time, over the
years. Once you’ve been through the rounds a few times
sitting round a table, in Wellbeing Network or inter-sector
things, you really know who people are and where they’re
coming from. It gets to the point where for some things it’s
just a matter of one phone call, and you can get straight to
the person you know can make a decision, without going
through all that uncertainty, not sure who you are and what
you can do. People who’ve worked in other places notice
that as a difference out here.
— From the Wild West to the Waitakere Way, 2003

It is important, then, not to understate the risks inherent in a partnership
way of working. The ‘transaction costs’ of collaboration (such as end-less
meetings) are high and there is talk of ‘collaboration fatigue’ because it
does take much longer to see results. However, clearly no one wants to
go back to the silos, competition, walls and us and them environment.

D E F I N I T I O N

Transaction costs
Transaction costs are the time, energy and resourcing it takes to make

partnerships happen, measured against the outcomes. In the current

environment, with so many local players, and without shared boundaries

and jurisdictions, and without funding for collaboration processes or

programmes, these costs are high and need to be funded out of people’s

extra (we could say marginal) energy.
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What is needed is clarity on when to partner and when not to, and to have

all the ingredients necessary in place to ensure that the investment (of

people, passion and resources) in collaborative effort is rewarded.

This chapter has discussed the context for collaboration and partnership.
Some of it, necessarily, has been somewhat theoretical. The final chapter
(Chapter 6), however, moves from discussion to some very practical
ways forward. In the next chapter, we clarify the concept of partnering.



2
Clarifying the

concept of
partnering

This chapter looks at:
� The need for shared language and

shared expectations
� How partnership encompasses a wide

range of situations, practices and
arrangements

� The need for clarity regarding
expectations, limits and possibilities

� The continuum of partnership and its
key ingredients

� When to partner and when not to
� Where the Treaty of Waitangi fits into

partnership: perspectives from the Māori
community

� A bicultural model for partnering.
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The need for shared language and shared
expectations
The language of partnership is a new and developing one. New words
and terminology are constantly being created to describe the issues,
processes and challenges arising from working in a partnership way. In
Appendix 1, we have included some of the technical terms emerging,
along with a number of other commonly used phrases used within this
report.

But this process of language development is not a straightforward or
simple one. On the one hand different people use different words to talk
about the same things and, sometimes, there doesn’t seem to be a word
that fits at all! One of the strongest calls we’ve heard – both from
community and government agencies – is to continue describing and
naming what we see, to start growing the language of ‘partnership’ and
partnering. This way, it is anticipated that more in-depth and analytical
debates about the vices and virtues of partnership can be held more
widely and, indeed, be sharpened over time.

This matters too because of the high expectations being put on
partnerships. If we have a naive, all-inclusive definition of partnerships,
then it will be reasonable for policymakers to expect partnerships to be
able to achieve far more than they can. We have learnt from this research
that naive collaborative expectations like ‘whole of government relates to
whole of community’ need to be broken down, into real responsibilities
and accountabilities, with more focused outcomes and processes, if
collaboration is not to be a dumping ground for ‘too hard’ problems, and
if local people aren’t going to be worn out. People need to know that it’s
OK not to partner: that there are cases where it is better to have a limited
relationship or even a stand apart, advocacy one.

For all these reasons, this report advocates breaking down the general
notion of partnerships into different, more specific kinds of
relationship. In this way, possibilities and limits, expectations and
accountabilities become clearer.



Partnership: a spectrum rather than a single
definition

D E F I N I T I O N

Partnership
Though ‘partnership’ is a term that many people use to describe the general

process of working together, there are currently many definitions of what it

actually entails. ‘Partnership’ in reality is still pretty much a catch-all phrase

that encompasses a wide range of situations, practices and arrangements

as can be seen below.

‘We work in partnership with other organisations …’

‘Our organisation has established partnership principles and values’

‘We work in a partnering way’

‘Our organisation is a partnership between x, y and z’

‘We have a partnership agreement with …’

‘Our partners are x, y and z’

‘We have a partnership with x to do y’.

In a New Zealand context, there is also the partnership between the Crown

and tangata whenua as defined under the Treaty of Waitangi. Hence there

is a preference by many Mäori to talk about relationships rather than

partnerships and references by some to ‘big P’ and ‘little p’ partnerships.

Indeed, key findings from the Waitakere City Maori Community Research

Report reflected that Mäori paradigms and views of partnership do not

necessarily match those of Päkehä, and even within the Mäori community

there were wide and diverging views as to what partnership actually meant.

The potential for conflict and frustration around many narrow
governmental definitions of partnership were also noted, such as those
limited by legislation or political agendas.

Trying to cut the partnership cake into distinct categories in an effort to
try to find the real partnership is something that we’ve attempted and
failed in. Both partnerships and partnering relationships do come in a
variety of forms and can be grouped in many different ways, for
example:

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

How partnerships differ
Their purpose
Partnerships may be created for the purpose of strategic planning, service

coordination, information sharing, service or programme delivery, or

capacity building.
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Their focus
Some partnerships focus on a sector such as health, education or youth

justice. In others, representatives from central government, local

government and community groups come together to work collectively on

broad themes such as safer cities and communities, healthy cities and

communities, and strengthening families.

Their governance
The possible governance structures for partnerships range from simple,

informally constituted collectives, to formal legal entities such as charitable

trusts, charitable companies and incorporated societies. The parties may

also have contractual arrangements between them.

The range of participants
Participants can be drawn from central government, local government, the

community and voluntary sector, iwi and Mäori organisations, business or

industry groupings, or other key interest groups.

Their timeframes
Partnerships can be formed to undertake short term, one-off projects, or

they can be the basis of an ongoing relationship between two or more

parties who subsequently undertake a range of projects over the long term.

Their funding arrangements
Partnerships may be funded by central or local government, by a co-partner

or not funded by a partner.

(From http://www.goodpracticeparticipate.govt.nz/the-basics/partnerships.html)

However, cutting the cake in this way still doesn’t allow us to accurately
define what partnership is. What has become clear is that partnership is
not a state of being or a static thing. It’s not a stand-alone agreement
signed at a certain point in time. It is more about a process or way of
doing things. With this is mind, many people have emphasised the need
to talk about partnering rather than partnership.

There are clearly degrees of partnering and working together, which can
be usefully separated out. As can be seen below, a continuum of partner-
ing is perhaps more useful to think about than a single definition of
partnership. Working in a partnering way can include a broad range of
activity ranging from general networking through to the more formal
partnership.



P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Expectations, limits and possibilities
People considering partnership need to be aware of (changing) expecta-

tions, limits and possibilities:

� Be frank and clear about the status (intended or unintended) of your

relationships, processes and initiatives.

� Be aware that where you are and where you may aspire to be on the

‘partnering continuum’ may change over time.

� Be aware that for different parts of what you’re doing, you may be

working at different points on the continuum at the same time.

� Be aware of the limits of partnership: some things need to be addressed

by central government, e.g. macroeconomic changes like income

redistribution, and local partnerships cannot and should not take

responsibility for certain things.

� Be aware that partnerships are only one form in a set of possible and

desirable relationships, and they are just one part of wider joined up

governance arrangements. The wider context of partnerships is

important; policies and funding and governance requirements can make

partnerships and joined up governance work well, or be very difficult

indeed.

� Be aware that there are benefits to having clearly defined contractual

expectations: in other words, limiting ‘partnership’ to specific outcome

meanings.

Be aware that terminology is important – especially from a Mäori
perspective. Concepts and language used in partnering documents and
processes need to be negotiated and understood by both sides from the
outset.

Among the many ways of working together, it is important to remember
that the partnership end of the spectrum is not necessarily easy or ideal.
Indeed, it comes with significant responsibilities and expectations, and
shouldn’t be entered into lightly. It also isn’t appropriate for every kind
of joint working.

Some of the different characteristics and ingredients of the various levels
of partnering are described in the next section.
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A partnering continuum
The diagram below shows elements in the partnering continuum. The
definitions panel that follows gives the key ingredients of the different
elements in the continuum.

D E F I N I T I O N S

Key ingredients of elements in the partnerships continuum

Coexistence
� You know about each other but don’t need to come together

� No direct relationships with other agencies

� No dependency or need to collaborate.

Networking
� Informal discussions

� Information sharing is the basis

� No formal collective agreement on visions or tasks

� Lower level of cooperation

� Does not involve shared decision making

� Establishing and maintaining relationships

� About knowing and understanding who’s doing what.

Cooperation
� A lower level of collaboration

� No fixed term or long term relationship implied

� Acknowledgement of common issues, interests and agendas

� May involve helping another organisation to achieve its project or task

� May involve documentation such as a Memorandum of Understanding

(MOU) that notes what will be worked on together

� No ongoing or formal commitment to each other.

Collaboration
� Involves trust

� Is based on negotiated and agreed actions

� Don’t have to share same base values but have an agreed set of

principles for working together

� Has shared decision making
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� Means giving up some things (like power and control)

� Provides an opportunity to add value to others as well as yourself

� Sometimes documentation is prepared to support different types of

collaborative effort.

Partnership
� Involves emotional and spiritual awareness of each other; that is,

involves hearts, minds, passion

� Works from an agreed base of shared values, e.g. trust, honesty,

openness and the like

� Sharing:

� risks and rewards

� resources

� accountability

� visions and ideas

� decision making

� Has a degree of formality and contractual and relational obligations

� Processes, systems and mechanisms are developed to support the

partnership, e.g. structures, contracts, principles and visions, plans,

conflict resolution and the like

� About shared power but not a 50/50 notion of equality

� About the way things are done rather than the evenness of power,

control and resources

� Resourcing and contributions involve equitable rather than equal

contributions; they may be in kind as well as monetary.

Partnerships: the formal end of the continuum
As noted earlier, although there are many ways that people are using the
term ‘partnership’, the UK Audit Commission has developed a very
helpful definition for those seeking a single definition, as follows:

D E F I N I T I O N

Partners
The UK Audit Commission classifies partnership as a joint working

relationship where the partners:

� are otherwise independent bodies

� agree to cooperate to achieve a common goal

� create a new organisational structure or process to achieve this goal

� plan and implement a joint programme

� share relevant information, risks and rewards.

What has become evident in both Waitakere (as well as nationally and
internationally) is that partnerships are hard work and do require a
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fundamental new way of working, both in terms of individuals and
organisations. They are also not something that should be taken on
lightly or seen to be appropriate in every case.

So when to partner and not to partner? While there are many important
gains from working in a partnering way, as outlined in Chapter 1, at a
very high level there are a number of important factors to consider in
making the initial decision about where to start.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

To partner or not to partner?

Yes – go down the partnership route
� You can’t achieve what you want to on your own: the problems, goals or

aspirations are bigger than you or your organisation.

� Other stakeholders can add significant value in terms of human

resources and skill sets, long term ownership, mana, resources, ideas,

passion, networks and connections.

� You’re willing to share power, risks and resources.

� You’re willing to take a long term approach – relationships which are at

the heart of partnerships are not a short term thing.

� You’ve got time on your side and have lots of flexibility.

� You’re prepared to take and live with risk.

No – don’t go down the partnership route
� The problem needs a big picture political fix, something Wellington

decides, and you need to lobby or advocate for it. (Perhaps partner up

to advocate.)

� You can actually do it yourself and involving others doesn’t really add

significant value.

� Your timeframes are short. You know (or have been told) what needs to

be done and how to do it.

� Your agenda, goals, outputs and the like are fixed.

(Note that a similar discussion could also be held at any point on the
partnering continuum, e.g. when to collaborate or not to collaborate.)

Where the Treaty fits into partnership:
perspectives from the Māori community
(For more detailed discussion see the Waitakere City Maori Community
Research Report on www.lpg.org.nz)

As noted earlier, Mäori understandings of partnership differ to that of
non-Mäori. For many Mäori, partnership is based on the partnership
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derived from the Treaty of Waitangi and is an extension of it. All
participants in the Mäori Community Partnerships research process
pointed out that the Treaty has its own mauri (life force) and that
engaging in a Treaty partnership is an initial step in a partnering process,
although it is rarely seen as such by Mäori or non-Mäori.

However, local opinion varied as to whether the Treaty of Waitangi was
part and parcel of any partnership in a New Zealand context:
� Some felt that the Treaty didn’t need to be the basis for partnership.
� Some felt it was only applicable in specific circumstances, such as in

the area of Crown contracts.
� Others felt the Treaty should be valued and recognised in all

partnership contexts, especially those between Mäori organisations
and central or local government.

There are various understandings of the Treaty and this
creates a problem with how to measure the effects of
decentralisation. Decentralisation could be a threat for Mäori
and therefore many Mäori would like to maintain the status
quo with the government having responsibility.
— Participant Workshop 3: Decentralisation

There was a general acknowledgement that Treaty based partnerships
have the potential to be able to address power relationships but that
much existing legislation provides a relatively fixed range of options. For
example, the Local Government Act (2002) requires election processes for
Mäori representatives, whereas Mäori structures for representation may
not view elections as the ideal way of getting the best representatives.

Power sharing was noted as a key ingredient for meaningful Treaty
based relationships and partnerships. The following was also recognised:
� Equality is not necessarily about a 50/50 balance.
� The notion of ‘power’ can be interpreted differently. It can be about:

� resource allocation, i.e. shifting resources and money
� shared decision making
� allowing Mäori structures to transform non-Mäori structures

within the partnership, similar to the way that Mäori structures
have adapted to suit the majority culture

� allowing non-Mäori organisations and their processes to
encompass Mäori practices, values and cultural beliefs.

� It will take much time and debate to resolve Treaty debates
nationally.

It is important for both Mäori and non-Mäori partners to respect each
other’s autonomy and control.
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D E F I N I T I O N S

Treaty based, Treaty influenced or
Treaty referenced partnership

In the Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report, some different

types of Treaty partnerships were distinguished:

Treaty based partnership
� Can be a capital P partnership between Mäori (hapü) and the Crown.

� Is primarily applicable between Crown agencies and Mäori

organisations.

� The scope of such partnerships has been widened over time. For

example, WAI claim 414 gave the right to Te Whänau o Waipareira

Trust, as a pan-tribal organisation, to be recognised as a Treaty partner,

allowing them to receive government funding to deliver social services

in a similar way to a tribal authority.

� Mostly have a legislative framework, but not always. For example,

Waitakere City Council regards their relationship with the Mäori

community in Waitakere as a Treaty based one.

Treaty influenced partnership
� Has no legislative backdrop of the Treaty partnership but it is commonly

recognised that the Treaty has a role. For example, the partnership

between schools and their Mäori community via school based marae,

whänau groups and the like.

� Is often a stepping stone towards a Treaty based partnership, though

such a move needs to be carefully discussed and considered.

Treaty referenced partnership
� Treaty references are included but they have no significant influence on

the relationship or partnership.

� Is often a result of not having sufficient understanding of the reasons

for acknowledging the Treaty and how it relates to the partnership in

question.

� Requires commitment and support from both sides to be more than

tokenistic.

� It needs education, training and general capacity building, at both

managerial and organisational levels.

� It can still be a platform for developing more meaningful relationships

over time.

There were strong calls at both mainstream and Mäori community
workshops for more general education on the Treaty and especially on
what it means or could mean at the Waitakere City level. Many
interviews with non-Mäori organisations and networks in Waitakere
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showed that despite a general acknowledgement of the Treaty and its
likely importance for their organisation, there was a lack of understand-
ing of what could or should be done to implement the Treaty within
their organisation and how to begin the process of engaging with Mäori.

We need an understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi and
how it can be implemented. The community hasn’t learnt
about it, thus there is a need for education – especially how
to implement its principles and obligations.

Education needs to come from central government and local
iwi; that is, from the bottom up. The issue for community is
often one of money.
— Participant Workshop 3: Decentralisation

Two key interrelated recommendations from the Waitakere City Maori
Community Research Report relating to the Treaty are discussed further in
Chapter 6. They are:
� Exploration and development of a local Waitakere Treaty Partnership

Model.
� Better recognition and valuing of the contributions Mäori partners

make, and assisting Mäori and non-Mäori partners to grow and
develop together.

A bicultural model for partnering
As part of the Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report, a
conceptual model for bicultural partnering was also developed. What is
required is constant recognition of the differences in structures or
categories, and ongoing attention to translating and negotiating between
them. There are challenges and opportunities on both sides of the
relationship, and these too need ongoing attention. As the diagram on
the next page shows, the processes of translation, and negotiation
between structures and categories, as well as the meeting of challenges
and opportunities, can come through a staged approach, beginning with
appropriate contact and mandate, moving through mutually agreed
communications and scoping processes, into further, deeper negotiation
and relationship processes.
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A conceptual bicultural model for partnering
Mäori

Structures/Categories
Whänau, Hapü, Iwi

Rünanga

Trust

Incorporated Society

Limited Liability

Company

Marae

Whare Wänanga

Köhanga Reo

Kura Kaupapa

Challenges
Insufficient resourcing

Volunteer fatigue

Silo mentality

Lack of understanding

about non-Mäori

processes

Opportunities
Provision of support to

non-Mäori in the

area of Treaty and

tikanga

Improved social

outcomes, health

and wellbeing

Autonomy and self-

direction

Increased role in

decision making

Stages

1. Approach
– Ensure contact is

made with appropriate

level of organisation

– Ensure mandate is

secured by both

parties

– Consider what

consultation with

stakeholders is needed

2. Discuss
– Mutually design and

agree on communica-

tion processes

– Consultation with

stakeholders

– Scoping of potential

partnership

3. Negotiate
– Valuing of non-

monetary contributions

– Commitment to

fairness and equal

compromise

– Consideration of

power relationships

– Integrated, holistic

approach

– Develop terms of

reference for

partnership in

consultation with

stakeholders

4. Engage
– Enter into

partnership agreement

– Platform for a further

contractual

relationship

– Develop and

implement Treaty and

tikanga approaches

5. Relationship
– Maintain and build

an ongoing, positive

working relationship

Non-Mäori

Structures/Categories
Päkehä

Tauiwi/Migrant

communities

Crown

Central government

agencies

Local government

Community

organisations

Businesses

Families and

individuals

Residents and

ratepayers

Ethnic boards and

societies

Challenges
Lack of understanding

and appreciation of

Mäori values and

practices

Restrictive

bureaucracies

Opportunities
Development of

meaningful

relationships and

policies

Strong local networks

Increased efficiency

of service

provision

Strengthened local

and national

identity

Consistency of

approach

Improved democratic

process



3
The development of

local partnerships and
governance in Waitakere

This chapter looks at:
� The background to the development of

partnerships in Waitakere City
� The role of Waitakere City Council in

city wellbeing
� Development of the Wellbeing Process

and the Waitakere Way
� Examples of partnering initiatives within

and between sectors
� The beginning of strategic city wide

collaboration in Waitakere



The early days
(This section is based on earlier work, including From the Wild West to the
Waitakere Way, available online at www.lpg.org.nz.)

Waitakere City, with an estimated population of 185,600 in 2003, com-
prises Greater Auckland’s western quarter. It’s a sprawling suburban
heartland, relatively homogeneous, tucked in the shadow of the
Waitakere Ranges. Long identified as Auckland’s ‘Wild West’, the current
city is the product of the 1989 amalgamation of smaller boroughs (New
Lynn and Glen Eden) and Waitemata City. The city experienced its most
explosive growth in the prosperous 1950s, 60s and 70s, a time of rising
home and car ownership, when lower middle and working classes
flocked to cheaper suburban subdivisions for their own slice of quarter
acre paradise.

Waitakere’s rapidly growing populace has in recent decades retained a
strong core of ‘Westie’ working class, indigenous and migrant folk, with
a fringe of middle and professional classes occupying the bushy hills and
waterfront subdivisions. Overall, the city is not (yet?) characterised by
the strong social and spatial polarities facing some of Auckland’s other
cities, where areas of poverty sit alongside pockets of great affluence.
Home ownership at 65% (2001) has dropped sharply over the 10 years
from 1991, when it was 80%. Capital values, while not at the same high
levels as other areas in Auckland, continue to rise at rates above national
averages.

Mäori make up 13% of the population; 32% are non-European. Because
of lower relative housing prices, more new migrant and refugee
communities continue to make Waitakere their home and population
growth rates continue to be higher than predicted.

However, the character and make-up of the city continue to change. On
New Zealand’s 10 point composite Deprivation Index (see Glossary,
Appendix 1),  Waitakere until recently had relatively small populations
in the richest (1) and most deprived (9–10) deciles, its population mesh
blocks (see Glossary Appendix 1) spread fairly evenly across the middle
to lower deciles, with a peak around decile 7 (1996 census). Between 1996
and 2001, however, the average moved downwards, growing strongly in
deprivation deciles 8, 9 and 10, moving to a peak around decile 8 (2001
census). Changed decile ratings in Waitakere undoubtedly make a
difference to both local wellbeing needs and expected outcomes from
partnerships, as will be discussed later.

On the other hand, unemployment in Waitakere has fallen dramatically
in recent years, to levels around 2.6% in late 2003 (compared to 3.7%
regionally). The city is as much as ever a residential/domestic centre,
with small pockets of industry and commerce, a large proportion of
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small to medium business owners and a significant daily migration to
work in cities elsewhere in the Auckland region.

Waitakere residents have retained and even fostered aspects of the
‘Westie’ stereotype, the capable, practical, ‘no bullshit’, slightly rough
around the edges identity. It’s an image that both community activists
and the Council have increasingly drawn on:

There is something magical about the West. If you talk to
people who live here, you will find that they all say that.
That – ‘we are proud to be Westies’ – because there’s that
kind of feeling. We pulled ourselves up by the bootstraps.
We’ve bloody well done it ourselves. We’re no-nonsense
people. We just get in and do things.
— From the Wild West to the Waitakere Way, 2003

The initial absence of core social services deserving of a fast growing
urban area – local councils, for example, tending to stick closely to roads,
rats and rubbish agendas – itself motivated innovators and service
pioneers, who found themselves drawn rapidly into advocacy roles.

We were the dormitory suburb for Auckland. So we were
getting a large amount of the poorer classes. Nappy Valley,
Massey and so on. No government agencies to speak about
here. Low socioeconomic status … very little in the way of
industry, commerce, bugger all. A highly fragmented local
government scene as well.

There was nothing in Henderson. The seeds of collaboration
got started there. It was a bit like, we were all in together –
government agencies, community – going West – the whole
symbolism! Wagons circling!
— From the Wild West to the Waitakere Way, 2003

As a result, a distinctive approach to carrying out social services business
has emerged in Waitakere: entrepreneurial, can do, politically aware,
generally committed to bottom up development, as well as strongly
networked locally, seeking wider re-engagement and getting wider
recognition.

I think that the Community sector in Waitakere jealously
guards who is acceptable and who is not, and how people
become acceptable. They have to prove themselves. They have
to become involved in the networks. They’ve got to be willing
to put in time to develop relationships before they’re trusted.
— From the Wild West to the Waitakere Way, 2003
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The development of community networks across a range of sectors and
communities in the west was crucial to what has followed. From its
inception, the West Auckland District Council of Social Services
(WADCOSS) has staged regular forums where current issues have been
able to be raised and debated. Its subsequent resourcing and support by
Waitakere City Council has provided an important basis for collaborative
working, contributing significantly also to the grounding of Council’s
future community and social development programmes.

Within the Mäori community also, there has been a long tradition of
innovation, strong leadership and progressive community development
that has resulted in many national firsts, including:
� Kakariki Marae at Green Bay High School was the first school based

marae in New Zealand and Ruamoko Marae the country’s only
marae for Mäori deaf people.

� Hoani Waititi Marae was one of the first urban marae in the country
and has continually been at the forefront of Mäori education. It has
featured very strongly in the early days of köhanga reo (Mäori
language and cultural based early childhood education) and kura
kaupapa Mäori (Mäori language based schooling) and it is now
moving to develop a whare kura (tertiary education institution).

� Te Taumata Rünanga (made up of iwi, pan tribal and Mäori
organisations in Waitakere) has been a standing Committee of the
Council for many years.

� Led by Mayor Bob Harvey, Waitakere City Council’s Treaty based
partnerships with mana whenua (Ngäti Whatua and Te Kawerau a
Maki) were way ahead of any legislative prescription to do so.

� Te Whänau o Waipareira Trust, a pioneer Urban Mäori Authority,
who successfully fought for recognition of urban dwelling Mäori in
the funding and delivery of Crown social services and who are now a
significant local provider of health, education, employment and
social services.

(See Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report 2004, p. 9.)

In health, organisations like Waitakere’s Shared Vision for Mental Health
(and more recently Waitakere Health Link) have long operated monthly
forums where mental health consumers and families and local service
providers (community and government) have networked, plotted and
planned. There have also been longstanding and strong anti-violence
networks, national firsts in terms of Mäori education as noted above and,
in more recent years, an internationally regarded community safety
programme.
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The growth of community organisations in the West was
quite organic … In terms of working together it was key
people that were the critical factor and made things happen,
rather than dollars. We didn’t really need much funding to
get things happening initially.

I mean, compare us with other places I’ve worked, where
there are hardly any effective citywide networks. Whereas
here, you started off with strong citywide networks, and they
remain strong citywide networks.

… we strongly believed in the need to have our own identity,
to be in control of our own destiny. People together making
decisions for themselves – not being ‘done to’. We just did it;
we had a strong belief in it and in our ability to do it. It was
for the benefit of our children and we grew strong as a
community from it.

It was to build an infrastructure that would be the best for
Mäori. They knew coming together was the way together.
They did it because of critical mass, because of the
urbanisation – Mäori drift to urban areas. There was all of a
sudden mass Mäori here whose needs weren’t getting met.
— From the Wild West to the Waitakere Way, 2003

Putting Humpty-Dumpty together again: the
role of the City Council in city wellbeing
For most of its modern history Waitakere City has had strong leadership
committed to wider community engagement and to building stronger,
safer communities. But not always: getting community development
started in local government in the west was at times a real struggle.
There were many battles fought in the mid 1980s to get a community
development section established within the then Waitemata City Council.

In the early 1990s, the Council adopted a range of big picture, headline
approaches, including the development of Waitakere as an Eco City. The
Eco City concept combined strategic direction and city identity branding,
and it gained strength from the mandate devolved to councils to address
resource management issues. The core content of the Eco City vision was
first expressed in the Waitakere ‘Greenprint’, encompassing the 1992 Rio
Earth Summit and Agenda 21 commitments to sustainable development,
along with an active commitment to the Treaty of Waitangi. These
commitments related to the 1974 Local Government Act’s mandating of
Council’s facilitation and preservation of the wellbeing of its residents.

In terms of funding social wellbeing services, however, Council has
never had a lot of its own resources to address local service gaps and
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needs. This economic reality meant that rather than become actively
involved in local social service delivery, Waitakere City Council adopted
a ‘smell of an oily rag’ approach. It put its focus, energy and available
resources into monitoring, facilitating and advocating around local and
city wellbeing issues and concerns.

The early 1990s, however, are remembered in Waitakere as a dark time
for partnerships. The competitive contracting approach to service
delivery that governments adopted from the early 1990s undermined
partnerships powerfully, destroying trust and even information sharing
between community agencies. The Humpty-Dumpty of local service
delivery was broken into a thousand fragments; agencies tended to ‘stick
to their knitting’, meaning focusing just on their contracted service
delivery outputs; everybody was supposed to compete, and nobody had
any resources allocated for collaboration. A number of local service
delivery and community agencies did resist this fragmentation, and
started to find ways to work together. But, again, collaborative efforts,
then as now, were hindered by a lack of recognition from Wellington,
and the crucial resourcing of collaboration to go with it. Council was one
of the few bodies with an overview of wellbeing needs, and a mandate
to address them. But even the Council’s wellbeing mandate was not
funded, which again meant smell of an oily rag, bottom up development.

Fortunately, the strategic policy arm of the Council has consistently had
a focus on social and community development, networking and
advocacy and, latterly, forming strategic government and community
partnerships. Health in various aspects (mental health, access to health
or hospital services, violence and community safety) had long been a
focus of community activism (especially in the 1980s and 1990s) and
network formation in Waitakere. As a result, there was considerable
Council investment in local issues, processes and strategies, in terms of
active involvement of elected members and staff.

By the mid 1990s, the community driven Health Summit process saw
wellbeing, as opposed to ‘health’, emerging as a key concept both within
Council and community agendas. As the first 1996 Towards Wellbeing in
Waitakere Report would note:

The possible factors that affect individual, community and
city wellbeing are divergent, wide ranging yet inextricably
linked: housing, income, employment, mental health, crime,
safety, leisure, recreation, the environment and family
relationships are but a few.
— Towards Wellbeing in Waitakere, 1996, Report Introduction

To shape and inform its new wellbeing approach, in 1996 the Council
held a large scale public meeting, where some 250 potential indicators
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were discussed by community and government agencies. This meeting
built on a series of previous headline events or ‘Health Summits’, which,
following the first wellbeing report, were renamed ‘Wellbeing Summits’.
The political language is important: these were summits, attended by
nominated representatives of community organisations, networks and
government agencies, yet, importantly, they were also open to non-
affiliated community members. In the wider wellbeing process, these
summits have taken on an important public mandating role, legitimating
and reinforcing collaboration, and have aligned strategy and
accountability in addressing the needs of Waitakere City’s diverse
communities. Some would also argue that they have been critical in
enabling a wider community politics to emerge that everyone –
councillors, officers, community agencies – had to sustain even though
very little additional funding was on the table.

Development of the Wellbeing Process and the
Waitakere Way
Wellbeing Reports were produced and Wellbeing Summits held in 1996,
1998 and 1999 and the first City Wellbeing Strategy was produced by
community sector networks and Council in 2000–01. Development of the
Strategy followed a joint 11 sector presentation to new Prime Minister
Helen Clark on local needs and solutions in April 2000. What has slowly
emerged from these developments is a collaborative way of com-munity,
local government and central government working within the local social
sector.

Initially coined the Waitakere Wellbeing Process, this collaboration has
involved local government, community and central government working
together through a series of summits, interagency and community
forums, strategies, planning activities and new joint projects. Led by the
Council, a number of important principles or local ways of working
became clearer and more widely articulated by a range of local
organisations under the banner of the ‘Waitakere Way’. These principles
include:
� Being proactive
� Being holistic
� Being preventative
� Finding local solutions to local problems
� Innovation
� Partnership
� Strong community involvement and leadership
� Having an inclusive, multicultural approach.

As noted above, since 1996, the Waitakere Wellbeing process has been an
evolution, passing through several phases (see the diagram overleaf).
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Initially, Council was at the centre of the Wellbeing Process, seeking to
progress dialogue and relationships between Council and government
and community agencies.

Building on this initial foundation, Council then moved to develop more
formalised and coordinated bilateral ways of working, separating
government agencies on one hand and community agencies on the other.
A Council/government agency forum was set up in 1999 (Waitakere
Intersector Group) and a Council/community agency forum (Waitakere
Community Wellbeing Network) was set up in 2000. Both forums were
established to work strategically with Council on wellbeing issues, with
Council taking on a brokering role in terms of facilitating dialogue
between community and government agencies on local issues.

More joined up initiatives within and
between sectors
Throughout the late 1990s, Waitakere City began to emerge as a crucial
site for development of collaborative action, with a number of Waitakere
interagency and collaborative programmes picked up by Wellington and
turned into national programmes. Similarly, Waitakere has also been
successful in attracting funding from what is locally known as the ‘pilot
economy’, the resources regularly allocated by government departments
for trialling new policy and programme initiatives. This is based on the
oft-heard dictum that ‘if it can be done, it can be done in Waitakere’.
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These initiatives have included:
� programmes for interagency, or ‘wraparound’, case management of

children in families that were coming to the attention of multiple
agencies (the Strengthening Families initiative)

� internationally prominent innovations in restorative and youth justice
(the Family Conferencing approach)

� Family Start (intensive support for high risk families with newborn
children for their first five years of life).

In community safety, active council-community collaboration has
resulted in the formation of a powerful alliance (Safe Waitakere) and
linked set of (injury, crime prevention, road and alcohol safety)
programmes, which again has attracted international attention.

What these initiatives have in common is a bottom up building process,
dependent in some cases on major new resourcing, but more often on
pooled ideas, networks and resourcing between existing programmes
and agencies. On top of this, it is recognised that a crucial dimension is a
paid coordinator, whose role is to pull together agencies and to develop
and maintain a focus on shared goals. Again, this is a smell of an oily rag
approach, with coordinators’ salaries and office facilities regularly
contributed to by a number of different agencies for some time. Getting
funding for the overall strategic brokering role, and starting to align core
budgets and planning of service deliverers in Waitakere, will start to
address this difficulty.

Innovation, then as now, has often been a marginal business, emerging
where local energy and concern wanted and needed it to, sustained over
and above already contracted commitments. On the plus side, good
working relationships have been built, information is shared, and both
people and their organisations are held to some account by their peers.
There is more consultation, of a kind. On the negative side, it has been
hard to get sustained focus from everyone around shared objectives, and
harder still to get budgets and planning processes aligned to support
collaboration. Many now acknowledge that things are more complex,
even messier than ever, in some areas. How to get from the mess to a
coordinated approach remains a real issue. Ways forward will still
involve a lot of bottom up work, and therefore multiple actors. If
substantial partnership action is to come, more regional and Wellington
sourced funding will be needed, along with other changes to policy that
will make possible shared accountabilities between government
departments at, for example, the Waitakere level. All this is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.
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The new millennium: strategic city wide
collaboration begins
As noted in the diagram in the previous section, rather than work
independently via two separate Council facilitated forums, it was jointly
decided that the next logical step was for the three sectors – community
agencies, government agencies and the City Council – to work together
in a more tripartite way.

In 2002–03, the intersector group and City Wellbeing Network were
brought together, and a decision made to concentrate more narrowly on
a few identified priority areas rather than on the 52 pages of possible
wellbeing actions that was the 2001 Wellbeing Strategy. A small
Collaboration Strategy Group was then set up, consisting of representa-
tives from each of the three sectors (Council, government and
community). Critically, this new group managed to secure joint funding
from the Ministry of Social Development, Ministry of Health, Com-
munity Employment Group, Department of Child Youth and Family,
Waitakere City Council and Housing New Zealand to employ a
Collaboration Project Manager, based at Waitakere City Council.

Over the winter of 2002, the Collaboration Strategy Group identified
collective outcomes and some goal areas to gather around, called Calls to
Action. These were mandated by the wider Waitakere community at the
December 2002 Wellbeing Summit and included:
� ‘Families give their children a great start’
� ‘Every child has access to a quality early childhood education’
� ‘Schools and communities working together’
� ‘Violence against children and women is reduced’
� ‘Every new migrant or refugee to Waitakere settles successfully’
� ‘All students leave school with a plan’
� ‘Develop a culture of inclusion that includes all people in Waitakere’.
All Calls to Action, and the projects they have subsequently spawned,
involve multiple participant agencies, working towards target goals
through a number of specific projects. The overall process continues to
be overseen by the Collaboration Strategy Group.

Thus far, some of the most developed collaborative work programmes
have emerged where there was already a considerable degree of colla-
borative community activism and some available coordination or project
resource. This is especially the case in areas of new migrant issues,
family violence prevention, early childhood education and
training/employment.

Throughout the wellbeing collaboration process, issues of mandates and
representation (getting the right people, with the right decision making
capacity, consistently around the table) have re-emerged time and time
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again. This has highlighted the fact that interagency collaboration
necessitates a degree of sustained, even formalised, engagement. While
the flexibility has its benefits in terms of membership it also results in
engagement of a range of agencies and activities. This flexibility can,
however, leave processes and projects also vulnerable due to the lack of
formalised commitment to and funding of collaborative tasks, including
paid coordinator time to help make things happen.

As with the previous wellbeing process, the extent to which the latest
collaborative Calls to Action will generate sustained action or shared
accountability around needs or issues remains to be seen. Evaluation to
date indicates satisfaction from a great deal of relationship building, but
also growing awareness that under existing opportunistic policy frame-
works and national political rhetoric, collaboration isn’t all it could be.
There is a need to bolster the capacity of participants at all levels, and to
develop a shared language and realistic expectations about what can be
done, especially under current funding arrangements.

Despite its newness, lots of complexity and some apparent collaboration
‘fatigue’, the Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration model is tapping into
and generating a level of enthusiasm and activism among community,
local and central government. This in turn continues to drive a range of
national innovations in responsive interagency action. The process has
achieved national awareness, local legitimacy, a good level of community
mandating and other accountability, which continues to shape the model
and inspire innovation.

Given the bare bones beginnings of social services in Waitakere, these
new problems of joined up complexity and multiple players must seem a
welcome one. But that doesn’t lessen the challenge, or make picking the
best Waitakere Way forward any easier. The challenge now is whether
the Waitakere Way can keep building strong, effective partnerships and
forums, and at the same time respond to some tough structural issues,
like rising inequalities and complex social problems.
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B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

Challenges for collaboration

Clarifying roles
In a bigger picture context, this inclusive and increasingly joined up

approach faces big challenges. Issues like poverty, housing, sustainable

development and other big picture social issues are being addressed

nationally and regionally. But sorting out what local government and

community groups’ roles are, and how they will be resourced, remains an

ongoing issue.

Central government funding and accountability
Even more importantly, it’s clear that many of these issues must not be

dumped into the local partnerships basket, or even into a regional

coordination basket, without serious central government commitment to

funding and accountability for outcomes.

What to do and with whom
Figuring out what should be done collaboratively and with whom – when

there are so many partnership opportunities – is another challenge.

Whether the commitment to and resourcing of local joining up exists or not

is a very big question at present.

This chapter has presented some background to the development of
partnerships in Waitakere City, and the role of the City Council in city
wellbeing. The next chapter looks at practical aspects of the partnering
process.
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4
The nuts and bolts of stronger

partnership: learning from
doing in Waitakere

This chapter looks at:
Key collaboration issues that have emerged in the
last two years of dialogue with community and
government agencies working in Waitakere:

� Mandates and representation: getting the
right people round the table, and knowing
where you stand in relation to having a
voice, and accessing resources from
government and others

� The people that glue: how to identify,
support and resource the coordinators and
‘strategic brokers’ who hold partnerships
and community strategy together

� Getting from contracts to ‘relationship
agreements’: how to build a stronger
documented agreement basis for your
partnership

� Understanding the dynamics and tactics of
joining up: when do you go for three way
(government, local government and
community sector) collaboration, and when
for two? When do you opt for collaboration,
and when for advocacy and strategy?



Along with decentralisation (see Chapter 6) these were the focus of
workshops held in September to December 2003, called ‘Partnership
Pizza Nights’, attended by around 160 different people from community,
council and government. Here, the issues were presented by the research
team, and in-depth discussions in smaller groups followed. Much of the
quotation material below is drawn directly from those workshop
discussions.

Mandates, representation and accountability

D E F I N I T I O N

Mandate
Mandates have a number of dimensions. A simple definition of a mandate is

having the authority (or delegating it to an appropriate body) to:

� make decisions

� allocate and manage resources

� take certain courses of action

� do things in a certain way

� be responsible or accountable for certain things.

There are two parts to mandates that are most important for local

partnerships and governance:

� The mandate that comes from government, which recognises a specific

structure or strategic forum, and allocates resources, funding and

function (the doing role) to it. This mandate is also called an assignment:

a level of government (say, regional government) or an organisation is

given the authority to take on certain tasks, and, again, is (ideally)

allocated the funding to do that. If you’ve got this kind of mandate from

government, you can expect certain kinds of accountability (and, we

think, resourcing) from them too! (For more discussion on the impor-

tance of aligning mandates, resources and functions see Chapter 5.)

� The mandate that comes from the people, whakapapa, mana whenua,

and community iwi organisations. In this case, a mandate is the

approval for a representative from a community group, government

department, Council, iwi and others to attend the meeting and speak on

behalf of the organisation. In Mäori governance, mandate comes from

whakapapa, mana whenua and ongoing community process and

involvement. But knowing the basis and extent of your mandate matters

just as much in the mainstream community.

Mandating matters!
Having a mandate from the community or from government for a
strategy or partnership will strengthen what you are doing. It gives the
project legitimacy and should enable you to claim a voice at the table,
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have input into plans and access resources. Check, maintain and
strengthen your mandate, and make sure others respect it too. But also
remember that mandates come with accountability.

Strategic partnerships and joined up local strategies require active and
sustained engagement from major stakeholders, especially when they are
being driven by many agencies and groups working together, often for
the first time. Effective collaborative action requires that participation in
these forums be more than occasional or piecemeal.

Consistency around the table is key and without it accountability and
responsibility to the wider group is often seriously weakened. What is
required then is sustained, mandated representation. If this is achieved, it
can mean more effective meetings, fewer ‘talkfests’ and endless rounds
of introductions, and more meaningful input and participation from
stakeholders, big and small.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Getting the right people to the table, meeting after meeting
The right people include:

� people from each of the major stakeholder organisations

� people with a right to speak for the organisation or group they represent

� people with an ability to make a decision and commit time or resources

to something

� those who can and will take the information and often decision issues

back to their group, and keep feedback loops going.

Note that:

� many community sector representatives, especially Mäori, often wear

multiple hats and that this comes with both benefits and risks

� mandating processes for Mäori are often complicated, collectivist (i.e.

involve a large range of people, organisations or processes) and may

take some time.

A strategic partnership is more likely to succeed:

� if it has a clear mandate to do what it needs to do

� if it can generate good levels of commitment and accountability from

the representatives mandated to participate in the partnering process.

Local experience reflects, however, that there are still some key questions
to be addressed in this regard (see panel overleaf):
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B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

Mandated representation
� How can we change government systems, accountability frameworks

and mandate funding to make strategic representation work better?

� How do you get the right people to the table, and keep them there?

� What does a ‘good’ representative do?

� What supports should be put in place to support effective

representation?

Getting a more accountable system by getting
stronger mandates from government
One of the strengths of the Waitakere Way we have observed is that over
time the City has been able to generate a high level of sustained volun-
tary representation from community sectors and networks within
strategic forums and planning processes. But one of the weaknesses of
the existing process has been that the strong bottom up participation and
accountability has not always been matched by a clear, or funded,
mandate from higher levels of government. Neither has participation by
government agencies been guaranteed.

For example, although everyone in government is urged to get into
partnerships, and local government has a statutory ‘Wellbeing Mandate’,
the funding and resources to accompany these mandates are generally
not made available from the start.

This has meant that the incentive of resources, which helps to attract and
keep people at the collaboration table, has not been there. Another
related issue is the lack of statutory or chief executive driven obligation
for central government agencies to participate in local collaboration
efforts. Instead, participation is largely voluntary and up to the goodwill
and discretion of local or regional government agency managers.
Accountabilities for participation have been mainly on a voluntary basis.

But how do community groups and local governments make local
partnerships and wellbeing mandates more powerful? How can they
really get accountability from central and branch government agencies?
The need to fund Council’s wellbeing mandate and partnership coordin-
ation are only just beginning to be recognised by central government
with Treasury indicating they are interested in further discussions in this
area. International experience has shown that until funding is addressed,
too much weight is placed on local people relying on bits and pieces of
funding from pilot and other projects in order to get collaborative
initiatives going.
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If there were real or substantial dollars in the middle, then mandates,
strategic forums and accountable representation would take on a whole
new meaning. Accountabilities could be strengthened, up, down and
sideways, and include community groups, council, government agencies
and (it is common elsewhere) politicians. People would have real
incentives to be at the table, and face questions if they weren’t there.

Without these accountabilities and incentives, the risk is that
participation will drop off if people don’t feel they are getting anywhere.
At the moment, it comes down to the strategic brokers to try to keep
everyone enthused and active. But they have enough to do, as is
discussed in the section later in this chapter on ‘the people that glue’.

Strengthening representation systems by getting the
right people consistently round the table
There’s a need for more clarity about what mandated representation is,
and how people and their organisations should develop their role(s).
Mäori have obviously had considerable experience with this, and have
developed extensive protocols for who speaks for whom and on what
basis. What kinds of protocols are important here?

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Getting good mandated representation
It’s important that everyone recognises that mandated representatives are

there, not on their own account, but to

� consistently represent their organisation or sector at the table

� reliably act as a conveyer of information backwards and forwards

� have the mandated authority be able to offer and commit their

organisation’s support to particular courses of action or projects.

This means representatives need to be able to:

� prove that they in fact have a mandate from their group or sector

to be there

� come reliably to table or forum meetings

� ensure reporting backwards and forwards happens

� make sure they do in fact have the ongoing support of their agency or

sector on key issues and projects. Everyone should recognise that this

may mean a substantial commitment of time in going back to their

agency, network or forum, allowing the opportunity for discussion and

debate away from the collaboration table, gathering up views, and

bringing them back for decisions.

On the other hand, it is important to recognise that:

� representatives are not the sole bearers of accountability on behalf of

their organisation, network or sector: this can only fairly remain with the

organisation, network or sector
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� they are individuals, each with their own expertise, strengths and

weaknesses

� very few people at this level have a total, simple mandate for being

there and for making decisions

� there is often a need for people (including community groups and other

collaboration participants) to endorse and support a member’s right to

be there: this can build confidence and respect over time

� representatives are generally very busy people in their own right,

managing multiple workloads and responsibilities.

Getting good mandated representation is not simple. As one workshop
participant pointed out:

There is no such thing as Pacific identity; but there is still
value in having ethnic communities coming together and
addressing common ground, and in having a leader or true
representative who can come through that, to become Pacific
leader. You would need to win support and sympathy from
each ethnic community.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Another participant, with long experience through a strong Mäori
tradition of mandated representation, commented:

A pragmatic view is needed. There needs to be the inclusion
of some history, some current views on the current location.
Then we could all bring our capacity, wearing several or
multiple hats. For example, I’m an iwi representative, a
council representative and a parent.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Recognising the strengths and weaknesses people bring is important:

People must be open and say what strengths they have. This
could be worked into the nomination process where people
are chosen on the basis of their strengths. Job applications
could add to this process and it could be down to fewer
people to choose from. Thus, you would have more control,
but this is less community friendly. This is a process that
government increasingly uses.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Sometimes, a strong formal method of mandating helps:
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COGS, for example, has a community election process.
Community groups nominate representatives then the
represented sector gets a number of seats (such as the seats
reserved for Mäori or women). However, this year this
process has been changed so that representatives are now
nominated on the basis of their contribution to the
community rather than their sector. This is a big change and
is for the better. It avoids people driving their own sector’s
agenda.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Principles to help maintain representation

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Getting and sustaining strong representation
The following principles will assist in finding and keeping good

representation:

� Openness, so that groups and people with an interest in that issue can

have a voice

� Balance, keeping a mix of voices at the table

� Recognising that each person represents their organisation’s own

interests and agenda, and accept that, before you try to find ways to

line those agendas up

� Keeping the forum focused on the core issue or vision that brought

them together

� Not letting particular sectors or voices dominate the forum and agenda.

Workshop participants offered these comments:

In the early stages: you need to focus on an issue. Distil a
series of issues into one. Bring together a layer of people
who can get that focus. Attack the issue from the basis of
information and credibility. Build a case from a base of the
widest possible information, the widest possible variety of
voices. Engagement at the highest level (government)
enables engagement from the community – it gives what you
are doing credibility. Everyone has a bit of the problem and a
bit of the answer.

We need the right mix of people. There is a need to gel groups
together – but this is hard to control. And don’t leave the
community behind. The challenge is to maintain a balance
between local and central government and community.
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Find things to agree on. If there is more than one party there
is going to be more than one agenda, and more than one
need. We need to acknowledge and accept that.

At meetings with people from different parts, the process
needs to recognise where people are from and their
particular restrictions. Process is important, e.g. not letting
one person dominate and letting others have their say.
— Participants Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Funding and resourcing representation, and valuing
voluntary contributions
Even where there is enormous goodwill and voluntary effort, it’s still
true to some extent that you get the representation you resource. In other
words, you need specific resourcing to engage and build participation
and capacity in collaborative effort and partnering.

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

Resourcing representation
� At present, demands for participation in a range of collaborative issues

and programmes is at an all time high. Iwi/Mäori and community groups

and networks are especially stretched at the moment, responding to a

huge number of calls for their representation and participation. But they

are also the groups least able to afford the time to attend meetings. If

their representation is really valued, someone has to help them carry

this cost, and develop skill sets across a larger number of community

leaders.

� In some organisations (government agencies, councils), the resources

to participate will have to come from a reallocation of resources within

the agency to reflect the new importance of representation, and new

demands on representatives.

� In other contexts, new roles (with new funding) will have to be

established. The reality is there are few sources from which community

organisations can access funds to support their representatives and

grow community leadership.

� The emotional and financial impact on families who effectively ‘allow’

their family members to participate in often time consuming; after hours

collaboration processes should be acknowledged and not taken for

granted.

� Non-Mäori organisations need to be more strategic in their use of

‘rangatira’ (heads of Mäori organisations) time and ensure that

consultation processes with Mäori are valuable to Mäori participants as

well as to the consulting organisation.
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Research participants recognised a number of issues:

How do you manage your day to day activities and do all
these other things? It requires local authority and central
government support so that local people can participate.
At a practical level you need two things, (1) access to
information and (2) someone to do the day to day jobs.
This is release stuff.

Time is also important; perhaps this is more central than
training. Most representatives have the skill but lack time.
They must be given the opportunity to focus. Representa-
tives are always just coping and never have enough time.

There needs to be a deliberate process of looking at where
different people come from. Physical resources are limited.
For example, computers, photocopying, and also support
systems are often a matter of chance. … There needs to be
resources from government to support people morally.
There’s a power imbalance. Understanding each other’s
world is difficult. People in government departments need to
be living in the community world in order to know how to
support them.

There are gender issues for women there too.

Often community groups are given just enough money and
have to sort out their work in their own time. In comparison
government workers have adequate funding for their jobs. It
needs to be worked out how to give enough money to
community groups to do their jobs.

‘The kaumätua are left on the back block until they’re
needed. That’s the way the bottom people are looked after.
They can suffer as voluntary workers.
— Participants Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Making the information systems work better
There is so much information circulating, from so many sources and this
has clearly contributed to the current mess. Some of the information is
clearly vital, and should inform everyone about crucial upcoming issues,
new government strategies, community opportunities and so on. But how
can this vital information be selected, and how can it be better shared?

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Getting better information sharing
Better information sharing could encompass the following:

� Clearly, there is a clearinghouse role to be performed around

information relevant to existing collaborative forums and participants
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(e.g. funding opportunities, policy changes and consultation processes,

new pilots, local/regional/national strategies and the like).

� Getting the best current policy information, and ‘translating’ it for

community consumption: this could be a part of the job description of a

community network coordinator.

� Sending out information to stakeholders that is more than just a meeting

agenda.

� Seeing where your organisation or forum fits into the current ‘food

chain of the government’s agenda’, policies and plans.

� Learning from other organisations and countries’ experiences, such as

their experiences of best practice.

� Reading, developing and forwarding executive summaries of relevant

reports, and putting research papers and other sources into plain English.

Information management is an increasingly important part of a good
representative’s role, and needs to be recognised and supported as such:

When it comes to faxes, emails, phones etc, busy people can
be overloaded. It’s necessary to use concise, focused and
easily fed back communication. If there’s waffle it’s too much
to read in the time available. There are different skills for
communication in reports and talk. It’s important to know
how to present and how to give feedback and there needs to
be support to learn these skills …
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Cultural safety and issues in participation and
representation
As one person said, ‘Ethnic mixes can be very fruitful; that is, if it gels.’
But making cross cultural representation and forums work requires
careful attention, as participants identified:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Getting better cross cultural representation
Better cross cultural representation can be achieved by:

� Making people feel welcome and valued.

� Upskilling some community groups and representatives to enable them

to take their place at the table.

� Making sure the collaborative table or forum is a place people feel free

to open up and express their views.

� Shoulder tapping people and groups who might not come forward

otherwise.
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One respondent commented on the importance of appropriate cultural
processes:

This reinforces the importance of the cultural process
through which this takes place. How do we get processes
that reflect diverse ethnicities? Currently, it is mainly Päkehä
who feel comfortable. You need processes that reflect cultural
styles. The process needs to be relevant and continually
adapted.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Making it fun helps sustain representation
As we have noted, participation at collaborative tables is still mostly
voluntary. While the aim is to build free and frank communication and
accountability, people may well not come if they are confronted with
weighty expectations, demands and excessive formalities.

In Waitakere, there has often been talk about a ‘laughter index’ (that is, a
measure of how much time in a meeting is spent laughing and joking) as
an indicator of how well the process is going. Inevitably, keeping people
together is not just about what is tangibly achieved, but is dependent
upon the strength of interpersonal relationships.

You need to give people good reason to be there. Find
something to attract them – food, fun, information.

Don’t beat anyone over the head! Work through issues with
people. Build long-term relationships – then they will come
back to work with you.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Strengthening and supporting community
representatives helps strengthen mandates
A lot of responsibility falls to the representatives themselves. People
talked about strengthening representation through more knowledge and
assistance in what representatives should do and how they should do it.

The qualities of representatives are crucial to making mandated
representation work. As representation matters more, so the particular
qualities of representatives will matter more. Having the right
representatives at the table representing your agency and working with
others becomes very important. Obviously, given the rising expectations
around collaboration, not everyone is going to find that being a
‘representative’ suits them. Throughout the research, many people talked
about core personal attributes of really good representatives:
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

A good representative
� Has leadership ability, and vision, is inspiring, articulate and action

focused

� Has the ability to rise beyond their own interests, identify common

grounds and see the bigger picture

� Has good networking skills, an ability to connect with people, and

knows how to build and enhance a group

� Can articulate a shared vision in a common language, use their

particular community’s language, and get beyond jargon (but use the

right jargon when the moment demands it).

Participants’ views of a representative’s required qualities included:

Representatives need to be able to step outside their personal
issues, and understand the wider business, not just fulfilling
their own agenda, but objectively looking at the business.
Although sometimes this is disguised through professional
language but it still shows itself.

Representatives need to be able to see the bigger picture. They
need to listen to others’ points of view. They need to be
action-focused, and do what they say they’re going to do …
They need skills, ability, knowledge, rapport with community,
profile in community, good personal network, experienced,
passion for purpose, they don’t claim to represent everyone,
they are open-minded, walk the walk not just talk the talk,
they have good supports in place, know the parameters of
their ability, are a good listener, there’s honesty…
— Participants Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Good representatives must recognise and respect others’ (and
their own) limits

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Representatives knowing their limits
Being aware of your limits includes:

� Knowing your own boundaries

� Knowing where your expertise stops

� Knowing who you represent and who you don’t, and not claiming to

represent others

� Not knowing everything, but knowing which networks to tap for what

� Knowing cultural boundaries and respecting cultural limits, for example

when different people have and need different ways of communicating.
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Peer support helps representatives do a better job

Don’t assume your representative wants to go it alone, and don’t leave
them hung out to dry, and unsupported. Many community groups spoke
of the need to have alternative representatives, or, even better, two
community representatives rather than the usual one. For those develop-
ing partnership processes this means:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Peer support for representatives
� Structuring and planning peer support for representatives.

� This can be training, giving advice, offering debriefing sessions or

proactively undertaking meeting follow ups to help members to clarify

tasks, processes, timelines, resources or communication materials.

� This will enable representatives to undertake tasks they have agreed to

do or to give feedback to their wider membership on the partnership’s

activities.

Providing room for more than one representative from each organisation
may also help. As workshop attendees said:

There is the issue that you don’t want to be the lone person,
you say we need more of that support … The standard thing
at Council is that there is an ‘alternate’ who goes when I
can’t go … the nominated board members all have
‘alternates’ on our committee, but not the elected members.

We need to look after the people who are being consulted.
We need to provide resources for peer supervision. They
need to be paid to come together and talk to each other.
– Participants Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

The people that glue: the rise of strategic
brokers

Strategic brokers with clearly defined roles and functions are
important in decentralisation planning and implementation
processes – those sectors and communities that have these people
in place will be in stronger positions than those that don’t.
— Participant Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers

Bringing people, organisations, sectors, and levels of government togeth-
er to work in a partnering way happens because someone helps makes it
happen. It’s a complex task, one that involves creative people manage-
ment and the juggling of multiple agendas, accountabilities and tasks.
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It’s a role that is often neither recognised, nor appropriately resourced.
We have coined a term for these special people – ‘strategic brokers’.

In recent years, the Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration Process has raised
the importance, profile and understanding of these special people and
the tasks they undertake. The fact that there is now a layer of people
whose job it is to actively participate in ‘intersectoral joining’ in the city
should be both celebrated and acknowledged. These people are more
than coordinators. We believe that strategic brokers are the key to suc-
cessful partnerships and that fostering more people with this special skill
set, within both community sector and government sectors, is critical, as
significant expectations are now placed on too few people.

D E F I N I T I O N

Strategic brokers
� People who bring partners together, and maintain the relationship.

� People who coordinate, or have a strategic role involving two or more

organisations or sectors or levels of government working together.

� The people running around from meeting to meeting, trying to put

Humpty-Dumpty together again, and make it all work.

Coordinators and strategic brokers: what’s the
difference?
Those currently fulfilling the roles of strategic brokers tend to be people
who are strategic, passionate about people, opportunity seeking, tactical
and practical.

The difference between coordination and strategic brokering
is that a coordinator just brings people together, yet a strate-
gic broker brings them together and sees what needs to
happen to take things further, and gets on and does it. They
have the vision, the networks and the practical implementa-
tion skills to take things a whole step further.

Brokers have an extra ‘I can see’ function which goes beyond
the usual coordinator role.

In my experience in Waitakere, organisations with a coordin-
ator type role are static whereas those with brokers are
developing.

Some organisations choose coordinators as risk management.
The manager wants to have the overall vision and is some-
times threatened by a broker.
— Participants Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers
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Strategic brokers: the ‘natural gluers’ of people,
processes and content
The current climate of ‘collaboration’ has placed significant expectations
on key individuals who have specialist brokerage skill sets that is sought
after, such as content or process knowledge, upper management
responsibility, or coordination work in community organisations (as no
one else has the designated authority or implicit coordination role within
their organisation). As outlined above, these people are generally seen as
key leaders or ‘natural gluers’ of people, processes and content.

Coordination and brokerage functions, however, are not just being
undertaken by designated ‘coordinators’. Over the last 10 years in Waita-
kere, a number of Council staff and politicians have played key roles in
brokering both within and between sectors and levels (e.g. community
sector and central government) to advance broader social sector goals. 
A number of senior managers within central government departments
have also taken on these important linking and leadership roles.

So what do strategic brokers actually do? As noted above, sometimes
brokers are working on behalf of a range of collaboration partners or
sometimes they are individuals within organisations that are participa-
ting within a collaborative process. No matter where they may sit,
however, many of the tasks and processes they undertake are the same;
some of them can be seen below:

D E F I N I T I O N

What do strategic brokers do?
� Inform and communicate – they receive and disseminate intelligence

both within their own organisation and across a wide range of other

organisations and sectors (data, research, policy, new programmes,

funding advice, etc). Establish and maintain relationships with key

stakeholders – this can be through informal networking, formalised

agreements and ongoing information sharing.

� Facilitate and negotiate for collaborative action – both in terms of

commitment from their own organisation and working between, across

or with partner organisations.

� Use their radar – they have an ear to the ground, strategically listening

for key information, opportunities or linkages across organisations or

sectors.

� Linking people and agencies to resources – being the ‘glue’ and helping

make intersectoral work happen.

The brokerage roles these people perform are often an addition to their
existing job description, with the time allocated for them to undertake
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such coordination and facilitation tasks often being limited or not
recognised. Burnout is often a very real issue faced by many. Strategic
brokers tend to be severely stretched, often poorly supported, and face
increasing competing demands for their time within and outside their
organisational core business.

The usual thing that happens is a position just grows. A
position is taken as voluntary then grows too big for the
volunteer. That’s a crucial point where lots of things change.
At that point you need to produce a job description for this
position. And you need to be very clear about what level and
how these voluntary groups are going to fund it.
— Participant Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers

Brokers from a Māori perspective
(For more detailed discussion see the Waitakere City Maori Community
Research Report on www.lpg.org.nz.)

Characterising a Mäori strategic broker can be very difficult. They can
range from rangatahi (young persons), to kaumätua (older adults), to
wahine Mäori (Mäori women) who turn words into practical realities.
Generally speaking a Mäori broker’s mana is acquired by community
work, their ability to cope with challenging situations and exercising
their mana for the benefit of the wider Mäori community. For these
reasons, it is also seen as important to recognise the status of voluntary
strategic brokers within the Mäori community as it’s not always just
managers or politicians who have mana within Maoridom.

Brokering and coordination roles for Mäori are even more complex than
for Päkehä as often there’s a greater need for internal consultation and
clear mandating processes. There’s also an added informal expectation
that all Mäori staff working within mainstream organisations will be
brokers within the Mäori community, even though it may have nothing
to do with their job description or work responsibilities. (This same
expectation often applies to staff from other ethnic backgrounds.)

Sometimes it gets tricky to balance work commitments with a personal
obligation to be responsive to the Mäori community. There’s also a risk
to the individual mana of Mäori staff when an organisation fails to
observe appropriate tikanga (cultural practice) or fails to deliver what it
has promised to the Mäori community.

A significant risk for Mäori strategic brokers is fatigue – especially for
kaumätua. This is partly caused by the complicated division of work and
community obligations as noted above. The reality is that there is often a
limited pool of people to call on, especially in terms of kaumätua.
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Indeed, succession planning for kaumätua is now recognised as a major
issue for Mäori communities.

There was a general feeling among Mäori brokers that organisations
need to better understand how they can support the mana of the
strategic brokers they are involved with or employ. They also suggested
organisations look at establishing community advisory groups to
support broker positions.

Fostering strategic brokers and strategic brokerage
Given that we are only really now beginning to fully identify and recog-
nise the strategic brokerage skill set, it also means we’re not training
more brokers as a matter of course.

So what makes a good strategic broker? Often, it’s not about what they
do, it’s about how they do it. Noted below are some qualities that the
Waitakere Collaboration Strategy Group (community sector, local and
central government representatives) felt were important:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Personal characteristics of strategic brokers
� Passionate – about people and working in a collaborative way

� Innovative and creative – able to think laterally

� Strategic – able to see the big picture and the various ways to achieve it

� Open-minded, inclusive – welcoming of new ideas and people

� Tactful – say and do things in such a way that people respond positively

� Sense of humour – able to laugh in times of stress

� Inspirational – able to inspire others into action, and liked by others

� Good communication, listening and negotiation skills – able to talk and

work successfully with anyone, regardless of sector or hierarchy

� Well-organised and practical – comfortable with and capable of

juggling multiple tasks, agendas and accountabilities.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Technical/professional skill sets of strategic brokers
� Common sense – finding simple ways to draw and facilitate people and

communities to come together

� Change agent – able to encourage, persuade and inspire others to new

ways of working or doing things

� Competent at relationship building and managing or working with

people who may have a range of perspectives

� Strong facilitation, mediation and negotiation skills
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� Able to recognise, accept and work through conflict

� Able to operate at both strategic and grassroots levels in terms of both

issues and approaches of different sectors and communities

� ‘Political’ ability and understanding – able to effectively navigate the

right channels

� Strategic understanding of issues and processes, with a practical

approach to keep things moving forward

� Understanding of cultural, gender and organisational issues

� Flexible and able to change direction quickly if needed

� Project management – able to organise others in times of complexity

and uncertainty

� Strong communicator and bridge builder

� Knows the territory – the place, the people, the history, as well as local,

regional and national policy and programme frameworks

� Able to combine personal and technical/professional skill sets to get

things done.

Knowing when brokers are making a difference
So how do we know that strategic brokers are making a difference?
Respondents and participants reflected that when things are going well
there’s a sense (shared by all involved) of what’s being achieved and that
a collective vision is developing or has been put in place. There’s a belief
that the work being done is of value to all participating members, with
the ownership of processes, structures, successes and challenges shared
by all. Accountabilities to each other become more relational, with
people working together because they want to, rather than just because
they have to. Generally, there’s a feeling of excitement, innovation and
empowerment due to new ways of working, new understandings about
each other and greater levels of information being shared. People also
reflected that another key measure of success is going from action
planning into implementation, and seeing things actually happening (i.e.
collaboration grounded in reality rather than just rhetoric). Getting to the
point of sustainable long term funding for the coordination or brokerage
function and associated projects was seen as another very positive
marker, particularly if a range of agencies are co-funding. Others
‘copying’ or duplicating your collaborative process was seen as another
measure of success.

Better supporting strategic brokers
Success for strategic brokers, however, isn’t determined by brokers alone.
People strongly emphasised the critical resources and supports that need
to be in place at organisational and structural levels to enable brokers to
work effectively. These include the following:
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Creating a good framework for strategic brokers
� Legitimised multilevel structural framework for both collaboration and

strategic brokerage function, e.g. commitment noted in Statements of

Intent that are signed between Cabinet Ministers and Departmental

Chief Executives, and in Strategic/Business Plans of Departments and in

staff job descriptions, performance reviews and the like.

� The time commitment necessary for relationship building and

maintenance acknowledged by the agency or organisation, and

resourced appropriately.

� Strategic broker position is given status to enable interaction with peers

at senior levels – having decision making ability, knowledge of strategy

or implementation issues and processes at micro and macro levels,

access to other key decision makers within the organisation at local,

regional and national levels.

� Commitment by the agency or organisation to work outside of their ‘silo’.

� Devolved financial pools – agency commitment to collaborative funding

models and multiparty funding arrangements.

� Office support for the broker: copying, postage, typing, administration

and project support.

� Mobile phone, plus transport budget or access to a car to attend

meetings etc.

� Budget to attend conferences and summits for networking etc.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Creating good support for Māori strategic brokers
� Providing adequate resourcing

� Respecting the role of kaumätua

� Providing for tikanga

� Allowing time for hui

� Appreciating that networking may not have measurable outcomes but is

valuable nonetheless

� Meeting from time to time in a Mäori context

� Building flexibility into job descriptions and other formal documents

such as organisational policy, and the inclusion of Mäori concepts like

manaakitanga in such documents.

(See Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report, pp. 26–27.)

Accountable to whom?
One of the biggest challenges facing strategic brokers is multiple
accountabilities. From the organisation’s point of view, there is often a
strong management feeling that the broker is paid by them and thus
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accountable to them. However, for the broker doing the joining and
building, accountabilities are often far more complex. When strong
external relationships are developed and they are based on trust,
integrity and fairness, brokers often begin to feel they are responsible to
a much wider range of stakeholders. This is often very challenging for
many ‘traditional’ organisations.

The broker can’t be working in an organisation that doesn’t
want to adapt.

When I employ a person I want them to fit into our organisa-
tion. They are here to do what we want. The broker job
description is pushing the boundaries on this.

Relationships are about personal management. The strategic
broker is operating at both an organisational and individual
level. The broker has to choose between the individual and
the organisation sometimes.

The Committee and Chairman should have a good working gel
with the coordinator. But they need to know what their differ-
ent roles are, and when not to interfere … especially the Chair.
— Participants Workshop 2: Tensions for Community Sector Brokers

Measuring and managing relationship accountabilities are indeed tricky
tasks. In some local strategic broker job descriptions, brokers are expect-
ed to ‘manage the accountability to partner/stakeholder groups and to
agreed strategic projects and targets’. But is it really fair for one person to
have to carry this responsibility – not just for themselves but for others,
at both management and governance levels in their organisations?

Brokers can ask and encourage but they cannot control or force others to
do certain tasks, allocate resources, or behave in certain ways. Yet, in
some cases, they are being held accountable for outcomes and relation-
ships by their organisation. In one local broker job description, it is
explicitly stated that the broker will not be responsible for the behaviour
or decisions of the organisation’s governance group. Clearly, a more
careful examination of the roles and relationships between governance
groups and brokers in terms of responsibilities and accountabilities for
relationship and stakeholder management is required, especially in terms
of what gets written into job descriptions.

Resourcing
The most pressing need was for adequate funding of the brokerage role.
Many coordination and brokering roles are not being adequately funded,
or sometimes not funded at all! Many existing ‘coordinator’ positions
were disestablished during the early 1990s phase of revised service
delivery contracts between government and community providers. Even
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many of the philanthropic agencies declined to fund ‘coordinators
salaries’, leaving a gap in coordination that is now only slowly being
filled. Meantime, those working in coordination get more and more
stretched – especially those within community organisations:

In my experience, I’m expected to work double the contracted
hours that I have been paid for. Hours and pay don’t match.

The expectations of coordinators include additional unpaid
hours that would never be expected of a lawyer or a house-
painter. So why do coordinators at a community level do it?
The culture of funders needs to change around this issue.

But funding is driven by 12 month political funding cycles.
Also there is no discretionary funding for coordination, only
programme money because people want to see projects on the
ground, not recognising that it takes people to set them up.
— Participants Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers

Developing a job description
While there are many strategic brokers who are currently performing the
role with no reference to it in their job description, there are other
brokers with job descriptions that are so elastic and all encompassing
that they would have to be superhuman to achieve half of what they are
officially tasked with.

There are also many volunteers representing networks and community
organisations who are being effective brokers. While a job description
may not be relevant for these folks, clear guidelines around roles,
responsibilities and expectations for representatives is still clearly
desirable, as noted earlier.

So what is realistic to be in a job description? Appendix 2 presents a draft
Strategic Broker Job Description for a designated fulltime position.
Having a generic type broker job description was discussed by the
shared learning group. While many saw the job description as being a
useful start place for those wanting to recruit new, specialist skill sets,
there were still concerns expressed over the huge range of tasks to be
undertaken and the breadth of skills expected.

There is a lack of boundaries, the expectations are ridiculous.
There is a need for all sorts of things in the job, from
multiculturalism to self-inspection/reflection.
— Participant Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers

Nevertheless, people felt that the key areas to be included within a
broker job description were worth developing and promoting – whether
the position was a fulltime one, or part of an existing position.
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Job description for strategic brokers

From contractual frameworks to relationship
agreements
Many organisations in Waitakere are now working in a collaborative or
‘partnering’ way. As discussed previously, at the heart of partnerships and
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Elements to be included within a
strategic broker job description

Overview of the organisation and

commitment to the coordination and

collaboration function

Purpose of position

Description of key stakeholder

relationships (existing and potential)

Key tasks and accountabilities

� stakeholder/partner

relationships

� administration and

communication

� internal/external strategic

coordination and alignment

� information management

� project management

Organisational commitments and

support for the job

Success factors for an effective

strategic broker

Key authorities

Meaning

Strategic or big picture context for

collaboration, e.g. collaboration

objectives within strategic or busi-

ness plans, mission statement etc.

What are the key things the

organisation wants to achieve from

the position?

List some of the key stakeholders so

the types, focus and breadth of

relationships are clear.

What are the priority areas for the

broker – in terms of generic

processes (e.g. administration) and

specific projects?

What will the organisation provide

for the broker? E.g. phone, peer

supervision, car, strategic

framework etc.

How will the broker be judged?

What are the critical factors your

organisation sees as important?

E.g. spending limits, decision making

authorities, line management

responsibilities.



partnering are relationships that are underpinned by a range of values
and processes such as trust, respect and honest, open communication.

Working in partnership requires a significant investment (both financial
and non-financial). It also involves power sharing and, in many cases,
working towards goals that may be wider than your own. ‘Equality’ in a
partnership reflects much more than size and ‘absolute power’. Rather,
it’s about how each partner acts – how it shares resources, invests energy
and commitment and works toward shared goals that are usually larger
than those of individual organisations. Co-funding is also common, with
various partners often bringing quite different (i.e. not equal) contribu-
tions to the table. Risks must be identified and the shared values, visions
and processes for working together have to be established.

With the rise of partnership working, there has been an acknowledge-
ment that new forms of ‘relationship contracting’ are needed. Some sort
of documentation about how things will work will likely be necessary. It
may be as simple as a one page statement of what people are trying to
do together, or it may be a longer Terms of Reference or a Memorandum
of Understanding or a Partnership/Partnering Agreement. There can be
no one size fits all agreement; different types of agreements will be
needed to reflect different contexts.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

A partnership agreement or not?
The answer depends on:

� the likely duration of project or process, e.g. short or long term

� the complexity of the task, e.g. running a forum vs. developing a multi-

party strategic planning process

� history, e.g. parties have worked together previously vs. formal relation-

ship between the parties just developing

� scale, e.g. involves delivery of many services on citywide basis vs. small

local project

� frameworks and obligations of the parties, e.g. some government

agencies must still work with legislative or departmental guidelines

for contracting

� financial risk, e.g. multimillion service contract vs. grant for equipment

purchase.

It is also important to remember that having a partnership agreement is
not an end in itself. The proof of any relationship agreement is its ability
to deliver results in practice. It can give guidance on process when things
get tricky, lay out tasks to undertake and processes for the parties to
follow and establish how outcomes, performance or achievements will
be measured.
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Contracts and partnering agreements: what’s the
difference?
So how do new relational or partnering agreements vary from traditional
old style contracts?

In an agreement you work together to get something done,
whereas in a contract usually one party produces something.

In an agreement, agendas are out and clear, and you find
where commonalities are in that. In agreements you can
improve things, and work on problems together. With
contracts, one party either does ‘it’ or they don’t, and then
that’s the end of the relationship.
— Participants Workshop 2: Partnering Agreements

There are many fundamental differences in terms of context, content and
the way the agreement is put together. Some of these key differences can
be seen below:

D E F I N I T I O N S

Partnership agreements and contracts
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Traditional contracts

Top down driven – power with the

funder

Standardised legal framework

Accountabilities one way – back up

to the funder

Risk minimisation – legally water

tight, provide certainty

Compliance focus – legal

obligations to achieve set tasks in

set ways

‘Principal-agent’ arm’s length

relationship

Partnership agreements

Prepared by all parties – power

shared

Flexible framework – recognise

history, whakapapa, and people,

and incorporate shared

values/visions, and whatever else

the parties would like to include

Accountabilities two (or more) ways

More risk – rely on trust, respect

and process rather than legalistic

clauses

Flexible, faith in relationships and

mutually agreed processes

Building and strengthening relation-

ships between all parties ongoing



Preparing a relationship based agreement
Some shared learning group participants wondered about when to put
the effort into developing a partnering agreement. Should it be at the
front end as a relationship or partnership building or scoping exercise?
Or when there was agreement on an actual project, tasks or outcomes to
be achieved and dollars assigned to undertake them? Some drew an
analogy with marriage:

The analogy is marriage. As in a marriage, partners wouldn’t
have gotten to the point of discussing things if they weren’t
doing some of the things already – but like with prenuptial
agreements, it’s when the money comes into it that there are
big power differences.
— Participant Workshop 2: Partnering Agreements

Others noted the importance of cultural considerations:

Agreements need to reflect different cultural perspectives
and ways of doing things, just like partnerships can’t just be
measured by Western standards. In the Asian community,
you can start with playing mah-jong to raise some funds or
make a deal – for us a verbal agreement is often as far as we
go, because your word is enough. The formal agreement
comes at the end of all the social stuff – because the respect is
there the agreement will work.
— Participant Workshop 2: Partnering Agreements

Many people emphasised the need to consider the elements that may be
inherent within a formal partnering agreement as relationships between
the partners are being discussed – even if they don’t get to a formal
agreement stage.

It [an agreement] can be a resource that gives you things to
consider in your discussion and be enabling. It can introduce
things that may be relevant to talk about at an early stage.
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Traditional contracts

Short term, fixed upon completion of

outputs

Focus on results, tasks and outputs

Partnership agreements

Relationships long term, schedule of

tasks can and will change

Focus much broader: records

individual and collective aspirations,

roles and responsibilities for action

as well as tasks, outputs etc



Many ineffective partnerships in the past have been informal.
It would have prevented some heartache if the things in this
agreement had been discussed before and clarified at the start.
— Participants Workshop 2: Partnering Agreements

There are many things to consider when preparing a partnering
agreement. It’s important that all parties wish to progress to a formal
agreement stage and agree with the format and process for developing
an agreement.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Writing a partnership agreement
When writing a partnership agreement it is important that:

� everyone has the chance to talk about what’s important to them and

what they want to see in an agreement

� time is taken to get wording and intentions right – especially if the

agreement is the founding document or framework for your partnership

and will be the basis for a ‘living’ agreement (i.e. able to be built on or

adapted over time)

� everything is negotiable, yet everyone is willing to compromise if things

get tricky

� the needs of the partnership collective and individual partners are

addressed so that everyone feels comfortable with the agreement

before anything is signed.

What should be included in a partnering agreement? As noted in the
introduction to this section, there is no master template that will fit all
partnering situations. However, attendees at the shared learning sessions
still considered it very useful to have a template or range of templates
available for people to consider and adapt their own agreement from. 
A useful partnering template that was discussed by the learning group is
presented in Appendix 3. While some felt strongly that the language
needed to be simplified, especially for use by community organisations,
others felt that ‘legalese’ can be useful to keep some managers and
lawyers happy. Additional elements that people felt should also be incor-
porated into an agreement template framework were (see the following
panel):
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

What to include in a partnership agreement
� Guidance on how to consider the Treaty of Waitangi, including a range

of possible Treaty of Waitangi clauses and implications or expectations

that these will likely generate. (It is recommended that the inclusion of

Treaty clauses be on a case by case basis, with implications for the

partnership fully understood by both parties; see the Mäori perspective

on agreements below.)

� A section on decision making and governance processes – of individual

partners and of the partnership collective to encourage learning about

each party’s processes and constraints.

� Potential use of third party evaluation or auditing of the partnership, and

associated processes and projects, e.g. social audit, independent

evaluation prior to any agreement termination.

� A process for review of agreement objectives and visions.

Partnering agreements from a Māori perspective
(For more detailed discussion see the Waitakere City Maori Community
Research Report on www.lpg.org.nz.)

Partnership agreements are an important tool in the partnering process
for Mäori and are increasingly being used by Mäori organisations.

As noted in Chapter 2, notions of partnership are very different between
Mäori and non-Mäori. Hence the first step in relationship building
between Mäori and non-Mäori organisations should be discussion and
negotiation. The importance of investing in relationship building with
Mäori prior to any formalisation of partnership was strongly emphasised
by Mäori, with relationships seen as the glue holding partnerships
together. Taking the time to get things right will help give meaning to
any documentation that is developed and will hopefully prevent any
gaps arising between strategic direction and implementation, or between
decision makers and field workers, for example.

The process of developing a partnering framework involving Mäori
should be guided by tikanga, with areas requiring a culturally appro-
priate framework led by Mäori. Over the long term, this will help lead to
a closer partnering relationship with less risk.

Special recognition and respect will also need to be shown in terms of
intellectual property surrounding Mäori terminology, concepts and belief
systems. There is an increasing need to recognise tikanga Mäori and
whakawhanaungatanga (nurturing, caring, protecting, guiding, support-
ing) within partnering situations – especially those that are community
based. Direction on defining, incorporating and implementing tikanga
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needs to come from participating Mäori organisations themselves. It’s
important not to put Mäori terminology directly into partnering docu-
ments or processes without mutual agreement on what is actually meant
or implied. Expectations around the use and meaning of language need
to be shared.

When it comes to the inclusion of the Treaty in a partnering agreement, it
was recommended that this should be done on a case by case basis.
Mäori research participants advised that Treaty clauses should only be
used after a clear understanding of the Treaty and its implications are
established by all parties. It was noted that agreements can include pro-
vision to develop Treaty policies and procedures within the agreement
framework, with acknowledgement that the detail will be more fully
explored at a later stage; it all doesn’t have to be wrapped up within the
initial partnering agreement.

Mäori partners also felt that it was important that consideration be given
to the incorporation of Mäori specific measures (outcome and outputs);
that is, measures developed with an understanding of Mäori values and
practices. For example, improvements in an individual’s physical or
mental health can also have positive effects on whänau wellbeing.

From a Mäori perspective, consideration of timeframes and the duration
of the relationship or partnership were also seen as key and often over-
looked. Mäori partners with Councils and government agencies are
potentially subject to three yearly changes in political structures and
associated policy frameworks. It is suggested that the implications of this
reality on the partnership should be discussed in advance in order to
explore ways to ‘protect’ relationships over the long term and reduce the
perception of ever shifting goalposts. By having a partnership or
relationship that endures irrespective of policy and funding shifts it
allows communities to plan with certainty and more efficiently build
their capacity.

Multiparty complexities
It is very common now for working arrangements to involve a number
of different ‘levels’ of organisations, agencies and often sectors working
together for the first time; for example, a local community group, work-
ing with a citywide service provider, and a Council or district health
board. Another example is a number of Councils working with central
government on a regional project.

Where relationships are new, processes and structures for working
together in a partnering way are also likely to be in development phase.
It’s often the case that relationships between the parties are really
developed as and when projects are up and running, but these are often
projects that need funding to get started. As is to be expected, funders
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need to know that the entity they are resourcing is secure, well managed
and accountable for any funds received.

Fundholding
In the absence of an established joint structure, who should hold the
money and how does this change the relationship between the parties?
Quite often one of the parties is asked to become a fund or budget holder
on behalf of other partner organisations. It sounds simple, but it’s not.
Taking on a fundholding role comes with some major implications:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Implications of becoming a partnerships fundholder
� Increased risk from being accountable for funding but generally not

being in full control of actual service delivery or how the funds are

spent. The fundholder may be one of many partners round the decision

making table and other partners may be the direct deliverers of services

or projects.

� Substantial agreement establishment and administration costs (financial

and non-financial, e.g. contract negotiations and development, meeting

reporting requirements, legal checks) that may or may not be compen-

sated for within the agreement framework.

� Being expected to indemnify the Crown for any losses or risks

associated with the partnership.

� Becoming an intermediary between funder and partners to the project.

� Impact on relationships with the funder should the partnership be

terminated or the accountabilities for funding not be able to be met.

� Marrying the contracting requirements of your individual organisation

with both those of the partnership and the funder.

� Taking on employment roles for contractors or coordinators needed to

support the partnership, with associated health and safety and

employment responsibilities.

� Taking on funds and the responsibilities of the fundholder role before

the relationships between the parties and the work programmes are

fully established.

The difficulties noted above can become more complex when the fund-
holder does not have a decision making role within the project. For
example, sometimes Councils are asked to fundhold on behalf of com-
munities or community organisations, either for short or longer periods
until legal or other appropriate structures are created. This means that
Councils can be legally liable for achieving outcomes on behalf of
decision making bodies that they sometimes are not represented on or
are formally part of. (A good example here is the Stronger Communities
Action Fund where Waitakere City Council is the budget holder on
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behalf of the Ranui Community for the Ranui Action Project. All decision
making power resides with the RAP Committee and Society, with
Council not having voting rights on either body.)

Becoming a fundholder does imply a certain leap of faith – in terms of
the partners you’re working with and the successful achievement of
goals or projects. It is a situation that some organisations, and especially
some lawyers, feel extremely uncomfortable with, but in some cases it’s
the only way to get collaborative effort happening.

Multiparty funding agreements – or lack thereof
Another frustration constantly raised is the ongoing inability of many
government funders to co-fund projects or collaborative initiatives.
Instead of just one agreement that all are party to, a number of agree-
ments have to be signed with each funding agency.

Generally speaking, this is because different departments have different
contracting frameworks, accountability requirements, vote funding
sources and outcome or output classes. This makes it necessary for them
to sign up to agreements tailored just for their agency context. This is an
issue acknowledged by government and it is hoped that proposed
changes to the Public Finance (State Sector Management) Bill that
promote more collaborative funding arrangements between both levels
and sectors of government will be supported. (Proposed changes
include: allowing more than one Minister to be responsible for a Vote
while making it clear which Minister is answerable to Parliament for
each appropriation; making it easier for departments to deliver or
contract services on behalf of others. For more information refer: Bills
Digest No. 1055, NZ Parliamentary Library.)

While many government agencies hide behind the fact that multi
government agency agreements are just too hard or not possible, they
have been known to happen. Indeed, where they have been used, they
should be evaluated, amended and widely promoted, so that people can
see what is possible with goodwill and creativity rather than hiding
behind the familiar wall of bureaucratic constraints.

Understanding each other and ‘joining up’:
dynamics and tactics
As outlined in Chapter 3, three way collaboration is commonplace in
Waitakere and has developed over a long period. But, to a large degree,
there is still a lot of learning to be done about the way the three sectors
operate and their cultures, their processes and constraints – even in
Waitakere! If collaboration is to fully develop, then there is a need for
greater shared understanding of the operating environments within
central government, local government and the community sector.
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Joining up: the need for shared understanding
There needs to be more shared understanding in regards to:

� authorities and mandates (who can speak for whom, who else needs to

be spoken to in order to sign off)

� resourcing allocation (how funding decisions are made, and when, and

by whom)

� participation in ‘advocacy’ processes (inability of government agencies

to participate in processes that criticise government)

� new political or policy swings and their impacts on agency structures,

processes, jargon and resource allocation

� limits to roles and best uses of people’s time.

In the area of budgets and planning, government agency processes are
traditionally pretty much ‘in house’ affairs with very little community or
stakeholder input, compared to local government planning processes
which are very much open to community scrutiny and debate. This has
started to change, however, with agencies such as the Police and
Ministry of Social Development consulting with local stakeholders in
Waitakere on their intended strategic or business plans.

What has been borne out in Waitakere and elsewhere, though, is the need
for a mechanism and coordination function to help collaboration happen.
The desire to align strategic and business plans, develop shared monitor-
ing processes and to develop shared projects does appear to be growing.
However, the issue of resourcing to facilitate these alignment processes
still needs to be addressed – with both the time and process requirements
for undertaking such tasks still generally quite underestimated.

From two to three sectors
Across the country, many new relationships and partnerships have been
developing that frequently involve two of the following three sectors:
central government, local government, and the community sector. For
example, the Sustainable Auckland process can largely be seen as a joint
initiative between central and local government agencies.

The new Office of Community and Voluntary Sector recently held
discussions with groups of government agencies in Wellington on prac-
tical ways to strengthen and improve relationships between government
and the community and voluntary sector. Work streams are also under-
way to address contract funding and accountability issues between the
two sectors.

Similarly, the Mosaics document, put together by the Ministry of Social
Development as part of the Review of the Centre work streams in
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Wellington, seemed aimed at better intra-government collaboration and
central-local government collaboration but didn’t seem to factor in com-
munity sector in a joined up three sector way.

There are many factors at play here. In some cases, central government
perceives local government as a proxy for local communities – and by
virtue of talking to a council they are in fact talking to the local com-
munity. In other cases, some local councils naturally assume that
community proxy role and feel qualified to speak on behalf of the local
communities within their district or city.

Sometimes, the somewhat amorphous ‘community’ and the community
sector are seen as one. However, the community sector comprises a
range of local organisations and networks formed to undertake specific
activities or tasks (e.g. sports, arts, environment, social services). In
comparison, a relationship with the local community sector is generally
easier to develop, because, for a start, groups are easier to identify.

Another key issue is that of capacities and skill sets. Sometimes there is a
view that the community sector has ‘nothing to add’ or is ‘not up to the
discussion’. While this may be justified sometimes, the response should
be a process for upskilling and capacity building rather than the all too
traditional ‘leave them out’.

So is there an overall vision for three sector collaboration and partner-
ship? Nationally, this appears somewhat uncertain, with no apparent
overall vision for collaboration across all areas of activity.

However, the new Local Government Act (2002) does appear to be one
such mechanism where collaboration at the local level is not just desired
but is legislatively required. The new Act now requires councils to iden-
tify ‘community outcomes’ at least every six years. This process is about
local people defining the things that they think are important for their
wellbeing. The Act outlines how community outcomes are to be identi-
fied collaboratively with other agencies, including government
departments and other local authorities, with the process for outcome
setting being agreed to by those participating organisations.

In cities such as Waitakere, however, the implications of the new Long
Term Council Community Plan (LTCCP) process on existing processes
and mechanisms such as the Wellbeing Collaboration project are still
somewhat unclear, especially in the areas of governance and decision
making. What is clear is that the LTCCP process gives greater emphasis
on the need to formally collaborate.

Tensions between collaboration and advocacy
In 2003/04 there have been ongoing local discussions about the tensions
between collaboration and advocacy. As noted above, generally speaking
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government agencies are unable to participate in processes or projects
that involve direct and very public advocacy, lobbying or criticism back
to the centre.

So what happens when you’re working jointly on an interagency
initiative and things get tricky – you need resources, there are significant
unmet service needs, or there is a local belief that government policy is
unable to deal effectively with local problems? How do you maintain
government agency involvement in the project yet get your concerns
listened to either regionally or in Wellington?

The general feeling within the shared learning groups was that the
tension between being political and collaborative wasn’t a new one, nor
was it necessarily a major problem. Some of the key factors identified in
reducing any potential conflict included:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Reducing conflict in strategic partnerships
� Separation and delineation of collaborative and advocacy processes.

� Respect and understanding for each other’s roles, especially with

regard to advocacy.

� Having a core vision or goals that all parties support and agree to work

towards. If this vision is strong, then it should be clearly understood

what any advocacy process is aiming to achieve and why it is

necessary.

� Knowing how to play the advocacy game in the new collaborative

environment and who to play it with.

What does advocacy look like in the new collaborative environment?
Firstly, there needs to be recognition of ‘back room’ and ‘front room’
processes – sometimes working independent of each other, and some-
times in tandem. Back room is about officials talking to officials,
negotiating and brokering, using networks and connections to make
linkages and get up to date information and advice on key issues, causes
and ways forward. Generally speaking, back room processes should be
progressed before front room ones.
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P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Resolving conflicts through back room processes
In a conflict situation, try back room resolution methods first, to

� prevent surprises and embarrassment

� ensure all parties are working with the best information

� see if early resolution of issues or alternative ways forward can be found

� guide and inform the timing, style and framing of the more ‘political’

front room processes that may follow

� ‘warm up’ or alert officials and politicians of potentially ‘hot’ issues

� reduce the need to grandstand or points score, which is a common

occurrence within the more political front room advocacy processes.

Hierarchy is often important – sometimes, skilfully elevating a concern,
idea or issue through to a ‘listening’ high level manager will bring better
results. However, it’s important to let those you’re dealing with at a
lower level know what you’re doing; keeping and respecting relation-
ships at all levels is key for the long term.

Front room advocacy generally involves politicians (central or local) and
often more public processes. Meetings can be held behind closed doors
or as part of open public forums. Sometimes, these kinds of advocacy
processes can also be run at arm’s length via the media, though this fre-
quently means much less control of both message and process.

Key to maintaining and strengthening interagency relationships is the
principle of ‘no surprises’, especially where advocacy or political
activism is concerned. While all parties generally respect each other’s
independence and the need for autonomy, writing or saying things about
another partner or the joint project you’re working on without their prior
knowledge will undoubtedly have a detrimental effect on relationships.
This will lead to a loss of trust, integrity and sense of equality within the
partnership process or project. There is no doubt that advocacy still has
its place in the new collaborative environment, but like everything else
it’s how you do it and who you take with you that is key. Different
people will be at the advocacy table compared to the collaboration table
– keeping the two processes separate yet linked is the challenge.

Sometimes separation is needed
As alluded to above, because there are some things it is better to
advocate on rather than just collaborate on, there’s a need to be tactically
smart about when and where to concentrate our efforts, and exactly who
is best to be involved.

Government agencies and officials basically cannot advocate: those are
the rules they must live by. Nor can they reach across into another
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department’s area and say, ‘You should be giving that to us to do, we
could be doing it better.’

But local government and the community sector usually can advocate,
and really must. This means there will need to be strategic advocacy
alliances and processes that involve two parties, not three.

We think there’s a need to be more intentional here: to create some
specific advocacy forums and processing that can start to pick issues,
concentrate on them, and make sure their joint voices really are heard.
This is discussed further in Chapter 6.

From three to two way
On the other hand, involving everyone in everything joined up can be
very wearying and complex, especially in the current, messy
environment. You need an overall strategy involving multiple players,
but on the operations side, you often want those involved who really
need to be there. It’s a matter then of being tactically clever: pick your
joined up arrangements, and maximise the benefits on those. Again, this
often means two rather than three sectors.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

When two way collaboration is better than three way
Some areas where strategic two sector collaboration is probably a better

option include:

Strategic planning alignment
Probably best done initially between large agencies with significant dollar

flows and where there is more impact from shared planning or work

programmes, e.g. central government agencies and local government.

Wellbeing monitoring linked to advocacy
Probably more effective when community sector and local government join

forces as central government agencies are not able to participate in

advocacy processes.

Advocacy planning and implementation
To protect relationships with central government agencies. Probably more a

role for a community service and local government driven or owned forum.

If a political voice is directed at the local council, then distance will need to

be made from local officials, with a sole community sector process best.

This chapter has discussed some of the nuts and bolts of stronger
partnerships. The next chapter looks at finding a better framework for
wellbeing coordination and partnerships.
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5
Governance reforms and

decentralisation – seeking
a better framework for

wellbeing coordination
and partnerships

This chapter looks at:
� The major concepts of decentralisation

and devolution, with a view to
understanding decentralisation, and
making it work for us.

� Some important issues around
decentralisation (what’s at stake for
whom; gains and risks) and Waitakere’s
experience of decentralisation so far.

� Ways to better line up things locally
(especially mandates, funding and
functions).

� The currently popular (in Wellington
anyway) ‘outcomes’ approach, and its
limitations.



Joining up government locally: an important
context for partnerships
Currently there are many discussions around the roles of local govern-
ment, the community sector and local branches of central government
agencies, and whether these can be joined up better at local and regional
levels to produce better wellbeing outcomes. Obviously, this is a crucial
context for partnerships and local wellbeing visions and strategies: if
things can be better joined up locally, partnership will potentially become
a great deal easier and more effective. As we have suggested earlier in
this report, there is not much clarity about how the various processes for
‘joining things up’ nationally, regionally and locally will relate to each
other and happen in an effective, coordinated and well resourced way.

As noted earlier, the Review of the Centre process talks about ‘regional
coordination’, and ‘integrated service delivery’. In government circles,
there is a requirement to be seen to be ‘managing for outcomes’ rather
than outputs as was previously the case. Other people are talking about
decentralisation and devolution and community involvement, and the
differences they might make for Waitakere.

What is decentralisation and why does it
matter now?

D E F I N I T I O N

Different kinds of decentralisation
The core ideas in decentralisation are pretty simple: rather than central

government planning for and providing social services on its own, there are

gains to be had from local cities, communities and agencies being more

involved in both service planning and delivery.

In terms of language and definitions, decentralisation is a blanket term (like

partnerships and consultation) which covers many situations. There are

two specific ‘deliberate’ approaches to making decentralisation happen and

at least one incremental or more ad hoc one as discussed below:

Deconcentration
Deconcentration involves central government retaining ultimate control of

budgets and services, but having more staff and more functions located

locally, so as to maximise local engagement and knowledge.

In New Zealand, a number of departments are increasing their local pres-

ence by deploying senior policy analysts in regions (they include Ministry of

Social Development, Department of Internal Affairs, Housing New Zealand

Corporation), and by increasing some aspects of branch level capacity to

collaborate locally.
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Deconcentration is more an incremental, step by step approach, which

keeps accountability, major planning and funding control within the centre.

It is compatible with the process of local strategic planning and coordinated

service delivery outlined in the Mosaics Report which was undertaken as

part of the Review of the Centre. It keeps the lines of accountability mainly

up and down, between central and branch or regional offices.

Devolution
Devolution is the ‘stronger’ form of decentralisation. It involves passing

ownership, funding and responsibility for running programmes and monitor-

ing their effects over to local agencies.

In New Zealand, the District Health Boards are the most important example:

they get an elected board (mandate), and are allocated funding to enact

defined local functions. Some Mäori health and wellbeing outcomes or

programmes are devolved to iwi or urban Mäori groups.

Depending on how it is done, devolution can create more direct accounta-

bility at local levels, and enable real local variation on how local issues are

addressed. Without checks and balances, devolution can lead to greater

inequalities between regions, and create other difficulties including local

capture (see below).

Growing local capacity: bottom up decentralisation
Incremental local capacity growth is what happens as local community

groups, service providers, local government and central government staff

look around and say, ‘Why can’t we do this here?’ This is Waitakere’s story.

This is bottom up decentralisation, smell of an oily rag innovation: (e.g. the

rise of Te Whänau o Waipareira, local community safety initiatives,

Wellbeing and interagency collaboration, many local partnerships, regional

sustainability initiatives, new migrants programmes).

While wider trends and changes (such as Treaty recognition) help, this

decentralisation happens one project (or one pilot programme) at a time. It’s

a matter of constantly clawing down service delivery functions and funding,

and reaffirming your mandates. Pilot programmes are cobbled together until

they become locally sustainable or become part of national programmes. In

many ways this version is a combination of push (sent down from the centre

to Waitakere) and pull factors (requested from the Centre by Waitakere).

Key issues are sustained funding, ongoing local governance capacity, and
wider equality issues, as very different things happen in different
localities. This is really hard work: so what can higher levels of
government do to make this easier?
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What’s at stake: decentralisation, partnership
and local collaboration promises and risks
So, why bother with decentralisation, and what are the benefits? Interna-
tional advocates of decentralisation frequently point to the importance of
things being done ‘as close to the ground as possible’ (often referred to
as the principle of subsidiarity: what can be done at the local level
should be done there) and by a range of stakeholders (including
councils, iwi and community agencies and the like). Their hopes are
based on some of the following expected gains:

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E

Potential gains from decentralisation

Improved local service delivery
Services are designed and delivered by locals for locals, overlaps and

duplications are avoided, there are possible cost efficiencies, better

information and wider accountabilities.

More responsiveness to local needs
There is flexibility to implement broad national policies in the context of

local priorities, tailored to local service outcomes and needs.

More community engagement in decision making
There is ease of stakeholder involvement in both services planning and

delivery from the local level, and wider accountabilities.

Improved integration of systems and processes
Integration can occur across sectors and in terms of information, monitor-

ing, consultation, research, services planning and delivery.

Strengthened relationships and accountability
This can occur between a range of stakeholders covering a variety of

sectors and interests (service providers, clients, politicians). It helps to

increase trust, shared understandings of issues and solutions and to build

local ‘social capital’.

Improved social justice outcomes
Provided there are wider checks and balances, decentralising can help

support improved local social justice outcomes: but where these don’t exist,

there are also major risks (see below).

There are many potential gains from decentralisation; however, a lot
depends on your definition of decentralisation. For some, it is primarily
about getting more efficiency, or downsizing central government. Its
meaning includes privatisation: moving government services out into the
private sector, and making them subject to competition.
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For some, it even means taking central government checks and balances,
and action for social justice, out of the picture. For these people, as we
will see, decentralisation is a recipe for more inequality.

For others, it means giving the community and local people more voice
in and control over their services, and making service providers more
accountable to people around them on a day to day basis.

The big picture rhetoric of local partnerships and decentralisation
policies promises a lot, but in the current climate, with not much on the
table in terms of funding to enable implementation of local wellbeing
mandates, there are also important risks that need to be considered:

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E

Risks from decentralisation

No money to really do anything
The amounts of money that actually arrive in localised settings are so small

that they are insignificant when faced with the nature and scale of the

problem. Presently, there’s a lack of relative re-allocation of resources to

address socioeconomic inequalities at the local level. Statutory mandates

in wellbeing and community outcomes areas are unfunded; i.e. not

effectively linked to budgets.

Unsustainable baseline funding
Money is often available for new initiatives, or for initial capital investments,

but not for ongoing costs, people, programme and equipment maintenance,

etc. Here, core services get stretched more than ever, because manage-

ment and other resources must effectively move from core areas into

covering the new ventures. Great resentment and frustration can follow.

Shifting costs to localities
Inadequately resourced devolved responsibilities and functions (unfunded

mandates) mean resourcing shortfalls have to be met locally. There are no

funding incentives to be innovative in joining up.

Shifting accountability and responsibility downwards
Current arrangements don’t enable shared interagency accountability for

outcomes at regional or city levels. Instead, local people do the

coordinating and shoulder responsibility for joining up.

Collaboration fatigue
The costs of putting all the fragmentation of multiple service deliverers and

stakeholders back together are already high, e.g. lots of meetings, lots of

need for key people’s strategic time. Not everyone can bear these costs; in

particular, community groups are not well resourced to keep on coming to

the table.
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Diseconomies of scale
It doesn’t stack up financially to do things at smaller area (city/district)

level; i.e. there are increased administration costs, and duplication of

information systems.

Local capture
Minority voices or vocal interest groups push their own banner without

regard to ‘bigger local picture’ (e.g. social justice) issues and needs. Also,

despite what they tell you, local knowledge is not always the full story!

Complexity
Complexity means that keeping wider social justice perspectives and

accountabilities on the agenda requires considerable effort. You can have

everyone just sticking to their local knitting and accountabilities. Cross

boundary issues (regional) become more able to be ignored, or generate

fractious rivalry between all the part players, making joined up regional

planning harder. Transport in Auckland is a commonly cited example.

Uneven and low capacity at the local level
Devolution means higher levels of skill sets, leadership and experience are

required at central government, local government and community sector

levels within each locality.

Exclusion from decision making
Iwi, the community and the community sector are left out of local decision

making processes because mandating and representation issues are just

‘too hard’.

Increase in inequality
The rich or skilled are more politically active and use the local systems for

their own end first. Decentralisation accentuates local resource and social

differences. For local political reasons, some places won’t address poverty.

Because of the long term nature of the problem, redistribution mechanisms

require long term (and bipartisan) political commitments.

Decentralisation and devolution: a Māori
perspective
(For more detailed discussion see the Waitakere City Maori Community
Research Report on www.lpg.org.nz.)

Decentralisation and devolution are big issues for Mäori. On one hand,
the recent trends of enabling more to be done at the local level, and
increased recognition of the benefits of supporting Mäori (and indeed,
non-Mäori) service providers to develop and deliver services in a
culturally appropriate way, have combined to strengthen movement
towards tino rangatiratanga (self direction, autonomy).
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However, a lot of Mäori do not want things decentralised. Some reasons
include:
� The Treaty relationship is between Mäori and the Crown; that is,

central government.
� There are examples where Mäori did not benefit from decentralised

bodies.
� There are various understandings of the Treaty and this creates a

problem with how to measure the effects of decentralisation.
Decentralisation could be a threat for Mäori and therefore many Mäori
would like to maintain the status quo with the government having
responsibility.

Several barriers to successful partnering between Mäori and both local
and central government agencies have been highlighted and are
discussed briefly below.

Strengthening governance systems and processes
within Māori
Governance is about the level where all decisions are ratified and
strategic partnerships are identified, sought and bound. Many Mäori
organisations, whether tribally based, taura here (urban dwelling Mäori
with active connections to their ancestral lands), urban or whänau are
among the most competitive, asset rich and professional in the country.
However, it is acknowledged that some tribal and pan tribal governance
structures are often comprised of a mix of people with too little experi-
ence in high level governance roles. It is recognised that many groups
require strengthening in this area, via training, mentoring and support,
because having efficient governance processes is critical to partnerships
and performance. While the participation of stakeholders is key, so is the
size of the organisation to enable things to get done.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

What an efficient organisation needs
The capacity of an organisation to function efficiently requires:

� a high degree of confidence in the governance body from its

stakeholders

� strong leadership

� clear definition of the relationship between governance and operations

� strong mandating, reporting and decision making processes and

financial systems.

Making sure an array of Mäori organisations (not just the big ones) are
considered and involved in planning and delivery of devolved services
was also the topic of much discussion at local workshops. So was
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development of better processes to ensure that resources are secured in a
‘for Mäori, by Mäori’ way.

Strengthening governance systems and processes with
local government
Mana whenua is a term now used to distinguish between the hapü or
iwi who have customary claim over a particular area and tangata
whenua, which is used in reference to Mäori more generally. Relation-
ships between mana whenua and local authorities vary greatly, with
political unwillingness (due to public opinion, uncertainties over resour-
cing implications and the exact nature of relationship sought with mana
whenua) appearing to be the main obstacle to forming or deepening
local partnerships.

The new Local Government Act (2002) charges councils with ‘taking
appropriate account of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and to
maintain and improve opportunities for Mäori to contribute to local
government decision making processes’. However, what this means is
unclear in practice, and will be up to local communities to decide along-
side their local authority.

In Waitakere there’s a hope that City Council will take an approach that
increases Mäori participation, building on the solid foundation that is
now in place. Research undertaken with Mäori organisations for the
Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report showed a generally posi-
tive perception of the relationship between Waitakere City Council and
the Mäori community. Organisations felt that while there was still room
for improvement and innovation, doing more of the same (rather than
lots of new things) was the essential ingredient for the future. Areas
noted for further work included:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E

Council-iwi relationships
� Ensuring Council expenditure on iwi contracts reflects the effectiveness

of the relationship not just efficiency, i.e. there is a need to recognise

that relationships and investment in people are not just about payment

for tangible services.

� Recognising that Council’s relationship with the Mäori community needs

to include financial and non-financial investments in people, including

more assistance with community capacity building, more direct

resources and people to help grow capacity within Mäori community.

� Observing the principle of not draining community resources; e.g. by

prioritising what Council consults on, or by looking for ways of obtaining

community involvement in more sustainable ways.
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� Acknowledging the importance of Council continuing strong leadership,

coordination and advocacy roles with regard to Mäori development – at

local, regional and national levels.

Strengthening governance systems and processes with
central government
As a trend, decentralisation appears to be both welcomed and feared,
with Mäori organisations still building capacity to take advantage of
opportunities that are on offer, and calling for more help and time to do
this effectively as noted earlier in this section.

Research undertaken with Mäori organisations for the Waitakere City
Maori Community Research Report showed a somewhat cynical view of
central government agencies and their relationships with Mäori locally.

Many felt that participation by communities in government process is a
missing ingredient and that relationships continue to be based on top
down contracting frameworks. It was recognised that the community did
respond well when government agencies take a ‘flax roots’ approach,
such as that often adopted by the Community Development Group of
the Department of Internal Affairs. Government agencies were encour-
aged to build on the many existing forums in Waitakere, rather than
create new ones.

There were also fears expressed that central government initiatives with
communities are about devolution of responsibility to community level,
without corresponding resources. There was also a perception that gov-
ernment departments form relationships with local communities and
then rename them partnerships.

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E

Frustrations with the silo mentality
Frustration was expressed with the government’s silo mentality – keeping

resources and accountabilities within its own top down system – which is

diametrically opposed to the holistic approach of Mäori. This was seen to

contribute to:

� an inability of government agencies to act practically on ‘joined up’

intersectoral solutions desired by Mäori organisations, e.g. resistance

to co-funding across departmental budgets, outcomes etc

� an inability for innovative community led solutions to be trialled

� imposed competition between community agencies working across

sectors, leading to less effective service outcomes and poor use of

available resources.
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Agreements between various organisations can help secure more com-
mitment and certainty for Mäori. Mäori are risk takers, but they are
currently focused on a centralised nation state. Thus, the question of
decentralisation poses more of a threat to Mäori than a promise.

Where does Waitakere stand on decentralisation?
Given local history and the ongoing development of collaboration, both
nationally and in Waitakere, our research suggests the following factors
are strengths for Waitakere City in this current climate of decentralisation:

� The broad wellbeing collaboration framework in Waitakere is based
on a long (20 year) local history of working together, being innova-
tive and taking risks.

� There is often considerable local community sector voice and input in
local wellbeing collaboration discussions and processes.

� Strong relationships (based on trust, energy and shared commitment)
have developed between the community and government sectors
(central and local), which means that people want to work together
and they feel accountable to each other for action.

� There’s a collective desire to work inclusively (culturally and
sectorally).

� There’s a jointly funded (though small) coordination resource for
wellbeing collaboration at a city wide strategic level (with a project
manager).

� The wellbeing collaboration model has been open and responsive to
opportunities and challenges that arise.

� Some initial work has begun on strategic city wide process issues
(information, planning, funding etc) that will pave the way for Long
Term Council Community Planning (LTCCP).

� A number of jointly funded and managed collaborative projects are
under way, e.g. Waitakere Skills and Employment Project, Ranui
Action Project.

In general, the council’s wellbeing mandate has enabled it to take on a
great range of initiatives. But funding constraints have meant much has
been done on the smell of an oily rag.

Reflecting on the devolution journey in Waitakere so far, workshop
attendees commented that:

Devolution as an experiment so far has been an amazing
journey. Knowing what Waitakere has control of and what it
doesn’t is hard sometimes.

In Waitakere decentralisation hasn’t just been about
Wellington abdicating responsibility – there exists both push
and pull factors for more local control and autonomy.
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It’s more common now for bureaucrats to get out of the
office and into the community, taking their skill
sets/tools/knowledge out to share with others. They are
slowly realising that the community isn’t something to be
feared. The main thing is growing the people to do stuff
locally – it takes time and the importance of doing/investing
in this is underestimated.
— Participants Workshop 3: Decentralisation

However, while in collaboration terms Waitakere can generally be seen
to be a step ahead of most cities, there are many gaps and challenges
emerging. Based on experience and research findings, some areas for
major concern include the following:

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

Future decentralisation in Waitakere

Lack of coordination
Currently there are lots of disjointed little decentralised versions of local

engagement or partnership building, many of which are not well linked into

what’s going on locally, nor back into the ‘big picture’ at the centre.

The national policy context seems confused
The Ministry of Social Development, the Department of Prime Minister and

Cabinet, Department of Internal Affairs, the State Services Commission and

Treasury are all interested in decentralisation and coordinating services

and strategy locally. But the way things practically fit together in a whole of

government way remains unclear. There’s been just a little planned

devolution (DHBs, PHOs etc), and that has not been easy.

Lack of policy leadership
The Review of the Centre process has initiated some whole of government

debate but from the outside it looks like no one in Wellington is providing

really strong core and ongoing policy leadership and implementation.

Different agencies have different understandings and agendas, and are

sending all different signals down the line to Waitakere, e.g. work locally vs.

work regionally. There is some movement, however, in some departments:

e.g. the Department of Internal Affairs has recently appointed a ‘whole of

government’ project manager for Auckland.

Piecemeal developments
In a range of other departments too there is a creeping, de facto deconcen-

tration from government (more local staff and ‘consultation’ and local

planning), without a wider national plan and vision. Innovation and funding

have been uneven and patchy and sometimes it feels somewhat chaotic.
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Lack of resourcing
Not a lot of funding is attached to devolution in New Zealand, and this limits

real engagement and outcomes. Resourcing remains a key issue, including:

� inadequate funding for coordination at both strategic and project levels

� inadequate funding to implement collaborative projects

� failure to implement population based funding, i.e. Waitakere getting a

historical rather than ‘fair’ share of social service funding

� in more mainstream settings (health, education, welfare), which have

big budgets, very little substantial joint strategic and operational

planning happens at the local level; instead there are lots of little joint

projects, which might or might not become more substantive depending

on initial successes and the people driving things

� mixed messages from the centre (Wellington), e.g. ‘keep experimenting

but there’s no new money for the ideas or solutions you come up with’

� unfunded mandates, including at local government level the new Local

Government Act (2002) means Waitakere City (and all councils) now

have a strengthened mandate to promote local wellbeing, and plan and

perform according to ‘community’ defined outcomes via a Long Term

Council Community Plan (LTCCP) process. But councils have been given

no devolved funds to achieve enhanced city wellbeing, i.e. responsibility

for local social sector outcomes lies with councils, but there is no

legislative requirement on central government agencies to resource

local outcomes

� at central government level, many senior local public servants have

collaboration written into their contracts, but don’t have access to

money to assist or create local incentives for working together.

Personnel
There are significant issues for government and community sectors alike

regarding having adequate personnel capacity to perform effectively.

Lack of strategic planning
There are no strategic or funding mechanisms to link who lives in

Waitakere (both now and in the future) and what levels or types of services

they require now and in the future.

Rising inequalities
There are increasingly more people at the lower end of the socioeconomic

spectrum in Waitakere and no coordinated local/regional and national

responses to this to date.

Lack of consistency
There are differing levels of responsibility, accountability and flexibility at

the local level – some government departments like the Ministry of Social

Development have some flexibility at local management level; others such

as Housing New Zealand and the Ministry of Education have little.
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No central champion
The Waitakere Way of joining up central government, local government and

community sectors is leading edge but it is not well understood in

Wellington circles. It is viewed as innovative and interesting but it hasn’t

emerged as a ‘model way forward’, with a strong central champion to push

it along.

Collaboration fatigue
There is too much to do, with too much effort required, and it takes too long

to do, all for (so far) mixed results.

Complexity
At the moment, there’s a problem with complex processes and messy,

poorly defined and funded mandates, roles and responsibilities: there are

uneven outcomes, from place to place and sector to sector.

Again, our research reinforced some of the above concerns.
Strengthening the funding mandate, as mentioned in Chapter 4, would
go a long way to improving the situation.

There’s a big question in Waitakere at the moment. Do you
chase some big funding for one off projects, or do you try
and take the bigger, harder problems. Waitakere has had
some success around the process stuff but there’s still a feel-
ing that we’re still fiddling round the edges and not tackling
the hard things.

Funding according to needs hasn’t happened – with lotteries,
funding goes out to the regions from the centre according to
the number of applications received as opposed to popula-
tion or community need.

My experience indicates that it is not necessarily the case that
devolution is successful, but it is devolution. Overall, plan-
ning and clear delineation of roles and responsibilities are
important. But, for example, at the moment, the government
has a number of health strategies. People agree most strate-
gies require intersectoral work. We have had some guidelines
but none come with funding. Even if we use resources better
it’s still necessary to decide which area to involve.

Decentralisation to date has been uneven across the sectors –
e.g. education is theoretically being decentralised but
practically is NOT … leaving education out of it is a big
problem. Education is a key factor for a healthy region. 
Thus there needs to be collaboration that joins the dots
across sectors – especially education within the broader
social sector.
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Impacts have been tricky in mental health as there are two
aspects of mental health: the physical and the social. The
devolution of the physical has happened, but not the social.
The step by step approach is not working. There are major
headaches involved with the lining up of WINZ, Housing NZ
etc. But the fact that there is now a sense of social movement
going on within the mental health sector that wasn’t there
before is positive. There’s more now happening successfully
now from the bottom up too – so things have changed.

With the Stronger Community Action Fund, it has been
interesting to see how it works in different places. Mangakino
for example is in the middle of nowhere, the Council doesn’t
do much community development and it has been a struggle
there. In comparison we [at the Ranui Project] are in a fertile
environment with a lot of helpful people. Therefore the
question is: do you put funding where it will work? But if
you do that, places like Mangakino will be neglected.
— Participants Workshop 3: Decentralisation

Making decentralisation and local partnerships
work: what needs to be lined up
Making decentralisation and partnerships work was never going to be
easy, neither was it going to be a short term process. To be really success-
ful, there’s a number of different levels or layers of activity that need to
be happening all at once. These can be looked at in a number of different
ways:

Aligning resources, mandates and functions locally or
regionally
In order to ensure that collaborative effort at the local level is effective,
resources, mandates and functions all need to be in place and linked up
locally. If one of these areas is missing, or not properly organised, then
the ability to deliver will be compromised to some degree. (Note, how-
ever, that a perfect alignment is unlikely. What matters then is the size or
relative impact of the ‘missing bit’.)
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D E F I N I T I O N S

Resources, mandates, and functions to be aligned

Resources
� Funding for the project or service

� People, including strategic brokers and coordinators

� Supports, e.g. car, phone, secretarial

Mandates
Having the authority (or delegating it to an appropriate body) to:

� make decisions

� allocate resources

� take certain courses of action

� do things in a certain way

� be responsible or accountable for certain things

Functions
� Sectors (e.g. health, education etc)

� Services (e.g. for children)

� Processes (e.g. planning, funding, information, monitoring, policy).

Workshop feedback reinforced these findings:

Getting money in advance of mandates and functions is just
as dangerous as not getting any money at all.

Getting a mandate can take a while and come too long after
funding is given – it means some communities
fight/compete which can be very destructive. Or resources
can come too late as they come too long after mandating and
people give up. There was general agreement [in the
workshop] that it’s probably better to have vision or know
what you want to do and how you’ll do it before getting the
dollars.

If you are looking at creating ownership for stakeholders, it
is necessary to know who was mandating and their roles and
functions. It’s also necessary to know the roles and functions
of the sectors mandated. If politicians and operational staff
are not aligned then it’s not effective.

When calculations are done for regional-based funding it
shows that a lot more funding is needed for Auckland, much
to the displeasure of the rest of the country.
— Participants Workshop 3: Decentralisation
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Aligning the political, strategic and operational
Implementing successful local partnerships requires a number of
different structures, processes and skill sets working alongside each
other, and generating trust and accountability between each other.
� There are the political processes with elected representatives (and

senior officials) who make overarching key decisions on strategy,
resources and processes. They give guidance and set the general
direction for strategic and operational levels to develop and
implement.

� At the strategic level the ‘what to, how to, when to’ questions are
discussed, debated and, more often than not, negotiated.

� At the operational level, actual implementation of strategies, plans,
projects and services is carried out.

However, putting politicians, managers and community leaders and
doers in the same room and looking for accountability for results has not
been all that successful; so far!

Workshop feedback illustrates these and other issues:

The local needs of Mäori/Pacific are not adequately voiced
because of way the local political system works – basically
it’s impossible to get elected under the first past the post
system. There is no Mäori or Pacific Island representation on
the Waitakere City Council and, until there is, more local
control will NOT improve inequalities. Ultimately, you need
proportional representation in local government to keep big
picture inequality issues firmly on the table and also to
ensure that a wider range of social issues are recognised,
acknowledged and actioned. Social inequalities are some-
thing that local government has to look at and address.

There’s a need to balance resources and power. Is power
being transferred, and who controls the resources? The
relationship between political decisions and resource alloca-
tion can create disparities. There is a danger, otherwise, of
the burden landing on the ratepayers. Power and decision
making must be accompanied by resources to address equity.

Meantime, there’s a tension now getting long term problems
(like inequalities) addressed when the politicians (local and
central) are there for a short term and want short term
outcomes.

There is a lack of political communication at national and
local levels. A vision can happen if people are collaborating
around that vision – it’s about how national and local visions
can be brought together to support each other that is key.
More effort needs to go into this.
— Participants Workshop 3: Decentralisation
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Aligning central government, local government and
community effort
The Waitakere Way of working frequently sees central government, local
government and the community sector working together. Sometimes it’s
about two of three in partnership, and in the Waitakere Wellbeing
Collaboration process, it’s all three sectors. All three sectors have
different roles to play, bring different resources and experiences to the
table and all have different ways of working. These differences must all
be understood and accommodated to some degree. Ensuring that all
partners have the capacity to participate and work together is currently a
major local challenge:

I don’t always see the impact on the ground of all the
activities going on. There needs to be a feedback loop to the
community that reports back on what’s happening. It needs
performance measures. It needs a clear vision and feedback
to the community or you can lose your way.
— Participant Workshop 3: Decentralisation

How they all fit together
As noted above, making local partnerships happen requires a lot of
things to be happening all at once and a number of tasks, people and
layers to be effectively linked together. Presented in Appendix 4 are some
of the key roles, responsibilities and accountabilities for action required
at central government, local government and community sector levels.
The glue between the layers of course are things like feedback loops,
effective mandated representation, and well established communication
and accountability processes and skilled strategic brokers.

As noted earlier, getting everyone to do everything is not realistically
possible, but understanding what is required is key.

Joining up via outcomes
Currently, something that is on the agenda in Wellington is outcomes. In
the current governance environment, everyone is expected to ‘manage
for outcomes’. But achieving outcomes in the current collaborative
environment means dealing with multiple players in interagency action,
which is complex and often messy. With the need for departments to
‘perform’ in this new environment, for some people collaboration has
become a low priority because of its inherent difficulties. Ultimately,
lining these things up at a regional level, across agencies, is much easier
said than done.

As we’ve discussed above, the hard parts of joining up governance
involve aligning strategy, budgets and plans between agencies: shared
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planning, strategic alliances, shared indicators, shared ‘accountability
platforms’ and so on. Practical and systematic alignments (budgets,
plans, processes) like this could lead to collaborative action that isn’t an
add on, and that leads to outcomes. But this isn’t how these things are
being approached at present.

And, currently, there are some fishhooks. The scope of these outcomes is
greatly limited by the sharp and narrow accountability mechanisms in
service and other contracts. Until recently, the Public Finance Act actually
stopped government agencies being contractually accountable to each
other at regional or city level. The Local and Regional Partnership and
Governance Forum held in April 2003 in Auckland noted, however, that
the Act was still a problem.

Basically, government agencies are not in a position to share
responsibility for outcomes with other players, unless these are framed
in terms of narrow contracted outcomes and outputs. What you end up
with are either pliable voluntaristic accountabilities between multiple
players, or tough partnership contracts. Anything in between is seen as
too risky in the current accountability environment.

So, sustained action on bigger picture outcomes involving partnerships
and decentralised, joined up governance may have to wait for some
substantial changes in the way government as a whole does its business.

Getting to outcomes like wellbeing and poverty reduction through a
partnerships framework will require at a minimum recognition of these
problems. This also means looking at outcomes in a much broader way.
Typically, improved outcomes are expected to be achieved via:

1. Better coordinated and integrated services (i.e. service outcomes)
2. More inclusion and participation by receivers of services in actual

services planning and sometimes delivery.

Although the need for coordinated and integrated services has been
recognised and actioned in various ways for a few years now, the
emphasis on community inclusion and participation is much newer.
There is the expectation that by having communities and service users
included (for example via community consultation and needs analyses,
consumer review panels, market research, community and consumer
advocates, devolution of services delivery to community agencies) ser-
vices will be much more responsive to and effective for ‘end users’ and
that end users themselves will be more empowered because they have
been more involved in processes that directly impact on them.

However, gains from these latter processes, while important, are often
not enough to fundamentally change poverty and wellbeing outcomes at
the individual or family level. This can be seen as something of an
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‘inclusion delusion’ – and an unfair expectation that collaboration alone
will and can deliver such huge results. We would argue that alongside
these two strategies (service coordination and community involvement)
needs to sit consideration of wider, more macro social determinants –
especially income. Income is widely acknowledged as the key determin-
ant of health and wellbeing status and ultimately it is increasing
household income levels that will have the most significant impact on
individual, family and community wellbeing – not partnerships.

Beyond this, a number of further commitments will be needed from
central government, including those in the box below:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Enabling partnerships through clearer alignments
and accountabilities

Commitments required from central government include:

� The adequate definition and resourcing of devolved and decentralised

mandates in wellbeing, social development and poverty.

� The establishment of much clearer local and regional accountability

frameworks within a much clearer delineation of mandates at different

levels of government.

� Stronger incentives and requirements to link strategic planning between

agencies.

� Stronger linking of territorial monitoring and data to these accountability

frames, and, accordingly, reform of the Public Finance Act to provide

incentives for cross-agency and government community action in

crucial areas.

This chapter has looked at governance reforms and decentralisation
issues. Chapter 6 presents some practical ways of making partnerships
and collaboration work.
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6
Moving forward

– what might make
a difference

This chapter looks at:
� Some possible ways of enhancing the

current strategic and operational
frameworks for those working at a joined
up way at the local level

� Ideas include a mix of Waitakere and
nationally based actions – reflecting the
need to enhance the wider national
collaboration frameworks as well as the
local scene.



While the previous two chapters have raised many issues and problems
surrounding the current context and framework for collaboration, these
need not be seen as irresolvable problems.

This chapter suggests a smorgasbord of potential approaches, all of
which in different ways try to move beyond the current situation
towards either creating a better context for partnerships, or try to get
around the current complexities by narrowing the focus, getting smarter
and more strategic.

Funding and resources: creating collaboration
honeypots or incentives funding
As noted in Chapters 4 and 5, it is common for there to be very little
allocated in organisation budgets for collaboration activities and indeed
common for some mandates to be allocated without government fund-
ing (i.e. responsibility without resourcing). This is true in a number of
areas, for example, in regional and local branches of government
agencies, and as part of service delivery contracts with community
organisations. In this context, collaboration is seen as an add on, an
interesting thing to be experimenting with, but with only fringe funding
allocated as a result.

On the other hand, funding can be used to drive the collaboration pro-
cess effort along at the local or regional level. Internationally, and to an
extent in New Zealand, there are many different kinds of ‘devolved
funds’, funds which are ‘sent down’ to local or regional level to create
incentives for different groups and agencies to work together, and to
enable them to experiment with innovative solutions.

In New Zealand these funds have tended to be small: for example the
Stronger Communities Action Fund (SCAF) amount to some $2 million,
targeted to nine communities (including Ranui, Mangakino, Glen Innes,
Porirua) over a four year period (now recently extended for another 
two years).

In Europe, these funds are relatively large. The United Kingdom, for
example, receives transfers of £10 billion a year for ‘social funds’ and
‘regional development funds’. Places such as the Midlands Region, or
Bristol, have received funds totalling some hundreds of millions of
pounds over a time frame of several years. To receive these funds,
regions must come up with a collaborative strategy, outlining priority
areas (and how they were identified), and how the funds will be used.

There are a number of risks and issues with devolved funds. They tend
to be targeted to relatively small, high profile areas of obvious depriva-
tion, whereas poverty is in fact much more widespread throughout a
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regional community. They can become ‘tiny symbolic gestures’ convey-
ing the dangerous impression (and real feeling to those involved) that
‘something is being done’, whereas in reality the chances of them ever
being more than pilots or narrowly, locally targeted projects is small.

On the other hand, they can generate unprecedented new actions and
ways of working together, break up existing divisions, involving new
people in community and wider processes, generating innovation and
building experience.

They should never, though, be regarded as a substitute for a govern-
ment’s needs based attention to poverty; that is, putting money into
locally joined up services is not the same as putting basic resources into
poor families’ pockets.

But some devolved funds can help organisations to work together: they
can enable innovations, and provide resources to smaller groups wanting
to afford to participate in wider strategies.

Some ideas for discussion and action include the following:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Ways forward: ideas enabling partnerships

A national funding pool to promote ‘joined up’ social development
initiatives
A national funding pool could be established, with funding of, say, $5 million

annually for a three year period. If you can prove that you’ve got the right

players (the more departments, sectors, key partners etc the better), the

right planning framework and some really great potential projects, then

some decent dollars should flow. Perimeters for both outcomes and

accountabilities would need to be developed to ensure that resources are

well spent and outcomes (both process and impact) are evaluated so that

the New Zealand evidence base around collaboration was enhanced as a

result.

A national funding pool to support implementation of local ‘community
outcomes’
These ‘community outcomes’ include locally determined visions or aspira-

tions for an area. They will be defined throughout the country via new local

government led local strategic planning processes under the Local Govern-

ment Act (2002). (By law, community outcomes processes must involve a

wide range of local and regional stakeholders, e.g. community groups,

government agencies, iwi, and business interests.) Many local authorities in

New Zealand (typically smaller, rural authorities) have tended to take a very
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conservative and narrow view of their role and without some incentivised

funding will likely continue to operate within their same traditional boun-

daries. Some new funding to promote joined up local action may well make

the difference between ‘business as usual’ and new, more creative ways of

achieving local wellbeing goals.

Funding the Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration Project
Some significant discretionary project funding (say $250,000 annually) could

be allocated to the Waitakere Wellbeing Collaboration Project. At present

there is only funding for coordination (recently increased from 1 to 1.25 staff

equivalents). Collaborative projects coming out of the Calls to Action pro-

cess are funded on an ad hoc and opportunistic basis, i.e. if some funding

can be obtained by an individual (goal based) Call to Action team, then a

project will go ahead. However, if some dedicated funding was instead

directed to the strategic level (i.e. the Collaboration Strategy Group com-

prised of mandated representatives from central government, local

government and the community sector), then some more conscious priori-

tisation of goal areas and interagency projects would be able to be made.

In some ways, this concept would be similar to that of an ‘upscaled’ Ranui

Action Project, i.e. devolved funds would be allocated via local decision

making and priorities, but at a citywide rather than a community level.

Funded sector brokers
We also see a place for jointly funded (between central and local govern-

ment) sector brokers. (Another option may be secondments of staff or

resources for a specific period of time, i.e. from Housing NZ Corporation to

Waitakere City Council.) Sectors such as education and housing, with

government agency boundaries that are either regional or subregional, as

opposed to city level, do not often have ‘Waitakere’ assigned staff at a

senior management level. Hence the ability to dedicate considerable time to

strategic joining and doing within the Waitakere sector is often limited. We

see some real advantages in central and local government joining forces to

fund some specific ‘brokers’ to develop and undertake work programmes

that would be mutually beneficial to the sector and the city as a whole, e.g.

developing a Waitakere Affordable Housing Plan or Waitakere Education

Strategy and implementing associated projects. These positions could be

based in either central or local government but should be overseen by a

joint management group, which could even involve the community sector.

Collaboration is not always necessary for
everything
These days, with so much going on regionally, citywide and in the com-
munity, you really have to pick your collaborations. While we see the
virtues of having a wide range of groups around the table for many
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issues, in other areas more action will be possible with a narrower, more
strategic mix involved: especially in advocacy and monitoring around
cross sectoral issues like wellbeing and poverty.

Advocacy
As noted in Chapter 4, advocacy in the collaborative environment does
take place in a number of new ways. ‘Strategic brokers’ now take on key
negotiation, persuasion and change management roles as part of their
day to day back room business, doing so in a way that continues to
value, respect and build on existing relationships and processes.
Previously, this kind of advocacy work may have been done in more
public, more confrontational and more isolated ways.

In a Waitakere context, much of the recent wellbeing collaboration
process has taken place at senior staff or management levels. There has
been an expectation that by sectors and levels of government working
collaboratively many social issues and strategies could be progressed.
Engagement with politicians (local and central government) on local
wellbeing issues and needs has been on a much more ad hoc basis than
previously.

However, what has become apparent is that open and regular
communication channels are needed at both political and management
levels. While staff-management channels can remove some collaboration
process blockages, there are many that they cannot remove, such as over-
all resource allocation, strategic outcomes or macro policy framework. In
this regard, it is critically important to have ongoing processes set up to
speak directly to politicians – and that these processes should sit along-
side but not be part of three way collaboration. In terms of advocacy
processes, the community sector perhaps has the most prominent role to
play in presenting a ‘localised critical analysis’ of needs or gaps and next
steps, recognising that there are things that the community sector can
publicly say that staff from both local and central government agencies
are simply unable to. With regard to the current Waitakere Collaboration
Process, we would recommend the establishment of a Strategic Advo-
cacy Forum, with membership comprised of both community sector and
local government.

Just doing it
It is important to remember that sometimes it will be more effective for
an organisation (or two or three) just to get on with things. Multi-agency
collaboration isn’t nirvana, nor is it necessary for positive change to
happen. When considering whether to work with others or to go it alone,
it’s key to review some of the criteria and implications noted in Chapters
2 and 4 to work out just why you need to collaborate with others and the
expected benefits this will bring. Because it does cost – in terms of time,
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energy and complexity. We feel that, increasingly, the multiple impacts of
these costs on organisations large and small will have to mean more
conscious prioritisation of what is worked on collaboratively – tradeoffs
will need to be made.

Monitoring
In terms of city wellbeing, the actions and impacts of central
government, local government and the community sector are all
important. It is important that information and data are routinely and
proactively shared between sectors and agencies (i.e. to enhance
collaborative planning and action). However, the actual monitoring of
overall city wellbeing is probably better done in a one way setting
(community sector) or two way (local government, community sector)
than a three way setting (local and central government and community
sector). We would argue for two way (council and community) city
wellbeing monitoring processes because of the practical limitations of
leaving this important task to the community sector alone, such as
technical capacity (data/analysis and so on), citywide information
databases, and resourcing.

Why leave out central government? The omission partly relates to the
political nature of this kind of strategic monitoring information,
especially in terms of analysis of local trends, causes and concerns. Quite
plainly, government agencies (both central and to a lesser degree local
government) are constrained in what they can say, especially in terms of
reporting on wellbeing issues and statistics that may negatively reflect on
their organisation or respective politicians.

Multiparty funding frameworks
There was general consensus in Waitakere that new contracting frame-
works are needed to better reflect interagency collaboration and
partnering. It’s important to note that these kinds of agreements can deal
with both the hard contractual issues (outputs, resources, timeframes,
accountabilities and the like) and the softer relational issues (such as
visions, hopes, shared outcomes and processes) – it doesn’t have to be
one or the other.

There was strong recognition that the real value in new relational con-
tracts and partnering agreements is in ‘their doing’; that is, relationships
and trust are developed through the process of putting a multiparty
agreement together. However, people still talked about the need to share
and learn from collaborative agreements that are already in existence, in
order to better ascertain:
� Who has been creative?
� How have they been creative?
� What options are there for partnering clauses to deal with intellectual
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property, conflict resolution, co-funding, shared accountabilities and
Treaty of Waitangi issues?

� How can you reflect the roles and responsibilities between
fundholders and other project partners in a formal agreement?

Although a ‘cut and paste’ of existing agreements wasn’t seen as a
productive way to create an end product, the ability to consider and
flexibly ‘adapt’ elements from existing partnering agreements that cover-
ed a range of partnering situations was seen as positive and helpful.

It was suggested that the Waitakere social services portal (currently
under development) would be a good place to store a range of local
agreements and agreement templates. In this way, organisations could
easily see what kinds of elements should be included in their agreement
framework and who they could contact for further advice and informa-
tion. Links could also be made to national resources on other sites, such
as on Community Net (www.community.net.nz) to enable Waitakere to
keep up with national best practice.

Similarly, local partnerships could submit their own agreements to the
portal for others to reflect on, and in that way ongoing local best practice
could be centralised and shared. (Financially sensitive information such
as contract prices can easily be removed if required.) Agencies or key
staff who are actively involved in new types of relational contracting
could also be made available to give advice and assistance or to mentor
those trying to develop agreements in new and creative ways.

Local social inequalities research and task force
Poverty and inequality are issues that have a local effect, but their cause
is much wider. They need to be powerfully and directly addressed at
regional and national levels. Local partnerships and joining up, then,
need to be seen as just part of the solution to bigger social justice out-
comes. There is, at the minimum, a need for central level political
advocacy alongside local joined up processes: for regional and national
level monitoring of poverty and where it is happening, along with some
creative local bottom up strategies and responses. The huge efforts often
put into local processes – which can and do easily wear out people’s
energies – must be matched with big picture consideration and changes
to the macroeconomic environment (such as income levels and transfers).
If action in this latter area remains beyond reach then, to some degree,
local collaborative efforts will be wasted.

So what could be done in Waitakere? There’s no doubt that the gap
between upper and lower income households is increasing, with a mark-
ed swing in relative poverty as measured by the 2001 Social Deprivation
Index, when compared to the previous five years. Although 1996 and
2001 figures cannot be directly compared, apparent trends towards
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greater levels of relative deprivation in the city should be cause for major
concern. Although the causes of some of these changes are understood 
at a very high level (that is, the inflated housing market in Auckland,
changes to household structure and employment patterns), there is a
need for more in-depth local research to understand both local and
regional causes and effects, looking at areas such as the following:

B I G P I C T U R E I S S U E S

How might partnerships affect issues like poverty?
� What are the drivers of socioeconomic change and deprivation in Waita-

kere City as a whole and within specific suburbs or parts of the city?

� What are the spillover effects from regional factors, e.g. housing market

and policy, refugee and migrant settlement patterns?

� What are the possibilities for local action to reduce poverty? What has

worked elsewhere? Who would need to be involved? What resources

would be required?

� What needs to go into the ‘advocacy’ basket (because most responsibil-

ity should be assigned back to central level); what into the collaboration

and local strategy basket (because a range of local players working

together might make a difference); and what into the narrower, joint

strategic action between limited players basket? (Because we should

be able to identify what needs to be done by which two or three

agencies, and who should be being funded and responsible to do it.)

Workforce development: growing strategic
brokerage
As discussed in Chapter 4 there’s a need to better recognise and resource
the small number of busy people who are doing an incredible job of
joining and gluing at local, regional and national levels. A range of posi-
tive suggestions has been made to cement, strengthen and grow the role
of strategic brokers within both community and government organisa-
tions. These include:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Growing strategic brokers
� Make the brokerage function clear and prominent in people’s job

description.

� Make time within work programmes for relationship and partnership

building and development, and for participating in interagency projects.

� Create or resource new broker positions to enhance organisational

ability to respond and participate in collaborative initiatives.
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� Assign collaboration mentors to assist and help grow brokers at both

community and government levels.

� Review existing organisational supports for strategic brokers with the

view to enhancing effectiveness of current positions and processes.

� Design and develop shared performance reviews of local strategic

brokers, i.e. develop a local review process that involves both employ-

ing organisation and a range of external stakeholders.

� Acknowledges the outward facing nature of this work

� Not about getting organisations or individuals ‘in trouble’ but

enabling barriers, blockages and successes to be discussed and

learned from.

� Liaise with tertiary training providers to ensure new brokerage skill sets

are part of tertiary training programmes (e.g. public policy, social policy

and practice) so that we’re getting the potential new workforce

collaboration ready.

� Develop a Waitakere based training course, perhaps a joint venture

between the Collaboration Strategy Group and Unitec Waitakere, that

could be run, say, twice a year. The aim of the training would be to

promote and grow local strategic brokers within government and com-

munity agencies and to teach people how to collaborate in a Waitakere

rather than sector or organisation specific way. Training should include:

� Overview of Waitakere – the place, the people, the history and

current key issues and needs

� The Waitakere way of working together, i.e. the Wellbeing

collaboration process, community wellbeing network, government

intersector group, working inclusively with iwi and Mäori, Pacific

and new migrant communities

� Key sectoral networks and contacts

� Key wellbeing initiatives (projects, upcoming consultation, events etc)

� Promotion and usage of Waitakere social services portal, social

services directory, wellbeing reports, key citywide events, demo-

graphic planning and other useful citywide tools

� Best ways and times to engage, i.e. consultation success factors,

how to access previous consultations, how to dovetail in with

discussions that others may be holding

� Planning and budget cycles – what they are, how to influence them.

Information brokers
While there are increased flows of information across agencies, sectors
and levels of government, people still spoke about the need for quality,
accessible and timely information. The concept of an ‘information
broker’, based at the local level, was also suggested as a useful way
forward. The broker would be someone who can translate national
policies, context, opportunities and research in a way that is useful
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locally and pass this on to whoever needs to know, whether they be in
central government, local government or the community sector.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Skills for an information broker
� Translate – up and down and down and up.

� Facilitate access to research and evidence.

� Produce executive summaries of policy in plain English.

� Look at where local initiatives fit into national agendas and vice versa.

� Know about what funding opportunities are coming up and how to

access them.

While two way communication and information dissemination is
acknowledged as a key role of a successful strategic broker, there may be
merit in resourcing (or co-resourcing) this function for collective benefit.
In Waitakere’s case, this function could sit within the Wellbeing Collabor-
ation umbrella. Alternatively, the resource may already exist, but sit
across a number of different departments or agencies. Local discussions
could be held on ways to strengthen collaboration to promote better,
more timely and easily accessible information flows.

Getting to outcomes – via a locality project
Changing wellbeing outcomes and long term socioeconomic equalities at
the local level is no easy feat. We’re now dealing with families with
intergenerational issues and many complex, interconnected problems.
Trend analysis shows growing aggregation of lower socioeconomic
groups in Waitakere City; however, addressing these changes on a city-
wide basis is likely to be too big a job. An alternative approach is to work
with a selected community to try new joined up ways of working at the
neighbourhood level. As discussed at the end of Chapter 5, wellbeing
outcomes need to be considered in a three pronged way:
� improving the type, availability and coordination of social services
� involving and building local communities – developing local visions

for the future, growing networks, events and support structures,
involving people in local services and planning

� influencing income – piloting new benefit regimes, looking at
alternative supports and incentives to increase family or whänau
income levels.

The concept of targeted interventions within a specific locality is not
new. Family Start, for example, wraps support services around high risk
families with newborn babies in the Massey, Ranui and Te Atatu
Peninsula areas. Similarly, the Ranui Action Project has been focused on
enhancing community wellbeing outcomes for and by local residents in



Ranui. However, projects that encompass all three outcome levels noted
above are quite rare – they are also potentially very expensive and
challenging to implement.

Included in the ‘Great Start – Te Korowai Manaaki’ Action Plan 2003–8
(Preventing Family Violence against Children under 5 in Waitakere City)
was a wrap around locality project aimed at enhancing health and
wellbeing outcomes for children under five years. To date, this project
remains a good idea, but one that has been seen as too difficult to get
started. But it may well be an idea whose time is still coming.

Indeed, this project concept, which seeks to ‘Improve Health, Education
and Social Development Outcomes for Under 5s at a Locality Level’ is
one in which we would place great hope, as there is likely significant
benefit in focusing on the needs of specific population groups in specific
communities, in quite innovative and multidimensional ways. In the
United Kingdom, for example, considerable investment (around £452
million per annum) is now being focused on the establishment of Sure
Start Communities. The aim of Sure Start is to work with parents-to-be,
parents and children to promote the physical, intellectual and social
development of babies and young children – particularly those who are
disadvantaged – so that they can flourish at home and when they get to
school, and thereby break the cycle of disadvantage for the current
generation of young children. (See Great Start – Te Korowai Manaaki for
project description and initial costings.)

As suggested in Te Korowai Manaaki, because of the newness of this
locality/under 5s concept, the likely challenges in implementation (cross
sector service coordination, community and government sector govern-
ance) and the potential significant investment required by government, a
two stage approach to this project is recommended. The first stage
should focus on research and project scoping and the second stage on
locality selection and project establishment.

� Stage One: Project scoping
A comprehensive project scoping exercise should be undertaken first,
with a report output that details and develops elements such as
project description (purpose, outcomes, objectives, potential service
specifications and investment requirements), project process, identi-
fication of key stakeholders, costs/benefits, opportunities/challenges,
costs, governance issues, potential risks, timeframes, and success
indicators.
� A researcher/project manager would need to be engaged to

undertake the above project scoping, with guidance and direction
from a working group of practitioners, policy makers and
operational managers.
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� An initial working group should also be convened to explore the
potential of the under 5s/wraparound locality concept (involving
researchers, community and government agencies – from both
national and local levels). The project scoping phase should also
broach both policy and implementation angles.

� A recommendation on whether or not to proceed to Stage Two
should also be made from the working group – it is possible that
the costs and barriers may indeed be greater than potential
benefits and opportunities.

� If a positive recommendation is the outcome of Stage One, a
process for project development (including timeframe, budget
bids etc) will need to follow. Stage Two should not proceed until
funding and budgets (including an evaluation component) have
been secured for the implementation phase.

� Stage Two: Identification of potential locality in Waitakere (or
elsewhere) for project implementation
The process of choosing a locality should be undertaken by a cross
sectoral or agency group, with decisions made on the basis of socio-
demographic information, health and education outcome and
participation data, analysis of community strengths and weaknesses
(types of existing networks, organisations, structures, capacities),
willingness of existing government or community agency managers
and staff to participate and try something new. An approach should
then be made to key community leaders within that locality to see if
they wish to participate in such a project.

Strategic alliances and alignment
Given that all major agencies such as the Waitakere City Council,
Waitemata District Health Board, the Police and Ministry of Social Devel-
opment have to prepare strategic and annual plans and involve key
stakeholders in their locality in the process, it makes sense to approach
this task in a proactive and coordinated way. While aligning planning
processes sounds simple, it is not. Critical factors to enable alignment to
happen include the following:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

What needs to be aligned to enable partnerships
� Congruence of planning timeframes

� Commitment (both management and governance) to a collaborative

planning approach

� Resources (people, time, money) to participate in a collaborative

process

� Realistic expectations of what can be achieved first time round:



� Small steps towards alignment will be easier to achieve than a ‘big

bang’ alignment, i.e. maybe start with sharing community consulta-

tion and visioning processes or looking at synergies between

existing goals, objectives and work programmes

� Involvement of a few agencies to begin with (e.g. Council, Ministry of

Social Development, District Health Board) rather than many, so that

the initial alignment process is manageable

� A clear framework and process for what will be aligned and how it will

be aligned, e.g. planning processes, consultation phases, strategic

outcomes, performance measures, work programmes

� Formation of a working group to oversee the alignment process:

� Involving those with the authority to make decisions

� Involving those with the appropriate technical and content

knowledge at the relevant stages

� Documented evaluation and reflection on what worked or didn’t work so

that learnings can be applied to any subsequent collaborative effort.

Given the factors noted above, one of the immediate priorities should be
to remove the current legislative non-alignment of strategic planning
timeframes between DHBs and Councils. At present, Council ‘Long Term
Council Community Plans’ (LTCCPs) and District Health Board ‘District
Strategic Plans’ (DSPs) both have three yearly cycles, but they are
working to different timeframes: LTCCPs must be in place by 2006 but
DSPs must be in place by 2005. Without alignment of timeframes the
potential gains from aligning DHB and Council planning processes will
not be maximised.

There may be some financial savings from aligning planning processes,
especially with regard to sharing consultation and engagement costs.
However, the greatest gains in the first instance will be process ones:
� building relationships
� developing shared or aligned outcomes
� identifying potential collaborative work programmes or projects
� saving stakeholders’ time (potentially) through needing to participate

in fewer individual agency consultation and planning processes.

As noted above, strategic alignment of agency plans and processes offers
a lot. The reality, though, is that it would require significant effort. Also,
to some degree there’s a need to ‘test out’ the practice of the process in
order to truly evaluate and measure the costs and benefits of doing so. In
Waitakere’s case, we would advocate further discussion on two possible
processes for strategic alignment – one a citywide pilot involving a few
major agencies, and the other a sector alignment, with an emphasis on
joined up action as well as strategy.
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Citywide alignment pilot
� The proposal to align strategic planning is already supported within

the Wellbeing Collaboration Strategy Group (2003); the pilot should
sit under this wider mandated umbrella.

� The pilot should involve three or four government agencies and the
Council – not everyone, so that it is manageable. Linkages will need
to be made by community partners, but it is probably not worth their
time sitting at the actual ‘alignment’ table as to some degree it will be
a technical or process exercise.

� The pilot should involve participation from the State Services
Commission so that links and learnings can be made and shared
within the context of the wider operations of government and policy.

� The model should be a learning one, involving a process evaluation,
so that gains, barriers and key ingredients can be documented.

� The aim should be to look for practical linkages and alignments to
existing statutory processes and plans where possible, such as District
Strategic Health Plans, Local Government LTCCP process.

Careful consideration should be given to whether the pilot is a Waitakere
one or a North West Auckland one that would also include North Shore
City and Rodney District. There are pros and cons with both approaches:
� Subregional – North West Auckland (North Shore, Rodney,

Waitakere)
� May be more attractive to key central government agencies such

as the Health Board, Police and Housing who have the same
subregional or cross council boundaries.

� May be a mechanism through which central government agencies
could more strongly engage with North Shore City Council.

� Would strengthen long term acceptance of the North West Sector
Agreement, a subregional agreement as to how growth will be
planned for and accommodated across the north-western part of
the Auckland region.

� Waitakere City
� Can build on own strengths, relationships and successes.
� Process may move faster because less area to cover, fewer players

involved and thus less complicated.
� All benefits from the process would accrue locally.
� Because the process was smaller and relationships more

established, the process could also include a focus on a couple of
suburbs or neighbourhoods with high socioeconomic needs.

Sector specific alignment – housing
Rather than focus on aligning plans across sectors and agencies to
enhance overall city wellbeing (a kind of horizontal alignment), this
alternative pilot would instead focus on alignment within just one sector,
which we suggest should probably be housing.
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Housing is a huge and growing local problem impacting on all aspects of
wellbeing. It is also one that will clearly require significant investment
and collaboration between a range of potential partners if long term
sustainable solutions are to be found. This suggests the need for the
opportunity to create a new Waitakere City Housing Taskforce Project.
� Affordability, accessibility, appropriateness, sustainability, locality

and community specific (e.g. emergency, mobility housing) needs
will need to be investigated and addressed
� Lends itself naturally to a joined up five to ten year action plan

involving many partner agencies across many sectors.
� Taskforce should be a way to link up visions, plans, projects,

services, investment and monitoring.
� Could also be key in addressing and improving local inequalities.

Could look at where the greatest local needs were and where
housing sorting mechanisms have had their greatest impact, i.e.
local inequalities research could be undertaken.

� Would need to involve all three sectors and have coordination and
project resources as well as a clearly defined governance structure.
� Could have a patrons group that involved political representation,

perhaps acting as a high level watchdog or sponsors group for the
project, which could rattle cages when necessary.

� Resourcing to establish the taskforce should come from both
central and local government.

� Could potentially umbrella, link and strengthen a range of smaller
scale housing initiatives planned or underway:
� Healthy Homes
� TUSC/Sustainable Urban Form (sustainable housing initiatives)
� Moving TUSC into retrofitting and healthy housing agendas
� HNZC/Wadcoss housing forum
� Community sector partnerships.

� Plan should incorporate a range of solutions, for example:
� More houses and local investment
� Types of houses and location of houses (and supporting commun-

ity infrastructure required)
� Income and equity measures
� New local policy and planning frameworks (e.g. for Housing NZ

Corporation and Waitakere City Council)
� Development of local house building and environmental tech-

nologies industries: an eco industries cluster, training with a
particular eco-building focus.

Missing sectors: Education
Over the past five years, considerable effort has gone into increasing
involvement of all sectors in local collaborative initiatives. As outlined
earlier in this report, collaboration is time and people intensive and the
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new collaborative environment has brought huge pressures – especially
on key strategic brokers, many of whom have been senior managers
within government agencies.

Many government agencies have responded positively to increased
demands for participation and leadership within collaborative processes,
providing regional policy and advisor positions, relationship managers
and so on. However, one sector that seems to be widely recognised as
not sufficiently resourced to be able to effectively participate in local
collaborative initiatives is the Ministry of Education.

Many organisations, especially government departments like
education, now have collaboration and partnership implicit
in their strategic plans and visions. Often, though, resources
are not allocated to enable people on the ground to be able to
effectively follow through.
— Participant Workshop 3: Decentralisation

The absence of the education sector at the collaborative table is seen by
many as a major issue – especially given the critical interrelationship
between education and other sectors in achieving social development
outcomes. It also seems that a major opportunity for new ways of doing
things is potentially being lost, as staff resourcing issues are precluding
the Ministry from strategically and proactively joining up with others
(sectors, community and government organisations) in the planning and
development of new preschools and schools. Unlike much of the rest of
New Zealand, strong current and future population growth is demand-
ing the opening of many new state funded services and facilities. Many
key organisations too have highlighted the need for the Ministry to
‘assist’ schools to become more active within their local communities and
to be resourced better to undertake and participate in more localised
social and community development initiatives.

School boards also have some mandate, have had some
funding, and clearly have functional responsibilities: but
these are very narrowly defined, so that schools can and do
act in isolation from their wider communities and other
social service providers. Education arguably needs more
regional governance capacity.
— Participant Workshop 1: Mandates and Representation

Supporting the community sector
The collaborative environment makes many references to ‘the community’
and involving the community more proactively in outcomes planning,
projects, services planning and delivery. However, there still appears to be
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a gap, both in the way that intentions are actioned and in terms of the
additional support necessary to ensure meaningful community partici-
pation in interagency effort. Some suggested ways for strengthening
community voice at the collaboration table include the following:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Strengthening community voice at the table
� Endorsing the community sector and acknowledging them and their

participation in a meaningful way. This may be helped by making two

way expectations clear from the onset of all initiatives regarding how

community can add value to processes or projects and how the process

or project will support the community.

� Providing monetary and non-monetary resources to financially assist

voluntary groups and representatives to participate, e.g. meeting fees,

travel allowances, food, training.

� Providing a range of (paid) training opportunities to help identify and

develop local leadership and capacity, e.g. civics education (citywide

history, networks, aspirations, processes), leadership development,

community visioning and facilitation.

� Providing community representatives with access to community sector

or collaboration mentors for advice, support and ideas for strategies

and processes. It’s useful that these ‘peer supports’ sit at a distance

from the collaboration table in question so that they are able to give

objective, neutral advice.

� A practical way to operationalise this would be to create a local

community sector capability building pool (Potential funders could

include: Department of Internal Affairs, Te Puni Kokiri, Ministry of

Pacific Island Affairs, Ministry of Social Development, Waitakere City

Council, Waitakere and Portage Licensing Trusts.) Applications could

be made to the fund by community sector organisations for

additional resourcing to enable them to:

� participate in intersector or interagency initiatives

� purchase specialist skills, e.g. financial planning, governance

reviews, strategic planning, Treaty of Waitangi training, peer

mentoring and supervision from an accredited range of local or

regional experts who were able, skilled and willing to assist.

Missing discussions
One thing missing currently is ongoing dialogue and debate over the
pace, processes and results from collaboration and decentralisation, and
ongoing leadership and coordination from the centre.

If there is a debate on decentralisation and devolution in New Zealand,
it’s currently not a very broad one. The debate presently is centred
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around Mäori health (such as District Health Board and Primary Health
Organisation discussions), the government’s Review of the Centre
process and Sustainable Development Plan of Action, rumours of re-
regionalisation in Auckland, and the implementation of the Local
Government Act. Treasury have issued a small number of papers raising
issues like ‘subsidiarity’ (the doctrine that what can be done locally
should be done locally).

Without wide debate, however, things are moving in decentralised direc-
tions, sometimes by default, sometimes slowly, as different departments
increase their regional coordination staffing and capacity. As this process
happens, there will need to be more occasions and forums for discussing
the issues that emerge. Building a good, well informed debate, with a
growing shared language, is a process that should include central
government strategic policy people, the State Services Commission,
regional coordinators, community groups, council staff, and interested
academics. Some strong signals from government about where the
debate is going to happen, and how people can be involved, will help.

(People interested in more discussion around this area should see David
Craig’s paper Building better contexts for partnership and sustainable local
collaboration: A review of core issues, with lessons from the ‘Waitakere Way’,
available on the project website http://www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/lpg/
researchpapers.cfm)

Exploration of a Waitakere Treaty partnership
model
A key finding within the Waitakere City Maori Community Research Report
was the notion of a hierarchy of Treaty relationships currently in
existence in Waitakere (see Chapter 2). Some practical suggestions were
put forward for how both Mäori and non-Mäori organisations could con-
tinue to work towards more Treaty based relationships. They included:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Treaty partnerships

What can Pākehā organisations do to strengthen relationships with
iwi/Māori?
� Continue to implement Treaty and tikanga training

� Continue to refine Treaty and tikanga policies and work on their

implementation

� Employ Mäori in senior management positions

� Develop and implement a strategy for consulting with Mäori

� Develop relationships and networks within the Mäori community
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� Importantly, openly discuss the issue of power sharing within

appropriate frameworks

� When funding is unable to be committed to developing a Treaty

partnership, demonstrate alternative forms of reciprocity.

And what can Māori organisations do?
� Build robust governance and management systems

� Maintain high levels of professionalism

� Ensure that all people involved in delivery of partnership outcomes are

adequately trained

� Seek to educate non-Mäori organisations in a constructive manner

about how the Treaty can influence partnerships

� Have sensitivity to the position of non-Mäori partners regarding their

awareness of Mäori issues.

Recognition was also made of the progress in bicultural and multi-
cultural ways of working in Waitakere. This was seen as providing a
positive platform from which to explore and develop a local Waitakere
Treaty Partnership Framework. This framework for working with the
Mäori community would be developed and owned by a range of organi-
sations and networks for the benefit of the whole Waitakere community.

By having a citywide framework (likely to encompass a set of principles
or ways of working) an organisation would not necessarily ascribe them-
selves to a partnership with any particular partner. Instead they would
agree to a certain ethos, a consistent approach to the Treaty. This would
not make Treaty clauses to partnership agreements, and the like, redun-
dant. In fact, a ‘collective agreement’ would set a basis for strengthening
such specific agreements and making them more meaningful. As a vol-
untary commitment, this might negate any resentment of having a Treaty
compliance regime imposed. Any organisation could subscribe to such an
agreement, but along with that commitment would be an expectation to:
� develop policies and procedures within that organisation that define

how the Treaty is acknowledged
� plan reasonable short term and long term measurable goals, which

are reviewed by a panel selected from other subscribers
� commit resources in cash or kind (for example through staff time,

volunteer time, use of facilities).

In return, each organisation would receive:
� Treaty training to a consistent Waitakere or regional standard
� assurance that Treaty obligations have been identified, or at least that

a process towards establishing and negotiating them has been put in
train

� the opportunity for staff to be involved in Treaty events and
workshops.
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The concept of a Waitakere Treaty framework was put forward as a key
recommendation for action as part of the Waitakere City Maori Community
Research Report. There was strong support for advancing discussions in
this area at the follow up Maori Community Partnerships Hui held on 26
July 2004. Although the concept of a local Treaty framework was seen as
difficult and potentially complicated, there was encouragement to
continue discussing how this groundbreaking process could be
developed. A locally led discussion will now be established (with some
initial assistance from the Partnerships Research Project) to facilitate
development of a process to explore this innovative area of work.

Mutual capacity building between Māori and
non-Māori organisations
When a range of non-Mäori organisations were asked about their rela-
tionships with the Mäori community in Waitakere and how the Treaty of
Waitangi featured in the day to day business of their organisation, there
was acknowledgement of the Treaty but uncertainty about what it meant
for non-Mäori community organisations. Similarly, organisations spoke
of the desire to enhance relationships with iwi or Mäori but were unsure
of the best ways to go about this or, in fact, where to start.

Many Mäori organisations talked about the need to upskill themselves in:
� robust governance structures and management processes
� sound financial management skills
� ways to access adequate funding to operate smoothly.

It seems, then, that there are opportunities for mutually beneficial
collaboration between Mäori and non-Mäori organisations in Waitakere.
It is important that any joint work, however, recognises and values the
contributions of both parties and is aimed at growing and developing
the overall community sector and local wellbeing outcomes.

This concept of mutual capacity or capability building was put forward
as a key recommendation for action as part of the Waitakere Community
Partnerships Research Report. As a result, this topic was discussed in
workshops at the follow up Hui held on 26 July 2004. There was strong
support for further dialogue to develop some concrete ways to enable
this to happen. A locally led process will now be developed (with some
initial assistance from the Partnerships Research Project) to facilitate this
important area of work.

Māori and central government
Key recommendations from the Waitakere City Maori Community Research
Report proposed the following ways forward in terms of strengthening
relationships between Mäori and central government organisations:
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� More local participation and engagement directly with communities
� More communication between government agencies to enable cross

sectoral initiatives (in line with the Mäori holistic approach to
wellbeing) to be supported

� More agency assistance to help Mäori community organisations
develop
� More hands on roles required, i.e. helping organisations to do

things rather than simply telling them what needs to be done
� More funding for a holistic range of services that spans sectors and

departmental budget allocations
� Use Waitakere service providers to trial new creative approaches,

with evaluation alongside to document and inform future
planning, funding and service delivery.

Māori and local government
Local research suggested more solid and respectful relationships exist
between the Mäori community and Waitakere City Council than between
the Mäori community and central government agencies. However, there
was still seen to be room for improvement and to do more of the same.
The need to strategically build on existing foundations and relationships
and refine and strengthen existing processes was noted, including the
following:

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

Strengthening Māori-local government relations
� More engagement and participation with iwi or Mäori communities

� More advocacy on behalf of local Mäori communities and their needs

� More leadership in terms of promoting Mäori issues and partnerships

with the Mäori community

� More coordination and support to enable iwi or Mäori to come together

locally and with other non-Mäori organisations

� And, as required by the new Local Government Act, more involvement

of Mäori in decision making

� Help build and grow existing networks within and across Waitakere’s

diverse communities.

� Prioritise and assist the implementation of (e.g. resourcing) existing key

objectives that Mäori have identified in relation to their relationship with

the Council.

Common accountability platforms
How can we link monitoring and indicator frameworks to service
provision and outcome accountabilities?
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Linking local indicators and monitoring
Internationally there is increasing attention being given to providing local
information, including local indicators, around issues of wellbeing and
poverty (see for example Minnesota Milestones 2003, Quality of Life 2003).
Lots of information has long been collected, but knowing which parts are
crucial to local wellbeing, what the links are between any given interven-
tion and changed outcomes, and how to maintain community wide focus
on targets all remain considerable challenges. Local information is typi-
cally subject to ‘small numbers’ problems, such as significant natural
fluctuations in any time period or gross under-representation by certain
groups. Also, it is always difficult to differentiate changes in any outcome
derived from a programme or project intervention from underlying shifts
in the regional, national or international scenes affecting a locality.

Also, the official indicator information that is routinely collected (such as
the Social Report, and the Big Cities indicators) is rarely closely linked to
project planning needs (timing, specific content) or to an understanding
or model of what socioeconomic forces drive a particular change, say in
wellbeing or violence outcomes. There is considerable scope for official
information to get a lot closer to local programmes, and to begin to
embed or ‘contextualise’ social wellbeing statistics and targets in actual
programmes and processes of change (Hemerijck, 2001).

In collaborative, participatory planning processes, the strategic use of
appropriate numbers can signal strongly from the outset certain issues
that really need addressing. It can avoid interest groups pushing their
own agenda, at the expense of bigger, more pressing issues. It can also
provide a target for concerted effort, and keep everyone focused on
bigger picture change, rather than perhaps on building or protecting
their programme. Clearly there are still lessons to be learnt about setting
these targets realistically and keeping people committed to them. At the
moment, however, there is relatively little sustainable and consistent use
of such targets – especially in Waitakere.

Getting to shared accountability
With headline goals, shared projects, clearer local responsibilities, man-
dated representation, shared and contextualised local numbers and so
on, local collaborators can begin to build sustainable ways of keeping
themselves, each other and outside agencies more accountable to issues
of big picture change and community priorities. Put these elements
together, and you are building an agreed community mandated platform
for accountability around key issues. This could be called a ‘common
accountability platform’ or ‘common accountability framework’.

The versions of such platforms being developed in New Zealand (not
usually under that name) are very bottom up, ‘number 8 wire’ affairs,
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compared to the larger sector and locality wide social services budget
planning platforms being developed internationally. Crucially, such
common accountability platforms don’t need to emerge perfect from the
heavens; rather, they can be locally built and added onto from just a few
core elements. With more official recognition, such platforms could
attract sustained ‘honeypotted’ funding (see the first section in this
chapter). To succeed long term, they will require both sustained local
participation by everyone from volunteers to regional commissioners, as
well as enough central level recognition to mean funding was sustain-
able and assured. They will need ongoing political support, and time to
develop good process and demonstrate tangible gains. They will also
need a sense of their own limits: many social and wellbeing outcomes
are determined by very big picture changes indeed, and it would be
highly unfortunate and counterproductive if local agencies were to be
held ultimately accountable for changes well beyond their reach.

P R A C T I C A L I S S U E S

What do you need to build ‘common accountability platforms’?
To begin
� Shared forums at community, local government or interagency level

� Multilevel representation: community, local government, government

sectors

� Well resourced, skilled and supported coordination and facilitation: at

least a fulltime coordinator

� Shared goals and goal related projects

� Capacity and skills of group work, and a shared understanding of

meeting or group dynamics

� Advocacy and other engagement links to political decision makers

� Time, trust and energy.

To build
� Consistent, mandated representation by appropriate, empowered

representatives attending regular forums

� A developing common language for talking about issues, processes,

structures and roles

� Shared information bases: local statistics, GIS information, and

contextualised (shared, agreed, project related) indicators

� Budget for process and projects attached to local collaborative

processes

� Extra funding incentives to develop process and projects: discretionary

or ‘honeypotted’ funds

� ‘Cross-pollination’ between planning processes: development of shared

planning objectives and items appearing in multiple agencies’ regional

and local work plans: linking Councils’ LTCCP to other local planning
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� Stronger linkages between public health and local government

wellbeing planning and mandates

� Central level leadership: high level mandated coordination, and

agencies required to work with local councils and the community.

To gauge impact and push further
� A wider debate about subsidiarity, devolution, levels and roles

� Benchmarking across many places and agencies, with ‘contextualised’

bases and processes for honest, open comparison of targets and

results

� Contiguous boundaries between local authorities, DHBs and

government service regions

� Lining up mandates, funding and functions at local or regional levels,

within wider devolution and decentralisation processes.
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Appendix 1: Glossary of commonly used
(and new) terminology

Accountability: Accountability means being held responsible for your
actions, others’ money and everyone’s outcomes. In the recent past in
New Zealand, accountability has been shaped up into contracts to
deliver outputs. Now, however, everyone must manage for outcomes
too. But this is tough: who wants to take responsibility for outcomes
when no one agency could deliver them, and when sharing accounta-
bilities could leave you alone holding the responsibility baby? Real,
shared accountabilities for outcomes are very difficult to get to under
a partnerships regime, and without some changes, e.g. to the Public
Finance Act, this will remain the case.

Calls to action: Banner or headline goals under which various collabor-
ative actions can be clustered. E.g. Every child leaves school with a
plan.

Capacity building: Strengthening the capability of an individual or
organisation. This should mean extra resourcing and extra training
with needs defined by communities themselves. However, it’s more
likely just to mean training!

Civil society: This is an umbrella term for basically everyone except
government, although sometimes it refers just to the community and
voluntary sector, NGOs and networks.

Civil society organisations: The community and voluntary sector, i.e. the
people who bring you WADCOSS and other community networks.
Also known as the third sector, NGOs.

Common accountability platform: Shared forums at community, local
government or interagency level that have multilevel representation
(community, local government, government sectors), are well
resourced, are supported by skilled coordination and facilitation,
have shared goals and goal-related projects, and work collaboratively
with sound relationships based on time, trust and energy.

Community outcomes process: A new council led process under the
Local Government Act 2002 where local stakeholders (including
communities, the community sector, iwi, business interests, central
government) work together to create visions for their city or
community district.

Congruent boundaries: Geographic boundaries that are the same, i.e. a
council, a health board and three government agencies are respon-
sible for the same geographic area and communities.

Contextualise: To give a broader understanding. Especially used for



indicators and targets, which need to be contextualised or related to
what someone is actually doing before they become meaningful or
before anyone can be held accountable for what happens to them.

Contiguous boundaries: See congruent boundaries.
Co-production of services: A fancy jargon word for all sorts of people

and organisations delivering services in a place. Otherwise known as
a mess, although sometimes it can be a bit more collaborative.

Cost shifting: Moving expenses away from your upfront budget, usually
down onto someone else. This happens in partnerships where the
cost of collaboration and all the time needed to join things up is com-
monly shifted onto voluntary and local organisations.

Cross pollination: Sharing of ideas, but not usually resources.
Decentralisation: An umbrella term for the general process in which

traditionally central government run programmes and functions are
moved from the centre (i.e. Wellington) to regional, city or local levels.

Deconcentration: A form of deconcentration (see below) that involves
central government retaining ultimate control of budgets and
services, but having more staff and more functions located locally, so
as to maximise local engagement and knowledge. For example,
policy advisors based in Auckland as well as in Wellington.

Deprivation Index: Comprises a range of socioeconomic factors
including: household income levels, access to a phone and car, home
ownership, qualification levels, benefit levels, and employment
status. The index is calculated from five yearly national census data
and estimates an overall score of social deprivation for a small
geographic area.

Devolution: The ‘stronger’ form of decentralisation. It involves passing
ownership, funding and responsibility for running programmes and
monitoring their effects over to local agencies. For example, District
Health Boards have an elected board (mandate), and are allocated
funding to enact defined local functions.

Empowered: Feeling included and strengthened from being able to
participate in and effect things that are important to you.

Evaluation: A process of tracking, figuring out and commenting on what
you have done, and why it was or wasn’t measurable or achievable.

Governance: The catch all word for the wider decision making arrange-
ments within which social services are joined up to each other, and to
wider government agencies: how things are joined up, how people
are resourced and held accountable. Also refers to the arrangements
for governing an individual organisation, e.g. a board of trustees, and
how their relationship with the managers and employees works.

Grassroots: Could mean community members but is also used to
describe community organisations.

Headline goals: See Calls to action.
Honeypot: A pot of money put in the middle of an issue (e.g. youth
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violence), available to fund new ideas, around which organisations
then develop some projects for action and funding.

Incremental local capacity growth: A form of decentralisation that is
based on bottom up decentralisation and ‘smell of an oily rag’ inno-
vation. A wide range of local community groups, service providers,
local government and central government staff tend to work collabor-
atively to develop pilot projects that become either locally sustainable
or part of national programmes. These initiatives build local ‘know
how’ and lead on to other projects.

Indicator: A number, a target, a measure of success or failure or just the
current status of a situation.

Interagency: Involving more than one government department or
community organisation.

Intra-agency: Happening only within a department or organisation.
LTCCP (Long Term Council Community Plan): The new big wheel in

local and regional government planning process. It will involve lots
of consultation, but hopefully will mean sustained focus on some
issues over time, and lots of possibilities for joined up action. If, that
is, there is funding for the desired community outcomes that emerge
from the process.

Macro policy: The big political economic and technical policy context:
Labour Party policy vs. National policy vs. Act’s policy; the welfare
state; joined up governance.

Mandate: The authority to make decisions or to take control. Mandate
may be given or delegated from others within an organisation; it may
also be shared across a number of people or organisations:
� Funded Mandate: responsibility for doing something is given

along with resources to allow the task to be done
� Unfunded Mandate: responsibility without resourcing.

Mandated representation: Getting the right people round the table; the
people with the recognised and approved right to be there, who feed
information back to their networks and organisations, and who can
commit their organisation to decisions.

Meshblocks: Geographic groupings of households, which vary in size
from 100 to 300 people.

MOU: Memorandum of understanding. A written agreement setting out
what has been agreed will be separately and jointly done by the
parties involved.

Multi-level: Involving many different levels of government (central and
local) or community organisations.

Multi-sector: Involving different sectors (e.g police and health), or
government and community sector.

NGO: Non-government organisation. Could be a community organisa-
tion or a network.

Open method of coordination: People from different places getting
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together to discuss how they got on addressing particular indicators
or areas of action, and freely or openly discussing and possibly
coordinating responses to these issues.

Participatory planning processes: Making plans, and involving those
affected by, or who want a say in, the process.

Partnering agreement: An agreement that is jointly developed and
negotiated and which documents the expectations, visions, roles,
responsibilities, structures, systems and tasks of the various partners
involved.

PHO: Primary Health Organisation.
Redistribution mechanisms: Things like benefits or the tax system,

which move money and resources from those who have them to
those who do not have them.

Regionalism: The idea that things should be done at a regional level, 
e.g. Auckland wide.

Review of the Centre: The government’s process for trying to generate
more coordination between its departments, especially at regional
and local levels.

Shared information bases: Statistics or information about situations
used to coordinate different organisations’ activities.

Silo: A government department that keeps all its resources, functions
and accountabilities within its own top down system.

Social capital: Trust and reciprocity between people: includes networks,
community support systems, knowing your neighbour, ethnic and
elite networks.

Social Deprivation Index: A measure of how deprived a small area is,
drawn from a range of aggregated census measures such as income,
work, and things like access to transport and a telephone.

Social inequality: When there are big gaps between the incomes and
resources of different groups of people.

Social justice: When there aren’t big gaps between the incomes and
resources of different groups of people (see Social Inequality).

Strategic broker: The people actively involved in bringing people,
processes and projects together from a wide range of agencies, sectors
and levels of government. It’s an incredibly complex role, with
multiple accountabilities and the need for strategic vision as well as
the ability to make things happen.

Subsidiarity: A principle that suggests that what can be done at the local
level should be done there, rather than, say, in Wellington.
� Sticky subsidiarity: Once something has been allocated to a

certain level, the intention that it should stick at that level, to
enable people to adjust, develop networks and hopefully efficient
ways of working, based on familiarity and hopefully trust.

� Slippery subsidiarity: Responsibility for doing something moves
about from one level to another.
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Sustainable development: Enhancing and protecting what we have
today (people, environment etc) for the enjoyment of future
generations

Tikanga: Cultural practices and values.
Transaction costs: The time, energy and resourcing it takes to make

partnerships happen, measured against the outcomes. In the current
environment, with so many local players, and without shared
boundaries and jurisdictions, and without funding for collaboration
processes or programmes in people’s budgets, these costs are high.

Unfunded mandates: When the government allocates responsibility for
something but doesn’t give any money for it.
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Appendix 2: Draft Job Description (for discussion
at Workshop 2: Strategic Brokers)

Overview of Organisation and need for Coordination/Collaboration Function

1. Purpose of Position
� To maintain and manage relationships with and accountability to

(other) key community groups and stakeholders
� To work with other local agencies towards mutually agreed

visions and outcomes
� To participate in multi-agency, coordinated planning processes
� To ensure relevant information is shared between relevant

agencies
� To manage relationships in key internal/external projects, as

listed …

2. Key stakeholder relationships
� (list organisations and key contacts here)

� (list any agreements, contracts, memorandums etc with external
organisations)

3. Key accountabilities

3a. Stakeholder/Partner Relations and Managing Accountability
While your primary accountability is to this organisation you are also
responsible to maintain and manage partner and stakeholder relations
by:

� recognising and respecting partner and stakeholder groups, their
interests, objectives, needs and natures

� managing the accountability of this organisation to those groups,
and to agreed strategic projects and targets



3b. Administration and Communication
To establish and manage relevant administrative and communication
processes by:

� planning and notification of meetings to ensure right people are
in attendance/at the table

� preparation and circulation of agendas, minutes and newsletters
etc, highlighting key tasks/implications for the organisation

� maintaining formal and informal communication with range of
stakeholders/partners and ensure all are informed of the
organisation’s current activities and opportunities for
input/feedback/collaboration are maximised

� with other local coordinators, production of annual coordination
calendar identifying all major local events

� event management, often in association with other
stakeholders/partners

3c. Strategic Coordination
Ensure the organisation’s processes (planning, information, funding,
policy etc) are strategically aligned with stakeholder/partner agencies
and that a city culture of collaboration is fostered by:

� identifying and documenting other agencies’ strategic planning
cycles and procedures

� identifying and actioning opportunities for interagency projects
� ensuring resourcing requirements from interagency/sector

initiatives are recognised within the organisation and
appropriately budgeted for

� identifying opportunities for joint community/agency
consultation which will reduce duplication in consultation
processes for all involved, and achieve better consultation practice

� ensuring relevant policy developments at central and local
government levels are communicated and their implications
analysed in terms of the organisation and the wider local
collaborative scene

� providing well informed strategic advice to the organisation
based on thorough understanding of central and local
government and community agency policies and practices, and
on recognition of the policy/constitutional constraints within
which other stakeholders may operate

� encouraging participation in collaborative effort from other key
contacts/potential stakeholder organisations

3d. Information Management
Ensure the provision of information that supports and adds value both
internally and externally:

� establishing information, data, and research and methods/
systems to support short and long term organisational planning
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� ensure relevant documentation (plans, reports, consultation
feedback etc) is shared with stakeholders/partners

� interpret new reports/research/data etc and communicate
implications of this ‘new knowledge’ within the organisation

3e. Project Management
Project manage specific projects (as mandated/directed) by:

� preparing, recommending and monitoring project plans, plans
and budgets with input from other participating stakeholders.

� leading/coordinating or supporting project implementation,
including preparing reports, funding applications, marketing/
promotion, meeting coordination and facilitation, media, report-
ing on performance/outputs/outcomes to key funders etc

� managing any relationships or contracts necessary

4. Key Authorities
Financial expenditure by the coordinator is approved up to $XXXXX and
should be generally spent on the following types of activities (List:
refreshments/catering, venue hire, advertising, koha, meeting materials
(copying, stationery etc)). Receipts for all expenditure incurred must be
documented, collated and presented for approval on a monthly basis.

5. Key support features
The organisation will commit to supporting your work by:

� welcoming new ideas and opportunities that may emerge from
collaborative effort and being prepared as an organisation to
‘doing things differently’

� providing clear and direct access to decision makers within this
organisation, including appropriate managers and others relevant
to your need to make decisions, and your need to be able to
commit the organisation to appropriate courses of action

� ensuring you in your position are given the status, mandate and
authority to enact the coordination role, and represent this
organisation

� ensuring that you have appropriate organisational resources to be
able to commit to appropriate collaborative ventures

� providing resources (to a joint funding pool) to implement
mutually agreed collaborative initiatives and/or to budget hold
(on behalf of other organisations) for collaborative projects

� providing time to attend meetings, and an identified proxy who is
accountable to you, if you cannot attend

� providing time for peer networking and support and conference
attendance

� allocating time and travel resources to enable you to access
relevant networks, policy and other information/advice both
locally and in Wellington.
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� providing access to relevant experts, technical advice, academic
journals as required

� providing training opportunities in community development,
facilitation, consultation, strategic planning/visioning and other
related project methodologies

� providing you with office support, a mobile phone and home
email access.

Success factors of an effective strategic broker

Sense of mission
Actively promotes the organisation’s strategies, goals and principles in

public forums, welcoming opportunities to do so. Is passionate about their

work and what the organisation and its stakeholders/partners are trying to

achieve.

Innovation
Achieves improved performance by doing things that are unique, leading

edge, and creative.

Initiative
Anticipates situations 3–5 years ahead and acts to create opportunities or

avoid problems.

Consultation and information seeking
Consults widely with all stakeholders, to gather information and research

opinions on issues and proposals regarding specific projects.

Sense of limits
Is practical and takes a common sense approach. Doesn’t demand of

people what they can’t do; doesn’t shift blame to others for things they can’t

control. Recognises their own and other’s limits of time, resources,

commitment and accountability.

Strategic prioritising
Realising that the potential for coordination and collaboration is endless. Is

strategic in picking engagements for self and others.

Customer and community orientation
Seeks information about the real, underlying needs of the

customer/community, beyond those freely expressed and matches these to

available services. Reviews surveys, procedures etc, with a view to

addressing customer/community needs more effectively.
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Impact and persuasion
Communicates a compelling vision that generates excitement, enthusiasm,

commitment and action in others. Energises and mobilises others in a signi-

ficant way. Uses group process skills to lead or direct a group, or foster

their learning.

Networking
Builds working networks and partnerships with a wide variety of other

groups, organisations and individuals, and uses these in scoping and/or

delivering projects and services. Can link up people, and organisations and

resources. Must be a team player.

Managing conflict and difference
Accepts that different groups have different interests: can recognise, res-

pect and work through these. Is not deterred by a dimension of conflict. Can

work with people of different political persuasions and contrary opinions.

Constant awareness, communication and feedback
Has ear-to-the-ground ‘radar’ for issues coming up. Develops ways to

feedback quality information to community and other partners/stakeholders.

Group leadership
Promotes innovation, new ideas and methods; considers requests to

change plans and goals with an open mind; evaluates others’ views with

logic rather than personal preference; creates enthusiasm about the work;

admits own mistakes, uncertainties and limitations. Maintains morale and

enthusiasm throughout the duration of a project, or through time. Uses a

variety of group facilitation techniques to build collaborative culture among

key stakeholders/partners. Able to act as an informal mediator between two

parties, in an attempt to assist them reach solutions.

Valuing diversity
Demonstrates understanding of other cultures and specific needs/

preferences, by adjusting own behaviours and processes to improve

communication, understanding and participation.

Bicultural awareness
Actively seeks to learn and apply Mäori traditions, processes and protocols

where appropriate.

Analytical thinking
Analyses relationships between many parts of a problem or situation.

Systematically breaks complex tasks into manageable chunks. Recognises

several likely causes of events, or consequences of actions. Generally

anticipates obstacles and thinks ahead about next steps and options for

action/response etc.
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Conceptual thinking
Maintains both a big picture focus and local knowledge. Uses knowledge or

theory of different past trends or situations to look at current situations.

Pulls together ideas, issues and observations into a clear and useful

presentation/explanation.

Political sense and strategic perspective
Has a strategic understanding of issues and processes, combined with a

practical political approach to keeping things moving forward, and

contributes significantly to refining organisation strategies – including

sustainable development and implementation of partnership principles.

Organisational insight
Recognises unspoken constraints: what is or is not possible at certain

times, or in certain positions. Recognises and uses organisational culture

and approaches that yield results.

Knowing the territory
Develops a working knowledge of the ‘territory’ – the people, local history

and the ‘movers and shakers’, as well as regional and national frameworks

and structures.

Flexibility
Balances own priorities and preferences with those of team members,

consultative groups and organisational requirements.

Optimism and persistence
Sticks with difficult tasks or situations over long periods of time, to

accomplish results, or until it is clear they are not reasonably attainable.

Maintains a positive attitude throughout.

Self-confidence and assertiveness
Shows a willingness to tackle challenging tasks. Seeks additional

responsibility. If disagrees with management, or in conflict situations, will

state own position clearly and confidently.

Self-development
Reads widely and attends meetings beyond own immediate sphere of work

to develop a broader understanding of other issues that could impact on

own work area.

Self-management
Knows and chooses to use specific techniques to control own response,

deal with emotions and stress and prevent burnout. Notices own stress and

takes action to reduce it. Remains objective in difficult situations. Handles

negative feedback and constructive criticism with dignity and objectivity.
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Hands-on computer skills
Competent with Windows and able to use office automation software, such

as word processing, spreadsheets, databases, PowerPoint etc.

Public presentation skills
Prepares and delivers complex presentations in a simple way; uses

language/visual aids appropriate to the audience and is able to field

complex questions. Also able to adapt presentation content and style for a

variety of different audiences.

Effective written communication
Prepares easily understood documents or reports – gathering data,

preparing analysis and recommendations etc.

Project management (general)
Given a clear project brief and defined resources, prepares a detailed plan,

may be involved in the letting of contracts, oversees work in progress,

reports variations, and assesses results.

Risk management
Where specific guidelines do not exist, is aware of exposure to risk, and

takes action to assess situations, establish ways to eliminate, isolate and

minimise risk associated with own work; monitors progress against risk;

identifies/communicates new risks as they arise, and manages them

appropriately.

Organisation of work
Contributes to others’ successful workload management by dealing quickly

with matters important to others’ achievement.
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Appendix 3: Waitakere Partnership Agreement
Template (for discussion at Workshop 2:
Partnerships Under the Spotlight
20 October 2003)

Section One: The Parties to the Agreement
� Who are the parties to the agreement? e.g. organisation names

Section Two: Background and Objectives of the Agreement
BACKGROUND TO THE PARTNERSHIP/PROJECT

� Brief description of relevant ‘history’ in terms of the:
� Problem, project, issue, opportunity etc you have been or you’re

wanting to work on
� What’s happened to date
� What you’re trying to do together – broad vision, outcomes

sought etc

OBJECTIVES OF THE PARTNERSHIP/PROJECT
� Outline specific objectives/aspirations of each party

� Why each party has come to the partnership table
� What each party hopes to gain

Section Three: The Agreement
This Agreement documents the broad roles, responsibilities, resourc-ing
requirements and relationships between the parties at the start of the
partnership and sets up processes for managing relationships between
the parties over the next XXX years.

3.1 Term of the Agreement
This Agreement begins on XXXX and ends on XXXX.

3.2 Commitment to Partnering Principles and Values
� The parties acknowledge a commitment to the concept of partnering.
� The parties acknowledge that the Treaty of Waitangi established the

primary partnership between Government and Iwi in Aotearoa New
Zealand. The Treaty of Waitangi establishes the unique and special
relationship between Iwi, Maori and the Crown.

� The parties agree to:
� act honestly and in good faith
� communicate openly and in a timely manner
� support each other’s obligations to achieve the objectives of the

partnership/project
� work in a cooperative and constructive manner



� recognise each other’s responsibilities to their stakeholders
� encourage quality and innovation to achieve positive outcomes
� acknowledge that this work is collaboration between many

peoples and cultures. Diversity of input to this partnership/
project is one of its strengths and an inclusive approach will be
promoted at all times.

3.3 Roles and Responsibilities of the Partners
Outline broad roles and responsibilities of each partner, considering
areas such as:
� degree of participation, e.g. active, passive
� provision of resources – people and financial
� provision of research, data, information etc
� provision of advice
� brokering role
� advocacy role
� facilitation/coordination/liaison role
� networking role
� marketing and promotion role
� kaitiakitanga (guardianship/stewardship) role)

3.4 Resourcing
� What’s the amount of funding involved?
� What other non-financial resources are required/being contributed?
� What does the funding cover?
� What doesn’t the funding cover?

� What is the process for resourcing these ‘extras’? e.g. submitting
funding applications to XX

3.5 Reporting Requirements
To promote a partnering approach and to promote informative sharing,
designated representatives of the parties agree to meet every XXX
months and discuss and report to each other on progress towards achiev-
ing the objectives of the partnership and the work programme attached
at Appendix 1 of this agreement. Key discussion points/actions/
reflections from the meeting will be formally recorded and shared
between all project partners and funders. A written report on progress
and future plans will be produced and circulated annually.

Some other ways to promote accountability:
� Have all the partnership/project’s funders attend the same meeting

rather than meet/report on things separately
� Hold community/stakeholder forums to discuss/reflect on/report on

progress
� Produce a summary which is publicly shared in terms of what has

been achieved, what wasn’t and why and what’s coming up
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3.6 Communication and Media
� Communication between the parties will be carried out in a manner

consistent with the partnering principles outlined in 3.1 and will
include, but is not limited to, the formal reporting meetings outlined
in 3.5 above.

� No party will publicly criticise this Agreement, or any other party or
the Project without first discussing the issues of concern in good faith
with the other parties and providing an opportunity to resolve the
issues.

� This clause does not restrict any party from discussing any matters
with their staff, volunteers, advisors or persons for whom that party
is responsible or who are engaged actively in the project/partnership.

� All communications and media releases which include reference to
another party or their logo will also be copied to that party prior to
public release. The parties will also acknowledge each other in any
statements to the media or articles relating to the project that include
reference to the other party.

� During the course of this Partnership/Project, all media enquiries
about the partnership/project and its progress will be managed
(jointly?) by XXXX and XXXX.

3.7 Intellectual Property
� Each party acknowledges that it has no right to the intellectual

property that the other party (or a third party) brings to the
partnership/project.

� All ownership rights to intellectual property arising directly from the
activities described in Appendix 1 shall be jointly owned by the two
parties and acknowledged under a mutually agreed project brand.

� If intellectual property arising directly from the activities described in
Appendix 1 is capable of being commercialised, the parties shall
negotiate in good faith among themselves and/or with relevant other
parties, on the appropriateness of this. If support is unanimous, then
an agreement on the protection and promotion of that intellectual
property will be developed for the benefit of all parties.

� All parties to this contract recognise the special nature of Mäori
intellectual property. All parties acknowledge the Mataatua
declaration of 1992 and, in particular, Article 29 of the draft
Declaration which states that:

‘Indigenous peoples are entitled to the recognition of the full owner-
ship, control and protection of their cultural and intellectual property.’

It goes on to assert that:
‘They have the right to special measures to control, develop and
protect their sciences, technologies and cultural manifestations,
including human and other genetic resources, seeds, medicines,
knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions,
literature, designs and visual and performing arts.’
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3.8 Health and Safety
All parties agree to comply with all obligations any party may have
under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 to ensure that a
safe working environment exists for all employees and permitted sub-
contractors in connection with the Partnership/Project.

Upon commencement of the Project, those employed by either party will
be briefed on the relevant principles, practices, expectations and
responsibilities that each party has with regards to health and safety.

3.9 Risk Management
Working in a partnering way is new for all parties. All parties
acknowledge that a lot of ongoing effort and energy will be directed
towards successful project establishment and relationship
building/management. Given the partnership principles which underpin
this agreement, a flexible approach to management of this agreement
will need to be taken to allow for:
� emerging roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of project

partners to be fully explored
� appropriate governance processes and protocols to be developed and

reviewed on a regular basis

Given the ‘newness’ of both the Partnership and the relationships
between the parties to this agreement, it is to be expected that some
misunderstandings and misinterpretations of this agreement may arise.
It is intended that risks will be minimised and hopefully resolved
through:
� adherence to the partnering principles outlined in 3.1
� meeting on a regular XXX (3?) monthly basis as set out in 3.5
� observing the communications protocols set out in 3.6
� following the agreed process set out in 3.10 below with regards to

conflict resolution

3.10 Conflict Resolution
� The parties have agreed to collaborate and work in a partnering way.

It’s recognised that the parties will play different roles as outlined
earlier in this Agreement. Any party can formally give notice if they
believe that one party is in serious breach of the obligations outlined
within this agreement.

� Each party agrees not to commence any court or arbitration
proceedings relating to any dispute arising out of this Agreement,
until the parties have complied with this clause – unless proceedings
are necessary for preserving the rights of either party.

� If an issue cannot be resolved in open discussion, the party claiming
that a dispute exists must give written notice to the other party
specifying the nature of the dispute and the issues involved.
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� On receipt of this written notice, all parties agree to use their best
endeavours to settle the dispute by negotiation, acknowledging that
all parties are committed to the successful completion of this
Agreement.

� If the dispute is not settled by negotiation within 21 days of receipt of
the notice of dispute, then unless all parties agree otherwise in
writing, all parties will participate in mediation with a mutually
acceptable mediator, appointed if necessary by the Chairperson of
LEADR New Zealand Incorporated (Lawyers Engaged in Alternative
Dispute Resolution).

� If the dispute or difference is not settled by mediation within 30 days
of the commencement of that mediation process, then unless all
parties agree otherwise in writing, the matter will be referred to
arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration Act 1996.

� All parties will continue to comply with the obligations in this
Agreement until the dispute is resolved, provided that payments or
reimbursements may be withheld to the extent that they are
disputed.

3.11 Termination
If any party fails to meet its obligations under this Agreement and in the
opinion of the other parties that failure can be remedied, the other
parties will give formal notice specifying the nature of the failure and
requiring it to be remedied within a specified timeframe which is
reasonable having regard to the nature of the failure. This formal notice
will follow open discussion of the actions or failures considered to be in
breach of this Agreement.

All parties agree that any action or failure to act likely to lead to
termination of this Agreement shall be discussed openly with all parties
in advance of issuing a notice of intention to terminate this Agreement,
including following the dispute resolution procedures in the case of a
dispute.

Each party may give notice in writing to the other to terminate this
Agreement if during the term of this Agreement there is, or is likely to
be, a substantial breach of this Agreement which cannot be remedied in
the opinion of the other party, or has not been remedied in accordance
with a notice as noted in section 3.10 above. This may include:
� by any party if the purposes of this Agreement are unable to be

achieved, whether or not attributable to any action or failure of either
of the parties.

In the event that this Agreement is terminated, the parties agree to
refund all money paid to them under this Agreement that has not been
used for the Project within a mutually negotiated period.
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Termination of this Agreement shall be without prejudice to:
� other rights and remedies of the parties arising out of any default

which occurs before the termination; and
� any claim for monies payable as at the date of termination or in res-

pect of work done or liabilities incurred before the termination; and
� any obligations that any party might have under the Employment

Relations Act 2000.

SIGNATURES
Signed for and on behalf of XXXXXX by:

Full Name ..................................................
Signature

Position

Signed for and on behalf of XXXXXX by:

Full Name ..................................................
Signature

Position

Appendix 1
Activities, Timelines, Roles and Resources for Period XXX to XXX

You may also wish to include: milestones, special reporting requirements,
key stakeholders who will be involved, key contact names/key
personnel to be involved.
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Appendix 4: Getting better alignments to
support partnerships

Roles, responsibilities and accountabilities for
action required at central government, local
government and community sector levels
Here, we identified three different dimensions of partnerships that we
think are worth thinking about separately: political, strategic and opera-
tional. Aligning and emphasising all of these is no doubt impossible, but
if the aspects aren’t all there, and somewhat aligned, partnerships can
and will struggle.
� If partnerships are only focused on operational aspects, they can

neglect advocacy and political action, as well as strategic planning
together on bigger picture issues.

� On the other hand, if funding, functions and mandates are not
aligned, local organisations will spend forever doing even basic coor-
dination, hampered by resource constraints and unclear mandates.

� In our experience some collaborative and other strategies do these
alignments better than others, but all too often, mandates aren’t
funded, or operations and other coordinating processes crowd out
strategy and politics.

1. Central Government Inputs to Locally Devolved Partnership or
Local Strategy XX

Political

Authority to make

decisions devolved

from Ministers/MPs

to local structure

with perimeters,

partners, frame-

works for decision

making mutually

agreed

Strategic
Participating

regional/local

managers (strategic

brokers) have

authority to commit

resources/make

decisions/set

direction etc within

local devolved

process for XX

Operational/Technical
Staff are clear what

their roles/tasks are

within implementation

stages of XXX and

contribute to ongoing

operational planning,

visioning, goal setting

etc. Shared accounta-

bilities are defined and

assigned

M
an

da
te

s



2. Local Government Inputs to Locally Devolved Partnership or
Local Strategy XX
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Political

Resources for XX

approved in national

departmental (e.g.

Vote Health) bud-

gets by Cabinet

Barriers to strategic/

technical con-

straints identified

and removed

Strategic
Resources for local

strategic planning

included in depart-

mental or other

budgets, with

resources and

incentives for

implementation

Methodology (for

the what, the how,

the when etc) for

implementing XXX

defined and roles,

responsibilities,

tasks, timeframes

etc developed by

representatives on

XX governance

structure

Operational/Technical
Resources transferred

into line budgets at the

local level and account-

ed for. Or, clear claims

on budget for joined up

processes are identified

Individual central govt

service responses/

actions to implement

XXX clearly defined,

implemented and

monitored

Re
so

ur
ce

s
Fu

nc
tio

ns

Political

Authority to make

decisions devolved

from Council to local

structure for XX with

perimeters, part-

ners, frameworks for

decision making etc

mutually agreed –

NB: local structure

may/should include

some councillors

who are mandated

by the whole of

Council

Resources for XX

approved in LTCCP

and Annual Plans by

the Council

Strategic
Council manage-

ment (via strategic

brokers) has author-

ity to commit

resources/make

decisions/set direc-

tion etc within

framework approved

by the Council 

for XX

Resources for XX

included in depart-

mental budgets put

up to the Council by

management

Operational/Technical
Council staff have clear

guidelines on approved

roles/tasks/resources

within implementation

stages of XXX and their

appropriate delegated

authorities

Resources included in

line budgets at

service/operational

levels of Council

M
an

da
te

s
Re

so
ur

ce
s



3. Community Sector Inputs to Locally Devolved Partnership or Local
Strategy XX
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Political

Barriers to strategic/

technical con-

straints identified

and appropriate

action taken

NB: may involve

advocacy to central

government

Strategic
Methodology (for

the what, the how,

the when etc) for

implementing XXX

defined and roles,

responsibilities,

tasks, timeframes

etc developed by

representatives on

XX governance

structure

Operational/Technical
Individual Council

service responses/

actions to implement

XXX clearly defined and

implemented

Fu
nc

tio
ns

Political

Participation by

mandated represen-

tatives from sector

network or commun-

ity agency (ies) onto

local structure for

XX with perimeters,

partners, frame-

works for decision

making etc mutually

agreed

Accountabilities,

especially shared

ones, are clarified

Resources for XX

approved in

Strategic and

Business Plans of

participating

community sector

partners. Resources

are transferred from

central and local

governments into

community

partnership holding

Strategic
Participating

community repre-

sentatives (strategic

brokers) on XX have

the authority to

commit resources/

make decisions/set

direction etc, within

framework approved

by their own existing

governance struc-

tures. They pick and

establish strategic

alliances not

necessarily with

everyone!

Resources for XX

included in budgets/

work programmes

prepared by

community agency

staff. Strategic

partnerships and

planning participa-

tion to strengthen

these

Operational/Technical
Staff of community

agencies/networks

have clear guidelines on

approved roles/tasks/

resources to facilitate

implementation stage 

of XXX

Resources available for

implementation stage as

required

M
an

da
te

s
Re

so
ur

ce
s
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Political

Barriers to

strategic/technical

constraints

discussed and

appropriate action

taken

NB: may involve

advocacy to central

and local

government

Strategic
Methodology (for

the what, the how,

the when etc) for

implementing XXX

defined and roles,

responsibilities,

tasks, timeframes

etc developed by

representatives on

XX governance

structure

Operational/Technical
Individual community

sector/agency service

responses/ actions to

implement XXX defined

and implemented

Fu
nc

tio
ns
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